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Welcome to the majestic and truly tourist-friendly city – Saint Petersburg! Touch
its history, taste the spicy mixture of cultures, breathe in the Northern crispy air,
listen to the music of Neva river waves, contemplate white sleepless nights! Both
headlong entertainment and total cultural exposure await you here! Day in and
day out brand-new developments in infrastructure and event venues keep
changing the city’s image due to cutting-edge technologies and innovations.
Come here by yourself and discover your own Saint Petersburg!
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Dreaming about visiting a paradise-like place on 

Earth? Come to Saint Petersburg – the so-called

museum in the open air. There is no need in

visiting any places at all: you can just admire its

lavish baroque or reserved classicism

architecture and picturesque ribbons of canals

by taking leisurely strolls or boat trips. Most

daring tourists are welcome to discover city’s

diversity by taking helicopter or segway rides.

Have never been here before? Professional

guides will make your trip as comfortable and

enlightening as possible. Have been here for

numerous times before? Try to go around the

city using our new oicial mobile application

Visit Petersburg.

Saint Petersburg is a caring city which thinks of 

all types of tourists. It is a real kingdom of

heaven for kids. Let them enjoy interactive

science museums, puppet theatres and contact

zoos here. Young people will be amazed by the

number of music events and social venues where

they can make new friends. Gourmands are free

to reveal tastes of Russian and all international

cuisines. Several business areas and complexes

are at the disposal of businessmen to participate

in plenty of congresses and conferences.

Bohemia has a great opportunity to fulll its

potential via taking part in various creative

workshops, festivals and experimental projects.

Travel and enjoy in winter or summer, rain or

shine, young or old!

PETERSBURG ONLINE

Pixabay

Dear friends,

There are only a few weeks left before the start 

of the new tourist season. Due to the temporary

suspension of work of cultural and recreational

institutions of St. Petersburg, everyone has

gained the opportunity to explore the city online!

We have collected the most interesting oers for 

you. Travel here and now

#

Photo: #безантракта

ROSPHOTO Museum and Exhibition Centre

The virtual doors of the

ROSPHOTO are always

open to you: visit online

exhibitions, watch

educational videos and

ip through thematic

collections of old-time photos.
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Photo: РОСФОТО

Internet:

https://rosphoto.org/visit-online-eng/virtual-exhibitions/,

https://rosphoto.org/visit-online-eng/video/,

https://rosphoto.org/collection-en/virtual-museum/

National Show Museum “Grand Maket
Rossiya” online

Due to the museum's

online project you will be

able to take a virtual tour

across the whole Russia.

The scale model layout

with a total area of 800

m2 features typical scenes from Russian 

everyday life: work, study, leisure, festivities,

etc.

Photo: Путеводитель по Санкт-Петербургу

Internet: https://grandmaket.ru/en/panorama

The Russian Museum of Ethnography online

The Museum invites you

to listen to its free

audioguides through the

izi.Travel storytelling

platform. You will nd a

vast list of exhibits

featured with audio here. Enjoy the short stories 

about the museum’s halls, Russian folk traditions

and customs, national garments, and daily items

of the peoples of the world.

Photo: КВБ

Internet: https://izi.travel/en/9f93-the-russian-museum-of-eth

nography/en#de83-the-marble-hall/en

Museum of Soviet Arcade Machines
Now it’s possible to play

Soviet arcade machines

without even leaving your

home! Enjoy the Morskoi

Boi (Sea Battle), one of

the most popular arcade

games in the Soviet Union. Imagine you are a 

sniper, look through the periscope of a

submarine and strike the enemy vessels.

Photo: Музей советских игровых автоматов

Internet: http://morskoy-boy.15kop.ru/en/game/

The State Hermitage Museum online

Cultural isolation is

oered by the State

Hermitage Museum. Take

a journey to the museum

in the movie «Hermitage

on the iPhone 11 Pro» or

a virtual tour on the museum’s oicial website.

Photo: Культура.РФ

Internet: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49YeFsx1rIw, ht

tps://hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/panorama/

!ut/p/z1/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfIjo8zi_R0dzQyNnQ2

8LMJMzA0cLR09XLwCDUyd3Mz0w8EKDHAARwP9KGL041E

Qhd_4cP0oVCv8Pb2BJviHmHr4-4c5GzmbQBXgMaMgNzTCI

NNREQAJ272H/dz/d5/L0lDU1EvUU5RSy80TlZFL2Vu/?lng=e

n

The State Russian Museum online

The Virtual Russian

Museum web portal

unites the most up to date

projects of the Russian

Museum in the eld of

information technology.

Here are collections, vernissages, thematic 

albums. Also, 3D tours of the halls of the

museum complex are available for you.
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Photo: Weatlas

Internet: shorturl.at/mBX23, shorturl.at/GOPU5,

shorturl.at/KMO06, shorturl.at/brDOT

The Peterhof State Museum-Reserve online

Get the opportunity to

know more about the

Grand Peterhof Palace in

The Palace Ticket

multimedia project, take

a virtual tour above

Peterhof (300 meters high) or watch a special 

web-site project launched by Peterhof State

Museum-Reserve and Palace of Versailles to

commemorate the journey of Peter the Great to

Versailles in 1717.

Photo: LiveInternet

Internet: shorturl.at/mvEG6, shorturl.at/foyPY,

shorturl.at/eFTV4

State Academic Mariinsky Theatre online

The Mariinsky Theatre

program: online

broadcasts of

performances and

concerts. Watch the

opening ceremony of the

IV International Harp Festival “The Nortnern 

Lyra”, a virtual photo exhibition or online

broadcasts of operas and performances at

mariinsky.tv, which will be available for viewing

during the day after the start of the online show.

Photo: HelloPiter

Internet: https://mariinsky.tv/e

National Drama Theater of Russia
"Alexandrinsky Theatre" online

Alexandrinsky Theater

has prepared for its

virtual spectators online

broadcasts of the

performances, sets of

lectures “Media and the

art of performance” by the Laboratory of the new

media. Also the Media Centre’s archive will oer

to you: online lectures of the project «Theatre

map of the world» and much more.

Photo: Турнавигатор

Internet: https://en.alexandrinsky.ru/

Russian State Academic Bolshoi Drama
Theater named after G. A. Tovstonogov online

Performances of the

Tovstonogov Theatre

open up an online project

of the magazine

"Theatre." – “The Best

Russian Performances:

Watching Together”, in which viewers around 

the world will also be able to see the

performances of other leading Russian theaters.

Follow an online bill of the Tovstonogov Theatre

in the social network VKontakte.

Photo: БДТ

Internet: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7WTwOWt_bR

2nporHe28-SA

Concert Hall of the State Academic Mariinsky
Theatre online

The Mariinsky Theatre is

pleased to oer everyone

an extensive program of

online broadcasts and

shows of its performances

and concerts. Live video

broadcasts as well as archive displays are 
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available on the website Mariinsky Media.

Photo: Мариинский театр

Internet: https://mariinsky.tv/e

Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and
Ethnography (Kunstkamera)

Now you can visit the

museum from your home.

For you a 3D tour of the

museum is availble. There

are also collections of

world traditional cultures

and the history of science.

Photo: Wikipedia

Internet: http://tour.kunstkamera.ru/?lang=en#1241881465,

http://collection.kunstkamera.ru/en

The Tsarskoe Selo State Museum and
Heritage Site online

Take a walk through

several of the state rooms

of Golden Enlade,

including the Great Hall

and the Amber Room, on

video tours (turn on

subtitles). Also follow the museum’s news on 

Twitter.

Photo: Travel Ask

Internet: https://www.tzar.ru/en/news/1585086669,

https://twitter.com/tsarskoyeselo

Fabergé Museum online

Take a virtual tour

through the Fabergé

Museum's collection.

Photo: porthostel.ru

Internet: https://fabergemuseum.ru/3dtour/

St. Petersburg State Jazz Philharmonic Hall
online

Jazz Philharmonic goes

online. It's time to get

acquainted with the

sound of jazz music. Live

broadcasts for the coming

month are available at

the Philharmonic’s oicial website.

Photo: Филармония

Internet: http://jazz-hall.com/

The National Library of Russia online

The National Library of

Russia has an extensive

catalogue of electronic

informational materials.

The Library promises to

prepare for you the most

interesting books, posters and other documents 

on the website and in the social networks. The

National electronic library contains a collection

of books that you can read without leaving your

home.

Photo: РНБ

Internet: http://nlr.ru/nlr_visit/RA2996/rnb-online

St. Petersburg State University in the Open
Education project online

The project provides an

opportunity to listen to

lectures by university

teachers on topics

covering the historical

facts of the world and

world history. Do not miss the opportunity to 

expand your knowledge without leaving your

home.

Photo: СПБГУ

Internet: https://openedu.ru/university/spbu/
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The D.D. Shostakovich St. Petersburg
Academic Philhamonia online

Even if you do not have a

ticket, the Dmitry

Shostakovich

Philharmonia is always

open to listeners online.

They have made it a habit

to record performances and conduct online 

broadcasts, and stick to this tradition right now.

Join the concerts and other performances on the

Philharmonia’s website.

Photo: Филармония

Internet: https://www.philharmonia.spb.ru/en/media/online/

The Museum of Political History of Russia
online

Get to know the museum

in short videos presented

on the oicial website or

through a virtual tour.

Photo: Museum

Internet:

http://www.polithistory.ru/en/virtual/lms/90seconds/,

http://tour.polithistory.ru/gallery/#174

St. Petersburg State Musical Comedy Theatre

In the near future

recordings of

performances from

Operetta Park festivals of

the past years and other

recordings will become

available for viewing. Follow the schedule in the 

oicial group VKontakte.

Photo: Театр музкомедии

Internet: https://vk.com/spb_muzcomedy

Virtual reading room of St. Petersburg Central
City Public Library named after V.V.
Mayakovsky

Electronic catalogs of the

electronic library systems

of the world are available

for free in the virtual

reading room of the

library, without leaving

home. Go to the website and choose the book you

like.

Photo: mos.ru

Internet: https://pl.spb.ru/structure/resources/virtual/

Saint Petersburg State University online

Dozens of free courses

are available on the

SPbSU's educational

platform.

Photo: Regnum

Internet: https://online.spbu.ru/en/

Lev Lurie’s Culture & History Club online

Lev Lurie’s Culture &

History Club invites you

to see and hear author

excursions and lectures

online. Get to know the

city's culture through the

prism of outstanding stories and information. 

Follow the news on the oicial website, in the

group VKontakte, and also in the Club’s prole

on Instagram.

Photo: Eschool.Center

Internet: https://dklurie.ru/eng/
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Alpina online
Alpina has provided free

access to 70 e-books of

the publishing house

using the promo code

GIFT_STAYHOME. You

can read books without

restrictions on the website or in the mobile 

application.

Photo: Альпина

Internet: https://www.alpinabook.ru/blog/stay-home/

Bookmate online

The Bookmate service

gives free access to books

of the Garage publishing

house.

Photo: Bookmate

Internet: https://bookmate.com/bookshelves/iPfmRYqn

TOP 10

Visit Petersburg/Government of Saint Petersburg

We have picked 10 most popular places, the 

so-called brands of the city for you to see and

explore in Saint Petersburg. These are genuine

treasures of the city which you have denitely

seen many times on photos, souvenirs and heard

of from your friends. Travelers who have visited

them at least once will return here more and

more times in future to attend current

exhibitions and festivals.

The Russian Museum of Ethnography

Have you ever tried to

capture folk spirit

embodied in objects and

symbols of ethnic and folk

culture? The Russian

Museum of Ethnography

reects the traditional cultures of more than 150

peoples of Eastern Europe, Siberia, the Far

East, the Caucasus and Central Asia from the

18th-20th centuries. For sure, it's a starting

point for discovering the whole Russia.

Photo: Asha.ru

Address: 4/1, Inzhenernaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: Wed-Sun: 10 am - 6 pm, Tue: 10 am - 9 pm,

Monday - day o; last Friday of the month - closed

Phone: +7 812 570 54 21

Internet: www.eng.ethnomuseum.ru/

Peter and Paul Fortress

Have you ever thought of

visiting a full-edged city

on the island? Isolated

area in the very heart of

Saint Petersburg has its

own beach, plethora of

museums and temporary exhibitions, Mint, 

Treasury, Cathedral, cemetery, prison and

guardhouse. Walk out on the Time Street to

explore  an oicial’s home, dentist’s study, feel

what it was like to live in the communal

apartment. Have fun taking riveting quests for

the whole family. Enjoy yourself at the Ice

Sculpture Festival in winter and at Sand

Sculpture Festival in summer!

Photo: http://mtourism.ru/ru/zanimatelnoe-v-rossiy/sankt-pete

rburg/petropavlovskaya-krepost
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Address: 3, Petropavlovskaya Fortress, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Gorkovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 6am - 9 pm, daily

Phone: +7 812 230 64 31

Internet: www.spbmuseum.ru/?lang_ui=en

Erarta Museum and Galleries of Contemporary
Art

Have you already been

overhelmed by the

collections of classic art

exposed in the Hermitage

and the Russian

Museum? Are you eager

to learn something new? Erarta Museum, the 

largest museum of contemporary art in Russia,

opens its doors to you. Permanent and temporary

exhibitions, tours, concerts, creative projects

are waiting for you.  The museum collection was

available for one million users online at the art

project Google in the summer of 2015. Erarta hit

the TOP-10 museums in Russia according to the

tourist portal Trip Advisor and won the award

Traveller Choice Award in 2015. Erarta's

projects aim to bring contemporary art closer to

people, enabling everyone to nd something of

their own in it.

Photo: Эрарта

Address: 2, 29th liniya V.O., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Primorskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 10 pm, closed on Tuesdays

Phone: +7 812 324 08 09

Internet: www.erarta.com/en/

Email: info@erarta.com

Nevsky Prospect
Described in numerous

works of art, Nevsky

Prospect has always been

a favourite alley for

promenades among locals

and tourists. We suggest

that you also take a stroll along this historic alley

with your family and friends just as emperors

used to do in the past! Enjoy diversity of

fashionable stores, numerous coee houses,

shopping mecca Gostiny Dvor, famous Singer

bookstore, churches and cathedrals, picturesque

canals on your way!

Photo: billionnews.ru

Address: Nevsky prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Military-Historical Museum of Artillery,
Engineer and Signal Corps

Are you keen on the

military theme as Peter I

was passionate about it?

Military-Historical

Museum of Artillery,

Engineer and Signal

Corps welcomes you. 

It is one of the largest and one of the most 

signicant military-historical museums in the

world.

The museum collection numbers more than 

850,000 exhibits, including rare edged weapons,

personal weapons of famous marshals, generals

and representatives of the Royal dynasty.

Visitors are particularly interested in the 

museum outdoor exposition.

More than 250 units of artillery and rocket 

launch systems, military engineering and signal

equipment are presented in the open air.

Don't forget to look through the list of special 

tours, we hope, you'll denitely nd something
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up to you!

Photo: Конт

Address: St. Petersburg, Alexandrovskiy park, 7

Public Transport: Metro station – Gorgovskaya

Opening hours: Wednesdays – Sundays, 11.00 -18.00

Phone: +7 812 232 0296

Internet: http://www.artillery-museum.ru/en/

Email: artillery@yandex.ru

More Info: Ticket windows shut one hour before the museum

closes. Closed Mondays, Tuesdays and the last Thursday of

the month.

St. Isaac's Square

Once you have entered

St. Isaac's Square you

can't help comparing it to

the magnicent

amphitheater and feeling

like a spectator

surrounded by all these splendid historic objects.

Take the most comfortable seat and enjoy the

performance!

Photo: 1703piter.ru

Address: Isaakievskaya pl., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Tickets: Free

The Monument to the Heroic Defenders of
Leningrad

The place charged with

history and suering...

Pause to think about

those who lived in times

of war, fear and

self-sacrice... Listen to

the  call signals from Moscow and alarming 

metronome ticking. Read through the pages

telling about each of the 900 siege days...

Photo: Pinterest

Address: 2, Pobedy pl., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Moskovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Mo, We, Tu, Fr, Sa, Su 10 am - 6 pm; Th 10

am - 5 pm, closed on Wednesdays and last Tuesday of every

month

Phone: +7 812 373 65 63

Internet: www.new.spbmuseum.ru

The State Hermitage Museum

Guess what sightseeing

spot will never stop to

amaze you with its

enormous size, gorgeous

imperial interiors,

abundance of temporary

exhibitions and special events? Guess where you 

can spend all your travelling time and come back

again and again till it becomes your home?

That's Hermitage! The largest artistic museum in

the world with 3 mln of items.

The display features Western European art, the 

Russian interior decoration, Oriental arts,

Flemish painting, archaelogical and numismatic

items. The museum holds interesting meetings

with well-known art experts, employees of

national and international museums, artists,

designers, and musicians! Special programmes

include visiting exhibitions and concerts outside

oicial opening hours.

Photo: Travelask

Address: 2, Dvortsovaya pl., St Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Tu, We, Sa, Su 10.30 am - 6.00 pm, Th Fr

10.30 am - 9.00 pm

Phone: +7 812 571 3465

Internet:

www.hermitagemuseum.org/wps/portal/hermitage/?lng=en

Email: visitorservices@hermitage.ru
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Church of Our Savior on Spilled Blood
Mysterious and

spellbinding, elaborate

and of historic

signicance. A

sightseeing gem above

the surface of the poetic

Griboedova Canal, the Church of Savior on 

Spilled Blood strikes viewers' imagination with

its incredible ambience from the outside and

ingenious interiors inside. Skillful ngers of the

best Russian artisans of the day decorated the

Church with shimmering mosaics, Italian

varicoloured marble, Ural and Altai

semi-precious stones, and a huge collection of

Russian heraldry.

Photo: Pikabu

Address: 2, nab. Kanala Griboyedova, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospekt Metro Station

Opening hours: Wednesday - day o. Other days 10.30 am

-18 pm

Phone: +7 812 315 16 36

Internet: www.eng.cathedral.ru/

DO & SEE

ИА "Диалог"/Government of Saint Petersburg

Do and see things you’ve never done or seen 

before in your life! Visit a soviet-time apartment

with sovietic relics and learn about lives of plain

soviet factory workers, pioneers and farm

workers. Walk along the pages of Dostoevsky

somber novels and meet its heroes on the dusky

embankments or shaded parks. Dress up for

masquerades and ballrooms, get ready to waltz

in the same magnicent dancing halls as Pushkin

in the 18 century. Not only learn but also take

an active part and interact!

Palace Square

Palace Square is

considered to be the

city’s main square and

serves as an excellent

example of how dierent

architectural styles can

be combined in a most elaborate and 

aesthetically pleasing way. It was the setting of

many events of worldwide signicance, including

the Bloody Sunday 1905 and the October

Revolution of 1917. The Palace Square is simply

breathtaking.

Photo: LiveJournal

Address: Dvortsovaya Square, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospekt Metro Station

Yusupov Palace

Beautiful yellow palace

that was once home to

the wealthy and

respected Yusupov family

stands by the Moika

River. It was also the site

of Grigori Rasputin’s murder in 1916, a dark 

episode in Russia’s history. Let yourself be

guided through this palace, the full story of the

murder of Rasputin will unfold before you.

Photo: logik_logik - LiveJournal

Address: 94, nab. Reki Moiki, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sadovaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 5 pm

Phone: +7 812 314 98 83

Internet: www.yusupov-palace.ru/en
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The State Museum of the History of Religion

The State Museum of the

History of Religion is one

of the world’s few

museums and the only

one of its kind in Russia

with its permanent

exhibition featuring the origin and development 

of Religion. The Museum collection numbers

about 200 000 exhibits. It houses a wide range of

historical and cultural artifacts  from various

countries, ages, and peoples. The Museum keeps

collections that cover a vast expanse of time

from the Archaic (c. 6000 BC) and Ancient Egypt

and Israel Times to the early Middle Ages in

Europe; from the Ancient Greece and Rome to

the present day. The history of Buddhism and

Islam is also presented on the display.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 14, Pochtamtskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Thursday - Monday: 10 am – 6 pm, Tuesday:

1 pm – 9 pm, Wednesday: closed

Phone: +7 812 315 30 80

Internet: www.gmir.ru/eng/

St.Petersburg State Museum of Theatre and
Music Art

St.Petersburg State

Museum of Theatre and

Music Art is located in

the building of the former

Imperial Theatres

Management, erected in

the 1st half of the 19 century by the great 

architect Carlo Rossi. This building remains one

of the principal exhibits of the museum.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 6, Ostrovskogo pl., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 6 pm, Wed — 1 pm - 7 pm. Closed —

Tuesday and the last Friday of the month

Phone: +7 812 310 10 29

Internet: www.theatremuseum.ru/english.html

The Dostoevsky Museum

The Literary-Memorial

Museum of Dostoevsky

was opened on the 150th

anniversary of his

birthday in 1971. This

house was his last

apartment. The Brothers Karamazov novel was 

written in this house. The Dostoevsky's

apartment was recreated for the most part from

the memoirs of his wife Anna and of his

contemporaries.

The Dostoevsky Museum contains a theater for 

viewing performances and movies based on

Dostoevsky's works, and for literary gatherings.

Every year in November, when the writer's

birthday is observed, the museum hosts an

international scholarly conference "Dostoevsky

and World Culture", and a journal of the same

name is published with the conference

proceedings. Exhibits by modern artists are

always on display in the exhibition rooms. The

museum has become an inseparable part of

cultural life in St.Petersburg today.

Photo: KUDA-SPB

Address: 5/2, Kuznechny per., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vladimirskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Tuesday, Thursday-Sunday: 11.00-18.00.

Wednesday: 13.00-20.00. Closed: on Monday and oicial

holidays

Phone: +7 812 571 40 31

Internet: www.eng.md.spb.ru/

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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The Pushkin Apartment Museum
The Pushkin Apartment

Museum is the only

memorial Pushkin

museum in the city which

tells about the last period

of the poet's life and

work. There Pushkin, mortally wounded at the 

duel, died on January 29, 1837, and there one

can see things that belonged to Pushkin and his

family.

Photo: KUDA-SPB

Address: 12, nab. Reki Moiki, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10.30-18.00; Closed: Tuesday and the last

Friday of the month

Phone: +7 812 311 35 31

Internet: www.museumpushkin.ru/eng/

The Summer Garden

The Summer Garden is

one of the places where

one can feel the

atmosphere of Peter's

time. The garden with a

collection of sculptures

and the Summer Palace that was the rst 

Emperor's residence constitute a single museum

complex.

Photo: Яндекс

Address: 2, nab. Kutuzova, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny dvor, Nevsky prospekt

Opening hours: 10:00–22:00, Tuesday - day o

Phone: +7 812 314 04 56

Tickets: free

Internet: www.rusmuseum.ru/eng/home/

Kunstkamera
Kunstkamera - Peter the

Great Museum of

Anthropology and

Ethnography - was the

rst museum in Russia. It

has a unique collection of

antiques, revealing the history and way of life of 

many people. But for many people this museum

is known for the collection of "freaks" -

anatomical curiosities and anomalies.

Photo: travel.rambler.ru

Address: 3, Universitetskaya nab., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11:00-19:00, Monday - day o

Phone: +7 812 328 14 12

Internet: www.kunstkamera.ru/en/

Email: info@kunstkamera.ru

Saint Petersburg Metro

Due to the city's unique

geology, the Saint

Petersburg Metro is one

of the deepest metro

systems in the world and

the deepest by the

average depth of all the stations. The system's 

deepest station, Admiralteyskaya, is 86 metres

below ground. Serving 2.15 million passengers

daily, it is also the 16th busiest metro system in

the world.

Every station has its unique style.

The most beautiful stations are on the red line 

(Avtovo, Kirovskiy zavod, Ploshad Vosstaniya).

Photo: ВладТайм

Opening hours: 5.30 am till midnight, check the opening

hours here http://www.metro.spb.ru/rejimrabotystancii.html

Internet: www.metro.spb.ru/
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Yelagin Island
Yelagin Island is a unique

protected natural

complex. It is the

northernmost island in

the Neva delta, laved

with Big Nevka in the

north, with Central Nevka in the south and 

south-east, and shooting out with the narrow

cape into the Gulf of Finland. At one time a royal

residence, Yelagin Island since the middle of last

century passed into the possession of the state

and became the Central Park of Culture and

Recreation, and from this moment it opened its

doors to all comers.

Today Kirov Central Park is a dynamically 

developing cultural and recreational space,

suitable for audiences of dierent age groups

and interests.

There is a small zoo for young visitors. In 

summertime you can rent a bike, roller skates,

boat, waterbike. In wintertime you can rent the

skates and go skating in the open skating rink. In

the alleys of the park, you will meet squirrels

that will take nuts from your hands.

Photo: Страна.ру

Address: 4, Elagin Island (Kirov Central Park), Saint

Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Krestovsky Ostrov Metro Station

Opening hours: 6 am - 12 am

Internet: www.elaginpark.org/en

Smolny Cathedral

We invite you to visit a

world-renowned pearl of

luxurious barocco on the

left bank of the Neva

river. Imagine you are

among heavenly clouds.

Do you feel these angel-like blue harmony and 

serenity? All visitors without any exception are

bound to exclaim with admiration just as famous

architect Quarenghi used to exclaim when he

passed by it: "Ecco la chiesa!" (That's something

like a church!)

Photo: yandex

Address: 3, pl. Rastrelli, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyushevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 6 pm

Phone: +7 812 710 31 59

Internet: www.eng.cathedral.ru/

The Bronze Horseman

The Bronze Horseman is

an equestrian statue of

Peter the Great

Commissioned by

Catherine the Great, it

was created by the

French sculptor Étienne Maurice Falconet. The 

name comes from an 1833 poem of the same the

name by Aleksander Pushkin, which is widely

considered one of the most signicant works of

Russian literature. The statue is now one of the

symbols of Saint Petersburg.

The statue's pedestal is the enormous Thunder 

Stone, the largest stone ever moved by man. The

stone originally weighed about 1500 tonnes, and

was carved down to 1250 during transportation

to its current site.

Photo: 35PHOTO

Address: Senate Square, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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Pavlovsk Park
Pavlovsk is the

palace-and-park

ensemble and summer

residence of Grand Prince

Pavel (who became later

the Emperor Pavel I).

Pavlovsk Park was conceived by Cameron as a 

classic English landscape garden, an idealized

landscape lled with picturesque pieces of

classical architecture, designed to surprise and

please the viewer. Pavlovsk Palace has state

rooms designed by some of St. Petersburg's most

famous architects, including Quarenghi, Rossi

and Voronikhin, the rst Russian-born architect

to make a signicant contribution to one of the

Imperial palaces.

Photo: www.asergeev.com

Address: 20, Sadovaya St., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus from Moskovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 6 pm

Phone: +7 812 452 21 55, +7 812 465 11 04

Peter the Great Aquatoria

Have you ever seen what

was the Nevsky Prospect

look like in 18 century?

Or how ships set aoat

from the staples of the

Admiralty? What

aristocracy dance parties were at the Upper Park

of Peterhof? Or how St. Petersburg used to

celebrate the Maslenitsa festival at that time?

Be sure to come with children, family and 

friends.

Are you a tourist and you don't have enough time

to see all major tourist attractions in St.

Petersburg (e.g. historic city center, Kronstadt,

Oranienbaum, Peterhof)? In such circumstances

“Peter the Great Aquatory ” provides you with a

unique chance to see them all in one place! We,

unlike many other museums, work till 22:00 (10

p.m.) and are located in the heart of the city.

Photo: PA

Address: Malaya Morskaya ul..4/1, lit. A Shopping center

'Admiral', 6 oor, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 10 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 933 41 52

Internet: www.peteraqua.ru/en/

Email: info@peteraqua.ru

The Saint Petersburg Chamber Opera

The St. Petersburg

Chamber Opera was

created by director Yuri

Alexandrov in 1987. It

was intended to be a

creative laboratory and

soon took a prominent place in St.Petersburg 

musical and drama sphere, winning the

reputation of “the living opera” or “the searching

theatre.”

Nowadays artistic director Yuri Alexandrov 

constantly follows the modern operatic drama,

considering it necessary for the theatre’s full

artistic development. Over the years, he has

staged the operas “I believe” by Piguzov, “The

Fifth Journey of Christopher Columbus” and

“Spotted Dog Running at the Edge of the Sea” by

Smelkov, “White Rose” by Zimmerman, “Cornet

Christoph Rilke's song of love and death” by

Mattus. His creative approach to the musical

content allows the director to incorporate an

opera performance in the modern context.

The St. Petersburg Chamber Opera 

performances are annually nominated to most

prestigious Russian awards, Golden Mask and

Golden Spotlight.

Photo: Bileti-v-teatr.RU
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Address: 33, Galernaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 312 39 82

Internet: www.spbopera.ru/

Email: spboperanew@gmail.com

The State Museum of Political History of
Russia

The State Museum of the

Political History of Russia

is a successor of the State

Museum of Revolution

which was created on

October 9, 1919, after the

decree of Petrograd Soviet of Workers and the 

Red Army Deputies.

Presently the State Museum of Political History 

of Russia is one of few museums which carry out

documentation and expositional demonstration

of processes taking place in political, economic,

and social life of Russian society in the 19th-21st

centuries.

Photo: polithistory.ru

Address: 2-4, Kuibisheva ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gorkovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 6 pm, closed on Thursdays and the

last Monday of the month

Phone: +7 812 313 61 63

Internet: www.en.polithistory.ru/

Rimsky-Korsakov Museum

At present this is the only

composer's museum in

St.Petersburg. It occupies

a wing of the house 28 on

Zagorodny Prospekt,

where Rimsky–Korsakov

had spent the last fteen years of his life, from 

1893 to 1908. It was here that he composed

eleven of his fteen operas, among them Sadko,

The Fairy–Tale of Tzar Sultan, The Tzar's Bride,

Kashchey, the Immortal, The Golden Rooster.

After the composer's and his wife's death, for

fty years the apartment was shared by several

families. Nevertheless, all private belongings, as

well as the furniture, have been carefully

preserved by the composer's heirs.

 

The musical life of the museum is as diverse 

today as it used to be then. Following the

tradition, on Wednesdays "Musical Evenings in

the Zagorodny House" take place here, involving

musicians from the city opera houses and

symphony orchestras. There are also season

Saturday evening concerts for children, as well

as series of concerts given by young musicians

"The Musical Youth of St.Petersburg".

 

Thrice a year - for the opening and closing of the 

season and on March 18th (the composer's

birthday) concerts are conducted in the

memorial living–room.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 28 Zagorodny pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Zvenigorodskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Thu–Sun 11 am –7 pm, Wed 1 pm – 9 pm,

days o: Mond and last Fri of every month

Phone: +7 812 713 32 08

Internet: www.theatremuseum.ru/english.html

Email: rimkornik@mail.ru

Chaliapin Memorial Apartment

Museum of Feodor

Chaliapin was open on

April 11, 1975 in his last

at in St Petersburg.

Here, at Aptekarsky

island, 2–B Permskaya

street (now Graftio St.), the great singer lived 

from 1915 to 1922, when he left this country for

good.

Letters and photos, show bills and programmes, 

personal belongings and houseware, paintings
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and drawings, theatre costumes and set designs

of Chaliapin's performances tell about the main

events of life and career of the great singer. The

museum also stores collection of weapons, which

Maxim Gorky presented to Chaliapin.

 

Of particular interest are paintings of renowned 

artists A. Golovin, K. Korovin and A. Yakovlev

depicting Chaliapin in ordinary life and on stage.

Here one also can see the famous portrait by B.

Kustodiev (1921). Chaliapin was fond of that

work and took it with him abroad. His daughters

Marfa and Marina had given the portrait to the

Museum in 1968.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2–B Graftio ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Petrogradskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Thu – Sun 11 am – 7 pm, Wed 1 pm – 9 pm,

days o: Mon, Tue and last Fri of every month.

Phone: +7 812 234 10 56

Internet: www.theatremuseum.ru/english.html

Email: shaliapinat@mail.ru

Sheremetev Palace — Museum of Music

The former mansion of

Counts Sheremetev is a

unique historical and

cultural monument,

which represents rare for

St.Petersburg pattern of

an urban mansion. 

 Up to 1917 the Palace and the land had 

belonged to the ve generations of the senior

branch - the Counts - of the old Russian family of

Sheremetev.

At present the majority of the Sheremetev halls, 

given to the museum in dramatic state, have

been restored. The exhibition is arranged in

three directions: a) The history of the

Sheremetev family and life of Russian nobility in

XVIII - XX cc. b) Open stores of the unique

collection of musical instruments c) The

exhibition of private collections.

The permanent exhibition "The Sheremetev 

family and the Musical Life of the 18–20th cc."

was organized in 1995 in collaboration with the

State Hermitage, the Russian National Library,

Pushkin House, the State Tretyakov Gallery, the

Ostankino Memorial Palace, the Russian

Porcelain Museum in Kuskovo, as well as owners

of private collections.

Another notable exhibition is a private collection 

of A.M.Sarayeva–Bondar (wife of

V.V.Strekalov–Obolensky - a Petersburg

collector). The collection numbering over 700

works of ne and applied arts (18–20th

centuries) is one of the most precious recent

acquisitions of the museum.

 

The permanent Musical Instruments Collection 

displayed at the Palace has three thousand

exhibits. "The Open Stores" exhibition opened in

the October of 1997 in the Gallery Wing of the

Fountain House. Here one can hear the Russian

bells, replicas of antique musical instruments,

copied in the 19th century from authentic pieces,

which had been discovered during the

excavations of Ancient Etruria.

 

The fancy shapes of the baroque instruments of 

the 17–18th centuries - the old harps, viols,

harpsichords- go extremely well with the style of

the Palace, the delicate design of the iron

railings, the stucco moulding of the interiors.

 

The famous collection, framed by the old 

baroque architecture, is perceived as a new page

in the musical–historical annals of the Fountain

House, in which there are the names of famous

artists of the past, renowned historians, painters,

architects.
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The museum has become a popular place for 

concerts.

The principal exhibition projects initiated and 

carried out by the museum:

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 34, nab. reki Fontanki, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: Thu – Mon 11 am – 7 pm, Wed 1 pm – 9 pm,

days o: Tue and last Wed of every month

Phone: +7 812 272 44 41

Internet: www.theatremuseum.ru/english.html

Email: fontannyydom34@mail.ru

Alexandrinsky Theater

One of the oldest theaters

in the country, bearing

the proud name of the

Russian State Academic

Drama Theatre. Pushkin,

better known as

Alexandrinsky Theatre or Alexandrinka, has long 

been a favorite destination of cultural pastime

among locals. Also a guests who had heard about

the productions of theater, seeking to buy a

ticket to the Alexandrinsky Theatre is still a

couple of months before his arrival in St.

Petersburg.

Alexandrinsky Theatre is preparing for the 

anniversary of its artistic director Valery Fokin.

In February 2016 Festival "Ten Valery Fokin"

will be held in honor of the 70th anniversary of

the director. The main event will be the premiere

of "Today. 2016." This is the rst work of the

master on the new stage, and one of his tasks he

sees the experience of subordination unique

technical capabilities of this innovative platform

artistic sense.

The performance has no intermission

Premiere - February 25, 2016

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 6, pl. Ostrovskogo, St. Petersburg

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: Theater ticket oices are open daily from 11

am to 7 pm with the lunch break from 2 pm to 3 pm.

Phone: 8 812 3121545 / 8 812 4015341

Internet: en.alexandrinsky.ru

More Info: Dear patrons! Please be aware that children

under 12 years old are not allowed to the Alexandrinsky

Theater performances. After the third bell entry to the stalls

and amphitheatre is not permitted.

ROSPHOTO Exhibition Hall

The Centre exhibits

works of well known

national and international

masters of photography,

as well as young talented

artists working in the

genres of contemporary art closely connected 

with photography: video-art, photographic

installations, animation, experimental cinema.

Over the last years centre has introduced to the 

audience such outstanding artists as Boris

Savelyev, Sergey Falin, Boris Mikhalevkin

(Russia), Deborah Turbeville (USA), Ara Guler

(Turkey), Antanas Sutkus (Lithuania), John

Johnsen (Denmark), Joachim Schmidt, Susanne

Winterling (Germany), to name a few.

Photo: cityguidespb.ru

Address: 35, Bolshaya Morskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 314 12 14

Internet: rosphoto.org

The Tin Soldier museum

The collection is based on

more than 60 000 pieces

from the collection of

Mikhail Viktorovich

Lyushkovsky and

Alexander Ivanovich
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Lyubimov. The rst of these was awarded to the 

Suvorov Museum in 1966. Since then, the fund

has regularly replenished, including more than

2,500 soldiers gave by philanthropist Mussa

Khabalevich Eckekov in the past year. These

gures reconstruct the parade procession of the

Guards in 1914 on the Champ de Mars.

Photo: Rusunion

Address: 43, Kirochnaya ulitsa, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Gatchina Palace and Park

The palace and park at

Gatchina dates back to

the time of Empress

Catherine II. In 1765, the

tsaritsa gave her

favourite, Count Grigory

Orlov, a lavish gift – the Gatchina estate. The 

picturesque landscape, spring-fed lakes with

connecting tributaries and rivers made it

possible to create here the unique landscape

park with the palace of remarkable architecture

as its focal point.

Photo: Спутник / Туризм

Address: Gatchina, Leningradskaya obl., Russia

Public Transport: K18, K18a

Opening hours: Tue - Sun 11 am - 7 pm (the ticket oice

closes 6 pm), closed on August, 7th

Internet: www.gatchinapalace.ru

Oranienbaum Palaces and Park

The Grand Menshikov

palace, is the oldest

construction of

Oranienbaum. In its

courtyard and its

surroundings, one can

plainly feel the spirit of that time, the epoch of 

transformation and battling for the entrance to

the Baltic sea. It is situated almost at the water

level of the gulf, connected with the sea, directed

to it, as if embodying the main goal of all the

work of Peter I's time - the airmation of Russia

on the coast of the freed sea.

The Chinese palace, located in the depth of the 

Upper Park and surrounded by greenery on all of

its sides, is part of the "Private Dacha", the

grand palace-and-park complex of the Empress

Catherine II. The denition "private", in the court

terminology, implied that a particular building,

pavilion or a garden, were intended solely for the

imperial members, and only selected people

could have been invited here. This was the case

with the Chinese Palace and its surroundings -

the personal residence of Catherine II.

Like the fabulous palaces at Oranienbaum, the 

park around them is in need of a great deal of

tender, loving cate to restore it to its former

glories. While some parts of the varied parkland

can still give a fair impression of the carefully

planned landscaping carried out in the reign of

Catherine the Great, others are so overgrown as

to have become just wilderness.

Photo: Северные путешествия — Northerntravel.ru

Address: Oranienbaum, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus 300, 404, 424a from Avtovo Metro

Station

Internet: www.en.peterhofmuseum.ru/objects/oranienbaum

Mikhailovsky Theater

In 2001, the Mikhailovsky

Theatre reclaimed its

historic name, and in

2007, it was recognized

as St. Petersburg’s most

prestigious musical

theatre. Today, while preserving Russia’s 

centuries-old musical theatre traditions, the

Mikhailovsky Theatre is constantly pushing to be

at the forefront of contemporary world theatre.

The renovated luxury of the entrance hall and
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auditorium enables theatre lovers to pass their

time in comfort.

Photo: Корпорация DNK

Address: 1, pl. Iskusstv, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: www.mikhailovsky.ru/en/theatre/

Tourist tram

Take a Tourist tram and

explore 500 sights and six

bridges along the way.

You will see Aurora,

Mikhailovsky Castle,

Peter and Paul Fortress,

Field of Mars, Summer Garden and other tourist 

attractions. The tram is a replica of the famous

American model LM-33, which carried the

citizens of Leningrad from 1933 to 1979. The

tram is equipped with Wi-Fi and audio guides.

Photo: https://spb-gid.ru/news/v-peterburge-pojavilsja-turistic

heskij-tramvaj/

Address: 77, Sredny pr. V.O., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station

Opening hours: Daily at 10 am, 1 pm, 4 pm, 7 pm

Tickets: 100 roubles

The Submarine D-2 Narodovolets

Until 1956, the D-2 was

part of the Baltic Fleet.

Then it was

decommissioned from the

Navy and transformed

into a damage control

training station (UTS-6). Nowadays it is a 

memorial to the heroism of submariners. in the

Baltic Fleet. Visitors can see authentic interiors

and listento the history of Russian eet.

Photo: https://www.spb-guide.ru/foto_75691.htm

Address: 10, Shkipersky protok, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station

Opening hours: 10 am - 6 pm; days o: Monday, Tuesday

Internet: http://eng.navalmuseum.ru/lials/narodovolec

C-189 Submarine Museum

Project 613 Soviet

submarine, which was

part of the Baltic Fleet,

was converted into a

museum ship in St.

Petersburg.

Photo: http://xn--253-5cd3cgu2f.xn--p1ai/muzey-podvodnaya-l

odka-s-189/image/727623672

Address: Nab. Leitenanta Shmidta, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station

Opening hours: 11 am - 6 pm, days o: Monday, Tuesday

Internet: http://museum-s-189.ru/

Kotelnaya Kamchatka (former boiler station)

It is a legendary place in

the center of St.

Petersburg where famous

people such as Viktor

Tsoi, Alexander

Bashlachev, Svyatoslav

Zaderi, Andrey Mashnin, Oleg Kotelnikov, Victor 

Bondarik and many others worked as

remen.Today Kotelnaya Kamchatka is both a

museum and a music club. It connects the two

eras, storing the personal belongings of Tsoi,

Bashlachev, Mike, and providing the opportunity

for young artists to play their music.

Photo: https://2gis.ru/spb/gallery/geo/5348720342204967/ph

otoId/5348024598894213

Address: 15, Blokhina ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sportivnaya metro station

Internet: https://clubkamchatka.ru/
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St Isaac’s Cathedral
The Cathedral features

unique collection of

monumental and

decorative sculpture,

including both interior

and exterior sculptures,

also over 150 paintings, making it impossible to 

explore in depth even major artworks during one

visit. Therefore, you are oered  dierent tours.

From May to October the Museum oers to visit

the Colonnade of St. Isaac's Cathedral , to climb

43 meters and see the views of St. Petersburg,

one of the most beautiful cities in the world.

Especially beautiful in a short period of white

nights. White nights give a unique charm to

architectural ensembles of the city, its squares

and streets. Climbing on the Colonnade, you will

see a panoramic view of the Neva and the

bridges open. When the white nights season is

over, excellent illumination of the Neva river,

bridges and architectural ensembles of the

center of St. Petersburg can be viewed from the

colonnade.

Photo: vp

Address: 4, Issakievskaya Square, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10.30 am - 6 pm, Wednesday is day-o

Phone: +7 812 315 97 32

Internet: www.eng.cathedral.ru/

Tsarskoye Selo (Pushkin)

The town of Pushkin,

which surrounds the

Tsarskoe Selo estates, is

St. Petersburg's most

charming suburb.

Renamed in Soviet times

to honour Russia's greatest poet, the town has 

numerous sights connected to Alexander

Sergeevich, including a museum in the former

Imperial Lycee, where he was schooled.The

Catherine palace is best known for the Golden

Enlade of state rooms that includes the

world-famous Amber Room.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 7, Sadovaya Street, Pushkin

Public Transport: Bus from Moskovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 6 pm

Phone: +7 812 415 76 67

Internet: www.eng.tzar.ru

Boat Trips and River Cruises

Once the summer comes

(usually by the end of

April), a boat trip is an

essential part of any

sightseeing holiday to St.

Petersburg. There's a

huge choice of boats and operators, ranging from

small private launches to multi-level river

cruisers, so you can join a timetabled tour or

organize your own if you're travelling in a small

group. Nearly all boats, however, follow one of a

few tried and tested routes along St.

Petersburg's rivers and canals, as well as some

longer routes out to the city's suburban visitor

attractions. Inner-city tours start from around

400 rubles for adults (half-price for children

under 12, and free for children under seven).

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2, Admiralteiskaya Embankment, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Mariinsky Theatre

The Mariinsky Theatre is

a historic theatre of opera

and ballet , where many

of the stage masterpieces

of Tchaikovsky,

Mussorgsky, and
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Rimsky-Korsakov received their premieres. 

Through most of the Soviet era, it was known as

the Kirov Theatre. Today, the Mariinsky Theatre

is home to the Mariinsky Ballet, Mariinsky Opera

and Mariinsky Orchestra. Since Yuri

Temirkanov's retirement in 1988, the conductor

Valery Gergiev has served as the theatre's

general director.

The Mariinsky theatre invites you to the I 

International Choral Festival "SINGING

MASLENITSA" (6 - 13 March 2016) and the XVI

International Festival of Ballet "MARIINSKY" (31

March – 10 April 2016).

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1, Teatralnaya Square, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 7 pm

Phone: +7 812 326 41 41

Internet: www.mariinsky.ru/en/

Cathedral of Our Lady of Kazan

Cathedral of Our Lady of

Kazan or Kazan Cathedral

is a cathedral of the

Russian Orthodox Church

on the Nevsky Prospekt

in St. Petersburg. One of

the biggest cathedrals in St. Petersburg, located 

on the corner of Griboedova Kanal and Nevskiy

Prospect. One of the biggest buildings in the city.

The height is 71, 5 m

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 25, Nevskiy prospect

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: 9 am - 8 pm

Phone: +7 812 314 46 63

Tickets: Free

Internet: www.kazansky-spb.ru/

EVENTS

VP

Don’t miss out on special days and nights when 

the sky gets brightly colored in all possible hues

of reworks and parade oats as well as crowds

of disguised people march along the festively

adorned streets and squares. More than 300

events are annually held in the open air or on the

best Russian theatre stages: musical, poetic,

theatre, patriotic, religious events, etc.  Watch

the burning of Maslenitsa eigy, crack painted

eggs in the course of Easter Fair, greet a ship

with spectacular scarlet sails, ride a legendary

Harley Davidson bike at the August festival, be

the rst to watch recently shot movies at the

cinema festivals.  Saint Petersburg oers events

to suit all tastes!

26-28 June 2020: Festival of Water Lanterns

The pond of the Yusupov

Garden will turn into the

realm of man-made

luminous lotuses, water

lilies and lilies, which will

set o on a journey

together with enchanting opera arias and 

musical compositions performed by the

symphony orchestra.

Photo: РБ slownews

Address: Yusupov Garden, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 8 pm

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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Internet: vk.com/vmeza_spb_v?utm_source=peterburg2.ru

SUSPENDED Saturdays: JazzLike evenings of
live jazz

Jazz evenings In St.

Petersburg at the

Museum of Soviet Slot

Machines will appeal to

all fans of live jazz

classics. The jazz swatch

is very diverse: classical and modern jazz, 

ethno-jazz, blues, soul, funk performed by

famous jazz musicians from Russia and abroad,

as well as other artists who have just entered the

musical jazz eld.We are waiting for you to relax

after a busy week with real live music. For real

people.

Photo: JazzLike

Address: 2B, Konyushennaya pl., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 20:30

Internet: https://jazzlike.ru/spb/concert/15kop/

SUSPENDED Every Saturday and Sunday: Jazz
concerts in the Coffee House

Visit jazz concerts in the

Coee House of the

Summer Garden.

Petersburg performers as

well as foreign bands give

concerts here. Enjoy jazz

and drink delicious coee.

Photo: Art Cafe

Address: Summer Garden, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 16:00

Internet: https://vk.com/coeedomik

SUSPENDED 20 March - 19 July 2020:
SungYong Hong. From Here to Eternity

Erarta Museum presents

three-dimensional

artworks by the Korean

artist SungYong Hong

which transport the

viewer into the hidden

heart of the Universe.

Each of SungYong Hong’s works is a reection 

on who we are, where we came from, and where

we are going. The artist has no clear-cut answers

to these questions — he leads the viewers to the

very edge of an abyss, encouraging them to

contemplate the eternity.

Photo: Erarta

Address: 29th line of V.O., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station

Internet: https://www.erarta.com/en/calendar/exhibitions/det

ail/241219/

11-12 July 2020: Geek Picnic

The greatest Festival of

science, art and

technologies. Articial

intelligence, prolongation

of life,urban studies,

Android robots, gadgets,

3D'fashion show, devices for food 3D printing 

and tattoo making, tasty food and new

acquaintances.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Primorsky Park Pobedy, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Krestovsky Ostrov Metro Station

Internet: https://geek-picnic.me/
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4-5 July 2020: Stereoleto
Stereoleto (in Russian

means literally Stereo

Summer) based in

St.Petersburg is the

oldest independent

international annual

summer festival of contemporary and alternative 

music in Russia with unforgettable atmosphere,

perfect music content and excellent reputation

established over the years of existence of the

festival.

Stereoleto is designed to be a festival friendly to 

everyone. There’re lots of entertainments for

people of all ages, including children. Areas of

the festival are always equipped with the

playground zones oering a large variety of

activities for children – sports, games and

workshops. In addition to music there are many

event features as visual arts, design and variable

cuisines available for all guests of the festival.

Stereoleto is a landmark event in the cultural life

of the city, a musical holiday which emotionally

charges residents and guests of St. Petersburg.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 40, Kozhevennaya liniya, Sevkabel, Saint

Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Primorskaya metro

Phone: +7 (812) 996-1-996

6-11 August 2020: International Choral
Festival «SINGING WORLD»

The residents and visitors

of the city can once again

plunge into the

atmosphere of the festival

of choral music. Guests of

the festival will obtain a

unique opportunity to get acquainted with the 

new achievements of modern choral art and to

hear world-class soloists from dierent

countries. This year's festival will be attended by

forty choirs from Israel, China, Turkey, Russia

and Europe.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Dierent city concert halls, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Phone: +7 812 328 39 21

Internet: www.singingworld.spb.ru/en/

Email: singingworld@mail.ru

11-12 July 2020: The Battle of the Neva

The real tournament, full

contact ghting and

medieval crafts fair will

take place in Saint

Petersburg this summer.

The Battle of the Neva

features spectacular mass battles, ghting and 

jousting tournament right in the center of St.

Petersburg. This is the opportunity to join the

History, to try on armor or just enjoy a unique

show. Dozens of historical reconstruction clubs

from all over Russia and abroad will take part in

the festival, some of them will present guests

with live exhibition of achievements of their

periods, while others will take part in the horse

tournament and mass battles. During the festival

there will run a historic Fair and many themed

entertainment venues for the whole family,

where children and adults will have an

opportunity to learn how to ght with swords or,

as in the old days, to forge a souvenir in real

camp forge!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Peter and Paul Fortress beach, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Gorkovskaya Metro Station

Tickets: Free

Internet: www.vk.com/bitvananeve

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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Email: info@doblestvekov.ru

More Info: Lectures from leading historians, master classes

on historical crafts, discussions and seminars

4-5 July 2020: Metro Family Day

Metro Family Day

Festival in 2020 will take

place on Krestovsky

Island in the Elagin

Central Park! The festival

will be held for the third

time in a row and will gather thousands of 

families with children. Organizers try to bring all

the best for children from 0 to 12 years. As

always there will be many trampolines, face

painting, designers, virtual reality, toys and

dolls!

Photo: piterzavtra.ru

Address: Elagin Central Park, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Krestovsky Ostrov Metro Station

Opening hours: 11:00-20:00

Internet: vk.com/metrofamilyday

28 May - 5 June: Musical Olympus
International Festival

The Musical Olympus

International Festival of

St. Petersburg is held

annually since 1996. The

idea of the Festival is

widely supported by

prominent artists of the world, many of them 

member the Honorary Committee of the Musical

Olympus: Matthias Bamert, Elisso Virsaladze,

Daniel Barenboim, Placido Domingo, Montserrat

Caballe, Zubin Mehta, Paloma O’Shea, Yuri

Temirkanov, Dmitrij Hvorostovskij, Mariss

Jansons, Yo-Yo Ma, András Schi.

The festival has come to be known as a “parade 

of winners.” Every year it presents highly

talented young musicians who have recently won

prizes at the largest and most prestigious

international music competitions.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Saint Petersburg, Russia

Phone: +7 812 356 50 42

Internet: www.musicalolympus.ru/en/

Email: mo@musicalolympus.ru

18-19 July 2020: Vkontakte Festival

300 Anniversary Park in

Saint Petersburg will turn

into a real social network

VKontakte! Communities

will become real clubs,

audiorecords will

trransform into favorite performers on stage and 

likes will become real emotions and smiles!

Festival space is divided into several thematic 

areas: music, sports, education, children, charity,

the area of innovation, extreme entertainment,

games, food, humor - everyone will nd

something for him- or herself here!

Photo: Mail.Ru Group

Address: 300 Anniversary Park, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Staraya Derevnya metro station

Opening hours: 12:00-22:00

Internet: vk.com/fest

29 August 2020: Motoweek

The festival will unite

motorcyclists of all

spheres, representatives

of motor culture, guests

of the Northern Capital

and ordinary citizens who

are in love with motorbikes. Everyone who will 

come to Manezhnaya Square these days will feel

the unbridled power of freedom and the unifying

power of motor fraternity, and music will

enhance this eect.

Photo: harleydays
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Address: Manezhnaya ploschad, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

24-27 July 2020: Present Perfect Festival

The Present Perfect

Festival is a festival of

electronic music and

contemporary art which

is going to occur for the

fourth time in Saint

Petersburg on July 24-27. The schedule is 

traditionally tight – this year the event will be

held in the format of a very intense weekend full

of various activities: parties, concerts,

educational sessions and the main 15-hour

musical event during which the world-famous

artists will perform.

Photo: Trip2Fest

Address: 40, Kozhevennaya liniya, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus from Vasileostrovskaya Metro Station

Internet: www.runited.ru/ppf/2018/en

5 September 2020: Parts of the World

The grand festival of

world music "Parts of the

World" will once again

take place in the Yusupov

Garden. The art director

of the festival is Boris

Grebenshchikov.

Photo: Parts of the world

Address: 54, Sadovaya ulitsa, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sadovaya Metro

12-14 November 2020: IX Saint Petersburg
International Cultural Forum

The St. Petersburg

International Cultural

Forum is a unique

cultural event of the

world level, a discussion

platform attracting

several thousand cultural experts from all over 

the world: the stars of the drama theater, opera

and ballet, outstanding directors and musicians,

public gures, representatives of government

and business, academic communities

The forum is held by the Government of St. 

Petersburg with the support of the Ministry of

Culture of the Russian Federation and the

Ministry of Foreign Aairs of the Russian

Federation. It is aimed at preserving and

developing Russian culture, supporting cultural

initiatives at the regional, federal and

international levels, and developing international

cooperation in the eld of culture.

The forum is developing in parallel in three 

directions. An extensive business program is of

interest to specialists in various elds of culture.

The festival program includes numerous cultural

events for residents and guests of St. Petersburg.

The business area creates conditions for the

implementation of projects and signing of

agreements in the eld of culture.

Photo: МИА "Мир"

Address: Dierent sites

Internet: www.culturalforum.ru

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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11-19 September 2020: International Festival
of Documentaries, Short Feature and
Animated Films "Message To Man"

The festival is supported

by the Ministry of Culture

of the Russian Federation

and the Government of

St. Petersburg The

largest and most

prestigious lm festival in St. Petersburg will be 

held in the 30th time from 11 to 19 September

2020. In addition to competitions, the program of

the festival includes 5 special programs and 3

retrospectives.

Photo: ВГИК

Address: Dierent cinemas

18-19 September 2020: Autumn Fountain
Show at the Grand Cascade

This year traditional

multimedia fountain show

will be held at the Grand

Cascade on September

18th and 19th. Tickets for

the multimedia

performance will be available on the oicial 

website.

Every year thousands of tourists from many 

cities and countries of the world visit Peterhof in

September to enjoy the Autumn Fountain Show

that has already become one of the most

memorable once in a lifetime events for St.

Petersburg.

The Autumn Fountain Show is a modern 

high-tech show that features 3D mapping,

holographic projections, powerful pyrotechnics,

laser and light eects. It also immerses viewers

into long-gone but still mesmerizing 18th

century.

Photo: https://paspartur.ru/turistam/news/189-petergof-2018-

prazdnik-zakrytiia-sezona-fontanov.html

Address: Peterhof, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Buses from Avtovo metro station

Opening hours: 9 pm

Internet: https://en.peterhofmuseum.ru/

8-9 August 2020: Oh Yes! Food!

8 thousand of burgers, 15

000 metres of pasta, 900

kilos of steaks and 10 000

litres of limonade were

being drunk and eaten

last year at the festival.

Who wants to beat the record?

Culinary madness has become a good tradition at

Elagin Island. Food from around the the world,

fun, concerts, perfomances - this is what the

guests estimate in this festival.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Elagin Island, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Krestovsky Island Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 430 0911

Tickets: Free

Internet: www.spb.xn--80aakbe5c.xn--p1ai/

Email: info@elaginpark.org

May - July 2020: White Nights

From late May to early

July the nights are bright

in St Petersburg, with the

brightest period, the

White Nights. The White

Nights are a curious

phenomenon caused by St. Petersburg's very 

northerly geographical location - at 59 degrees

57' North (roughly on the same latitude as Oslo,

Norway, the southern tip of Greenland and

Seward, Alaska).

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: St. Petersburg, Russia

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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17 May - 26 July 2020: Stars of the White
Nights Music Festival

The Stars of the White

Nights Festival is

considered to be one of

the ten best music

festivals in the world

today, and among the

most popular and diverse musical events in 

Russia.

Each year, the Festival presents the best opera 

and ballet performances of the Mariinsky

Theatre, the full range of symphonic repertoire,

masterpieces of chamber music, and theatrical

premieres. Over many years the program of the

Festival has featured cycles of works of the great

composers, such as the symphonies of Sergei

Prokoev; concerti of Ludwig van Beethoven;

and the operas, ballets, and symphonic music by

Pyotr Tchaikovsky; as well as the complete

symphonies of Dmitri Shostakovich and Gustav

Mahler. Each year the Mariinsky Theatre

expands the horizons of the Festival, presenting

in Moscow and the cities of the northwestern

region of Russia, in addition to giving open-air

concerts.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1, Teatralnaya pl., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus from Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 326 41 41

Internet: www.mariinsky.ru/en/playbill/festivale/fest_2014_20

15/wnf_232/

20 June 2020: Scarlet Sails

The Scarlet Sails is the

biggest celebration in St.

Petersburg, the most

massive and famous

public event during the

White Nights Festival.

The tradition is highly popular for spectacular 

reworks, numerous music concerts, and a

massive water-show including a battle among

tens of boats full of pirates on the waters of Neva

River.

«Scarlet Sails» tradition eventually evolved into 

a massive demonstration of freedom from

«schools and rules» and became the most

popular public event ever since, celebrating the

ending of school year annually. Crowds of about

one million people are treated to a wide variety

of free entertainment provided by the city of St.

Petersburg. Entertainment also includes

appearances by popular rock stars, as well as St.

Petersburg Symphony Orchestra, ballet, and

other classical acts, performing on several stages

simultaneously during the days of the event.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Dvortsovaya Square, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 pm - 4 am

Internet: www.parusaspb.ru/

DINING

Government of Saint Petersburg

What can be more inspiring than observing 

marvelous architecture masterpieces through

oor-to-ceiling windows and tasting something

delicious at the same time? Panoramic views,

exquisite menus, mouth-watering desserts,

considerate personnel will undoubtedly spice

your trip up! Restaurants oering Russian

traditional cuisine will not only treat you with

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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well-known borscht, shchi, solyanka, vareniki,

Russian salad, and blini but also entertain you

with vibrant folk shows!  However sophisticated

you can be, an abundance of international

cuisine restaurants will not fail to surprise you!

Imperial Restaurant

The Imperial Restaurant

is universally recognised

as one of St. Petersburg's

nest establishments. For

a truly unique dining

experience, guests can

enjoy Mediterranean dishes with a hint of 

Sicilian avour amongst a stylish, bright &

spacious setting overlooking the Nevsky

Prospect.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 57, Nevskiy Prospekt, Corinthia Nevskij Palace

Hotel, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 07 am - 11 pm

Phone: +7 812 380 20 01

More Info: Hotel restaurants

The Idiot Restaurant

Do you dream to travel

back in time? Antique

furniture, dim lights,

candles — all this creates

an atmosphere of the old

Petersburg end of XIX

century and makes you feel in harmony and 

comfort. It is an ideal place for business

meetings and for family recreation. Perfect

choice of traditional russian vegetarian food, sh

and seafood. Extensive wine and tea cards. And

of course, The Idiot Restaurant has produced a

special children's menu for younger guests.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 82, nab. reki Moiki, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Sadovaya metro station

Opening hours: 11 am – 1 am

Phone: +7 812 315 16 75

Tickets: Average bill: 1000-1500 rubles

Internet: idiot-spb.com/eng/

More Info: Literature restaurants

Tandoor Indian Restaurant

Enjoy the ultimate

experience in ne Indian

dining in the very heart of

Saint Petersburg by St.

Isaac’s square. Visit

Tandoor Indian

Restaurant to engage in sensations you always 

thought were surreal and you are sure to love.

Since 1994 we have been serving the guests with

superb traditional Indian cuisine and have

received number of culinary awards while doing

so.

Creative chefs have decades experience in home 

style Indian cooking and they share desire to

give you a meal you will remember and come

back for. Yes, everything and anything for

anyone and everyone can be spruced together to

satisfy your tasted buds — from a mild, soothing

yogurt-based sauce to a curry that sears your

tongue with its spices!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 10, Admiralteysky pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Monday - Sunday: 12 p.m. – 11 a.m.

Phone: 8 812 312 3886

Tickets: Average bill: 1500 rub.

Internet: tandoor-spb.ru/en/

More Info: Unusual restaurants
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Literary Сafe Restaurant
In the downtown, reviving

traditions of St.

Petersburg hospitality

and traditional Russian

dishes, there's a place

where anyone can come,

whether a student, a young poet, a pensioner, a 

respectable native of St. Petersburg, or the guest

of our favorite city. The cosiness and the warm

atmosphere, engravings with types of

architectural monuments of St. Petersburg and

known places of the cultural capital of Russia,

help to forget about adversities and fatigue, and

the magnicent dishes prepared by professionals

of the business, pleasantly will surprise any

guest.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 18, Nevsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Admiralteyskay metro station

Opening hours: 11 am - 11 pm (Su-Thu); 11 am - 1 am (Fr-Sa)

Phone: +7 812 312 60 57

Tickets: Average bill: 1500-2500 rubles

Internet: www.litcafe.su

More Info: Literature restaurants

Gogol Restaurant

Did you know that

gastronomy was the

second biggest passion of

Nikolai Gogol after

literature? But for Gogol

project creators it’s the

rst one! Just a few steps from Nevsky prospect 

and you will get into a role of a gastronomic play.

A hospitable apartment of a St. Petersburg 

writer of the middle of the 19th century, cooks

and waiters are the scene and the characters of

the play that is daily performed for you in Gogol

restaurant. The menu is a breathtaking novel

that oers you a wide choice of classic Russian

dishes and the more sophisticated meals that

used to please St. Petersburg literary Bohemia

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 8, Malaya Morskaya ul., Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm – 11 pm

Phone: +7 812 312 60 97

Tickets: Average bill: 1000-1500 rubles

Internet: eng.restaurant-gogol.ru

More Info: Literature restaurants

Ivanoff House

Ivano House is a place

which combines the

generosity of the Russian

soul and the best

European tradition.

Location on Nevsky

Prospect has dened the concept of the 

restaurant: IVANOFF HOUSE reects the ideas

of the modern city, with its history and mix of

styles, ideas and tastes.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 29, Nevsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Opening hours: Monday - Friday 9 a.m.–11 p.m. Saturday 9

a.m. – 11 p.m.; Sunday 10 a.m. –11 p.m.

Phone: 8 812 3121080

Tickets: Average bill: from 800 rub.

Internet: ivanohouse.com

More Info: Russian cuisine

Shaliapin Restaurant

Guests can nd

much-loved staples of

Russian cuisine here:

stued sh, cutlets,

sterlet and home-made

pastry and pickles. The

menu in the city restaurant is more European, 

and the style is more understated, but our

famous lamp-shades and other details will leave

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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you in no doubt of the close relationship between

the two Shaliapins.

The unique location, close to the historical 

centre of the city but some distance away from

noisy avenues with their traic jams; convenient

parking; spacious interiors decorated in calm,

warm tones; wide variety of dishes and extensive

wine list, representing French and Italian

classics as well as the best of the New World –

this is an incomplete list of the attractions of

Shaliapin in the city.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 12, Tverskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya metro station

Opening hours: Every day 9 a.m. – 11 p.m.

Phone: +7 812 926 19 08

Tickets: Average bill: 1500-2500 rub.

Internet: shalyapinspb.com

More Info: Russian cuisine

Sadko Restaurant

Have you ever seen the

show of singing waiters?

In Sadko restaurant you

will nd not only

traditional Russian menu,

but also an interesting

cultural program. The interior of Sadko 

combines Russian traditions and modern

European style. People keen on theater and

classical music lovers gladly come here before

and after visiting the Mariinsky theatre to dine

and continue the evening in a luxurious

furnishing and a pleasant atmosphere.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2, Glinky ul, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Sadovaya metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm – 1 am

Phone: +7 812 903 23 73

Tickets: Average bill: 1000-1500 rubles.

Internet: sadko-rst.ru/eng/

More Info: Literature restaurants

Russian Fishing Restaurant

"Russian shing" is a

leisure restaurant and a

leisure complex for lovers

to spend time outdoors

and enjoy fresh sh! You

can make your own catch:

sturgeon, trout, sturgeon, eel mud and other sh 

valuable species. Assistants will oer you a

choice of gear, baited, and, if necessary, will talk

about some of the basic rules of the art of

shing. No catch is simply not possible!

Experienced chefs will cook your catch in

dierent ways to choose from: bloat, bake in foil

and cooked on the grill grate. There are also

oysters and seafood on the menu.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Krestovsky Ostrov, Yuzhnaya doroga 11, Saint

Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Krestovsky Ostrov metro station

Opening hours: Sunday- Thursday 12 p.m. – 12 a.m., Friday –

Saturday 12 p.m. – 1 a.m.

Phone: 8 812 3239813

Tickets: Average bill: 1000 - 2 000 rub.

Internet: russian-shing.ru

More Info: Russian cuisine

Capuletti

The original Italian-style

restaurant, which

combines a trattoria and

a bakery. Only here, in a

company of a perfect

espresso, fresh pastries

and Mediterranean avors, the outside noise and

bustle of the Bolshoi Prospekt would merely

seem as decorations for a grand theatrical

premiere, which is about to commence. The

two-oor restaurant introduces all kinds of

Italian avors to its guests, as its menu includes

traditional dishes from dierent regions,

ingredients for which are supplied directly from

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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leading Italian farms.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 74, Bolshoi Prospekt P.S., Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Petrogradskaya metro station

Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: +7 812 921 44 41

Tickets: Average bill: 1000-1500 rubles

Internet: en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant

More Info: Literature restaurants

Restaurant COCOCO

COCOCO is one of the

best gourmet

restaurants! The chef

draws inspiration from

old russian recipes and

creates new concepts

where familiar tastes are reborn in new textures,

forms and combinations. Extensive wine list of

restaurant will delight even a professional

sommelier. Come and savour delicate dish from

the restaurant COCOCO!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 6, Voznesensky Prospekt, Hotel W St. Petersburg,

Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm – 12 am

Phone: +7 812 579 00 16

Tickets: Average bill: 1500-2500 rubles

Internet: kokoko.spb.ru/en/

More Info: Hotel restaurants

Restaurant F. Dostoevsky

F. Dostoevsky restaurant

presents the Renaissance

of Russian Cuisine. The

skill of the chef will not

leave anyone indierent:

the alluring aroma and

visual aesthetics - all of this blends perfectly in 

every dish. An assortment of ne wines will melt

the heart of even the most whimsical sommelier.

The warm colors in the design, unusual

combinations of tastes and unforgettable festive

atmosphere in the restaurant F. Dostoevsky is a

classic of genuine Russian hospitality.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 9, Vladimirsky Prospekt, Boutique Hotel Golden

Garden, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Dostoyevskaya metro station

Opening hours: 18 pm – 11 рm

Phone: +7 812 334 22 44

Tickets: Average bill: 1500-2500 rubles

Internet: goldengarden.ru/en/f.m.-dostoevskij.html

More Info: Hotel restaurants

Gzhel Restaurant

The most delicious,

purely Russian cuisine is

served at the Gzhel

Restaurant, that is typical

Russian and intriguingly

old fashioned, yet never

tedious. The Chef Vasiliy Malishev uses his own 

inimitable originality and hundreds of

nineteenth-century recipes preparing old-world

soups, wonderful salads and such rare main

courses as baked sterlet-sturgeon and roast pork

knuckle. Amazing choice of dishes distinguish

this hotel. The dishes are prepared with a

professional air and deft hand resulting in

remarkable lightness for Western European

cookery. The restaurant�s interior reects the

dining rooms fashionable in the 19th century in

Russia�s noble estates. And all dishes are served

exclusively on ne Gzhel porcelain�Russian

blue-white delft.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 18, Suvorovsky Prospekt, Grand Hotel Emerald,

Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm – 11 рm

Phone: +7 812 740 50 00

Tickets: Average bill: 1500-2500 rubles

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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Internet: grandhotelemerald.com/en/

More Info: Hotel restaurants

Russian Vodka Room №1

The restaurant was

opened in 2008 and has

ever since been the only

restaurant of Russian

cuisine where you can

taste the dishes from

dierent historical periods and over 200 kinds of 

Russian vodka. The restaurant is a unique place

where dierent historical eras meet to create a

special ambience.

In 2008 the restaurant was awarded the Golden 

Palm (National Foodservice Awards by Leaders

Club International) for the best restaurant

concept. The restaurant owner is a member of

Chaîne des Rôtisseurs International Association

of Gastronomy.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 4, Konnogvardeyisky boulevard, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya metro station

Opening hours: Monday - Sunday: 12 p.m.- 12 a.m.

Phone: 8 812 5706420

Tickets: Average bill: 1500 rub.

Internet: vodkaroom.ru/en

More Info: Russian cuisine

Arcobaleno Restaurant

While talking about new

decisions and amazing

discoveries, try

Arcobaleno restaurant.

Arcobaleno means

“rainbow” in English. The

very essence of this cooking style is freshness, 

new combinations of ingredients, color and

composition. So, you guessed right, this is not

classic Europe food. The dishes on the menu are

a unique mix of the culinary traditions of Russia,

Baltic Region and some Mediterranean items.

Arcobaleno is elegant, interesting and very tasty!

Come and taste it yourself!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 99, nab. reki Moiki, Domina Prestige Hotel, Saint

Petersburg

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya metro station

Opening hours: 7 am – 10 рm

Phone: +7 812 385 12 92

Tickets: Average bill: 1500-2000 rubles

Internet: dominarussia.com/en/

More Info: Hotel restaurants

L'EUROPE Restaurant

L’Europe restaurant at

the eponymous hotel

moves the visitor on three

hundred years ago:

columns, decorative

panels, wall painting - all

this adds a special cosiness and elegance of the 

interior. Live music accompanies the unrivalled

culinary experience, making this one of the most

cherished restaurants in Saint Petersburg. Come

and enjoy an outstanding ballet show on

Fridays, a Jazz in Saint Petersburg on Saturdays

and the dulcet tones of Jazz Brunch on Sundays.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1/7, Mikhailovskaya Ulitsa, Grand Hotel Europe,

Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Opening hours: 7 am – 11 pm (Mo-Sa), 1 pm – 4:30 pm (Sn)

Phone: +7 812 329 66 30

Tickets: Average bill: 2500-4000 rubles

Internet: belmond.com/

More Info: Hotel restaurants

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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Percorso Restaurant
Percorso restaurant at

Four Seasons is a

complete journey through

the culinary traditions of

dierent Italian regions,

from North to South.

Percorso is a wonderful combination of 

incongruous things: exquisite luxury and

vivacious democracy. The restaurant oers

guests perhaps the city's best views of St. Isaac's

Cathedral. Every detail, from the form of the

halls to musical accompaniment, is designed for

the convenience of guests – it is the main secret

of the atmosphere Percorso.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1, Voznesensky Prospekt, Four Season Hotel, Saint

Petersburg

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya metro station

Opening hours: 1 pm – 12 am

Phone: +7 812 339 80 00

Tickets: Average bill: 2500-4000 rubles

Internet: fourseasons.com/

More Info: Hotel restaurants

Taleon restaurant

Taleon restaurant is one

of the few places in St.

Petersburg where the

guests can dine in

historical 19th century

palatial interiors. It was

voted as ‘The best luxurious restaurant in St 

Petersburg’ three times. Guests appreciate the

Taleon restaurant for its impeccable service, an

extensive wine list, and a collection of rare

brandies. Taleon is your rst choice for ne

dining in Saint Petersburg.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 15, Nevsky Prospekt, Taleon Imperial Hotel, Saint

Petersburg

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospekt metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm – 11 pm

Phone: +7 812 324 99 11

Tickets: Average bill: 2500-4000 rubles

Internet: taleonimperialhotel.com/

More Info: Hotel restaurants

Russian Ampir Restaurant

The interior decoration of

the restaurant is

regarded as a classic

example of the Russian

Empire style. Every room

of the restaurant is full of

antique forms and motifs, extant remains from 

the Classicism that was so popular during the

reign of Louis XIV in France, gold nishing and

decorations and furniture that was made of ne

wood. A visit to restaurant “Russian Ampir” is a

proper acquaintance with the cuisine of Russian

aristocracy in the days of the imperial St.

Petersburg. “Russian Ampir” cuisine rehearses

the fancy of Imperial dinners by using

gastronomic specialities. Many of recipes were

recovered from the cookery book of the Imperial

Winter Palace, among them were recipes of

Strogano’s family.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 17, Nevsky Prospekt, the Strogano Palace, Saint

Petersburg

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya metro station

Opening hours: Monday - Sunday: 17 p.m. - 12 a.m.

Phone: 8 812 5712409

Tickets: Average bill: 2000 - 3 500 rub.

Internet: russianampir.ru/en

More Info: Russian cuisine
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Ribeye
The only steakhouse of

the most famous

restaurants of St.

Petersburg group Ginza

Project from the rst day

of its existence,

condently holds the position as one of the best 

meat restaurants in the city. The largest

selection of juicy steaks excellent quality and

variety of original sauces attracts connoisseurs

and lovers of meat. A specic feature of the

restaurant is its sta. These guys are not just

professionals in the service sector, each of them

has its own pronounced talent. Singers with

magnicent voices, performing dierent songs

depending on the time of day - from Whitney

Houston singles to hit Grigory Leps; magicians

capable of using the manual dexterity to charm

any audience; and unexpected dance ash mobs

of all the waiters. Imagine the guy who had just

brought food and drinks at your table, suddenly

struck all their vocal and dance abilities!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 3, Kazanskaya ul., Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm – 2 am

Phone: +7 812 912 96 21

Tickets: Average bill: 1500 - 2000 rubles

Internet: en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/ribai

More Info: Unusual restaurants

VOX

It is a high-end but

unpretentious, extremely

popular and elegant

Italian restaurant just a

few steps away from the

world-famous Mukhina

Arts College. Perhaps it is due to this territorial 

closeness, that the parlors of the restaurant have

become quite popular among the renowned

artists, who frequently choose them for

exhibitions. An elegant an comfortable

atmosphere, unaected and without the least

pretense, combined with superb cuisine and

commendable service standards, those are the

qualities that turn the customers of VOX, and

among them some of the most distinguished

guests into the restaurant’s regulars.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 4, Pestelya ul., Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya metro station

Opening hours: Monday - Sunday: 1 p.m.- 11:30 p.m.

Phone: 8 812 2731469

Tickets: Average bill: 2500 – 4000 rub.

Internet: voxresto.ru/en

More Info: Luxurious restaurants

Meat Head

The young chef, who

worked at the world

famous London

restaurant Nobu, has

worked out a menu

created specically for

the project MEAT HEAD. A selection of dishes is 

small, but each position is designed to tries and

perfectly combined with any other dish from the

menu, that allows the visitor to make a

thoughtful and balanced choices. The concept of

the cuisine - rened simplicity. The main

component of the menu - the meat of all regions

of the world: New Zealand and Argentina.

Preparing it in a coal furnace josper - closed

grill. Special attention is given wine list. Selected

wines are designed to be a worthy

accompaniment to the dishes, as well as an

indicator class.The restaurant interior is stylish,

comfortable and strong at the same time. There

is no articiality. The interior and furniture used

only natural materials - oak, brick, and natural

cowhide.
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Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2, Konyushennaya ploshchad', Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky prospect metro station

Opening hours: Sunday – Wednesday: 12 p.m. – 11 p.m.

Thursday - Saturday 12 p.m.- 1 a.m.

Phone: 8 812 9230044

Tickets: Average bill: 2500 – 4000 rub.

Internet: meat-head.ru/en

More Info: Luxurious restaurants

Golden Café

Golden Cafe is a kosher

restaurant located in the

historical center of Saint

Petersburg. Here in the

comfortable and nice

halls, viewing the menu

with a delicious jewish cuisine you will have a 

pleasant lunch or dinner with close friends or

business partners. Our cooks are always ready to

make the meal you want. You will be delighted

in the balance of the price and the quality in our

cafe. You can’t help appreciating the taste of

kosher meals here. If you have never tasted

kosher food – you will have a perfect experience.

If kosher food is a part of your life – come to

Golden Cafe and try the delicious kosher meals

you have ever imagined.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 27, Lermontovsky prospekt, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Sadovaya metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm – 12 am (Mo-Th), 10 am – 7 pm (Fr)

Phone: +7 812 714 45 91

Tickets: Average bill: 500 – 1000 rubles

Internet: goldencafe.ru/index_en.html

More Info: Unusual restaurants

Gustomaestro
Italian cooking with the

hallmark of our famous

Italian head chef Fabrizio

Fattuci is what makes

Gusto. But that's not all.

Gusto is an Italian

restaurant in the heart of St Petersburg, which 

combines the classic and the cosy, style and

simplicity, and of course friendly service - all

rare  signs of great taste. Here at Gusto, we also

take special pride in our vinoteque. This is the

biggest wine storage system in St Petersburg,

allowing us to serve any wine on our list by the

glass. Instead of ordering a full bottle, our guests

are able to sample many dierent sorts of wine

in 25ml servings.  Another unique feature of

Gusto is Apartment Number 2 - a private area for

guests, where you can enjoy all the advantages

of a top class home-style restaurant. It comprises

two rooms - a dining area and a lounge with a

television and soft sofas. It is the perfect place to

celebrate a birthday, throw a family dinner

party, or have a private meal with your business

partners. Guests in the apartment are not limited

on their food choice, being able to order any

dish on the menu or make a personal request.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1, Degtyarnaya ul., Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstania metro station

Opening hours: Monday - Thursday, Sunday: 12 p.m. – 12

a.m. Friday - Saturday: from 12 p.m. – 1 a.m.

Phone: 8 812 7171818

Tickets: Average bill: from 4000 rub.

Internet: gusto-spb.ru/eng/

More Info: Luxurious restaurants
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Erivan
If your life lacks

something special, and

your soul needs

something unusual, go

straight to the Erivan

Restaurant. There, in the

cool halls, you will nd genuine Armenian 

author's cuisine and absolutely tremendous

interior - where only china, crystal and table

silver (all tailored) are factory-made. Everything

else, from noble oak furniture to napkin holders,

is hand-made by Armenian craftsmen. Fenders,

stained-glass windows, and candlesticks –

everything carries a particle of the Armenian

mountains and the Armenian sun.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 51, nab. reki Fontanki, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm – till the last client

Phone: +7 812 703 38 20

Tickets: Average bill: 1500 - 2000 rubles

Internet: erivan.ru/en/

More Info: Unusual restaurants

Il Lago dei Cigni

Il Lago dei Cigni is

contemporary Italian ne

dining restaurant. Its

project was specially

developed by one of the

best design studios in the

world – HBA (Hirsch Bedner Associates). Il Lago 

dei Cigni interior impresses with both its

elegance and simplicity. The main dining-hall is

on the ground oor, seating 90 guests, with an

outdoor veranda – while on the upper oor there

is a summer terrace for 80 guests. Up to ten

people can be seated at the largest table at Il

Lago. The restaurant also has two VIP-rooms,

each of which can sit 10 guests. For guests who

enjoy dining al fresco, II Lago dei Cigni presents

its stunning upstairs terrace and rooftop bar

which benet from a glass canopy in order to

protect diners from the elements. Theres an

entire section of the menu devoted to dishes

made on the terraces wood-burning grill. The

terrace provides the scenic countryside view.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 21, Krestovsky prospekt, liter B, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Krestovsky Ostrov metro station

Opening hours: Every day: 12 p.m. -12 a.m.

Phone: 8 812 602 07 07

Tickets: Average bill: from 4000 rub.

Internet: illago.ru/eng

More Info: Luxurious restaurants

TSÉ FUNG

It is the rst Chinese

restaurant of European

origin in the history of St.

Petersburg, opened under

the Swiss franchise. Its

prototype in Geneva is

located in the elegant La Réserve hotel and for 

15 years has ranked among the best European

restaurants.

The original design of St. Petersburg restaurant 

was created by a renowned New York bureau

“Tihany”, and its gold, purple and black colors

perfectly match both imperial style, the ancient

Chinese and St. Petersburg ones. The menu is

based on a Swiss prototype - restaurant Le Tsé

Fung Genève. Like our Swiss colleagues, we take

maximum eorts to oer you the best from the

world of Chinese cuisine. Our team supervised

by an experienced chef Chan Yiu So are not only

is masterful in the ancient secrets of the Chinese

cuisine, but also use the top-quality and freshest

products from the best world suppliers for their

materialization - whether they are producers of

meat and sh or rare sauces and spices.
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Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 13, Rubinsteina ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Dostoevskaya metro station

Opening hours: Every day 12 p.m. -12 a.m.

Phone: 8 921 9323333

Tickets: Average bill: 2500 – 4000 rub.

Internet: tsefung.ru/en/

More Info: Luxurious restaurants

Dans le Noir

WELCOME TO A TRULY

HUMAN AND SENSORY

CULINARY

EXPERIENCE! You are

about to live an

unbelievable experience:

eating and drinking in the pitch darkness. If this 

idea seems to be a little strange at rst, it is that

by suppressing the dominant sense of the sight,

we each enter a world where we are uncertain of

our surroundings and experiences. With the

help of our blind guides you are going to

completely re-evaluate the notions of taste and

smell through our gastronomic and pedagogical

process.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2-4, Birzhevoy pereulok, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station

Opening hours: 6 pm – 11 pm

Phone: +7 812 335 22 12

Tickets: Average bill: 2500-4000 rubles

Internet: st-petersburg.danslenoir.com

More Info: Unusual restaurants

Old Customs House

The name of the

restaurant is not

accidental. The building

warehouses in which it is

located was built on the

orders of Peter I to

protect the goods from customs frequent oods. 

The interior is preserved historic brick walls and

vaulted ceilings. Portraits and genre paintings,

copies of customs documents, gramophone,

typewriter and desk early twentieth century.

"Old Customs House" welcomes guests with

antiques, exclusive crockery and cutlery, live

music, ne cuisine and rst class service.

Excellence in every detail is the basis of 

impeccable service and a sense of comfort that

we create for all guests. Restaurant "Old

Customs House" is an ideal place for both leisure

and business meetings. Cozy nook for true

gourmets. The chef masterfully combines

traditional French cuisine with the fashion

trends of the world of gastronomy, including

molecular gastronomy.

The sta speaka English, the menu is in English.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2, Birzhevaya pl., St.Petersburg, Russia

Opening hours: Monday - Sunday: 13:00 - 01:00

Phone: +7 812 327-89-80

Internet: oldcustom.ru/menu

Email: custom@concord-catering.ru

More Info: Luxurious restaurants

Ukrop Restaurant

Popular restaurant for

vegetarians, vegans and

raw foodists. The ground

oor is for those who

want a snack in the

rhythm of the big city,

delicious breakfast or lunch, quickly and 

unexpensively. The second is for friendly

get-togethers, meetings and spiritual

conversations, where you can taste the delicious

desserts and drinks, to participate in the cultural

life of the cafe, read a book. Eco-interior, a

creative menu with grechotto meatballs and

green peas.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 47, Vosstania ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia
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Public Transport: Chenrnyshevskaya metro station

Opening hours: Everyday: 9 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Phone: 8 812 946 3039

Tickets: Average bill: 500 - 1000 rub.

Internet: cafe-ukrop.ru/en/

More Info: Unusual restaurants, vegeterian

Pacman

Pacman is a bright

restaurant by Alena and

Andrey Nezabudkin

(restaurant group Laque

Group), which is located

in the heart of St.

Petersburg. Focused on heritage, 

Konuyshennaya Square area is both a center of

gastronomy and social life of St. Petersburg.

Pacman with its elegant interior and varied

cuisine harmoniously ts into the atmosphere of

this corner of the northern capital, and receives

visitors every day from noon.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2, Konuyshennaya pl., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro

Phone: +7 (812) 997-77-67

Internet: pacmanspb.ru

RaFamily

Raw Food restaurant

serves its dishes

aesthetically. It belongs

to the owner of the local

Eco shop inside the

eco-products and tness

RA Wellnesclub, located at the same address. 

The menu contains creative vegetarian dishes

prepared without heat treatment, or at low

temperatures.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 6 Kuznechny per., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Dostoevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 08:00-23:00

Phone: +7 812 922-27-13

Internet: rafamily.ru/

ChaCha

ChaCha is a new project

by creators of the

well-known Georgian

Rustaveli restaurants.

Location of the new

restaurant is impressive:

you can see the most scenic stretch between 

Kazan Cathedral and Saviour on the Spilled

Blood, major attractions, Griboyedov Canal,

boats and Zinger House. Three consecutive halls

with brick arches are extremely cozy: vivid plush

chairs, lots of lampshades with a fringe on the

ceiling, paintings of Georgian artists on the

walls. The kitchen is open, so waiting for your

order, you can watch the chefs work. In summer

there is a hundred-meter outdoor terrace next to

the restaurant, right on the canal embankment.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 8/1 nab. kanala Griboyedova, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 10:00-00:00

Phone: +7 931 965 06 05

Internet: chacha.spb.ru/

Tomle

Restaurant with a relaxed

atmosphere and emphasis

on stewed dishes. Its

interior resembles a wine

cellar. Soft lighting and

antique details add

respectability  to the atmosphere. The 

international menu has traditional Russian

recipes and recipes from all over Europe. Almost

every dish has at least one ingredient subjected

to the procedure of longing. Incidentally, the

heat treatment of this type can be attributed to
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the local cuisine.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 7, Liteyny pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya metro

Opening hours: 12:00-00:00

Phone: + 7 812 647 37 36

Internet: vk.com/tomlerest

Pryanosti&Radosti

The spicy taste of a joyful

life together with the chef

Izo Dzandzava, thanks to

whom guests of the

restaurant have an

opportunity to choose

from two directions: European and Oriental.

Photo: Tomesto.ru

Address: 191, Moskovsky pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Moskovskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 (812) 640-16-16

Internet:

www.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/pryanosti_i_radosti_moskivsky

O! Cuba Restaurant

O! Cuba is the rst

restaurant in St.

Petersburg, where

everything is as close as

possible to the Cuban

way of life. Those who

have never been to Cuba can feel the spirit of 

this hot country. Those who have visited the

island will indulge themselves in sweet

memories. And the Cubans themselves, coming

to the restaurant, say: "I'm home!"

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 36, ul. Rubinsteina, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Internet: www.o-cuba.ru/main_eng

Las Torres
The restaurant "Las

Torres" is a real Spanish

tavern. On the walls there

are bright billboards and

traditional Spanish

costumes, the sounds of

the Spanish guitar as a background. In the 

evenings, you can listen to the guitar live, and on

Fridays and Saturdays professional dancers

perform amenco and Argentine tango.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 53, Nevsky pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Internet: www.las-torres.ru

Del Mar Nevsky

Del Mar restaurant on

Nevsky prospect is a new

restaurant with cozy

atmosphere at daytime

and noisy parties with

vocal performances by

artists at the evenings. Every day we are waiting 

for your for the show # KaraokeRevolution with

talented and leading art-group, singing songs

and dance. Start at 23:00.

Photo: 2ГИС

Address: 52, Nevsky pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: Daily

Phone: 8 (812) 903-77-01

Internet: http://eng.delmar-spb.ru/restaurants/nevsky/

Severyanin

Severyanin is a typical St.

Petersburg restaurant

located in the old center

of the city, where quiet

lanes run from Sennaya

Square (19th century’s
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largest market place) over the picturesque 

Griboyedov сanal.

There’s a play on words in its name – a Russian 

word ‘severyanin’ means ‘a man from the North'

referring to Northern Russia cuisine traditions,

and at the same time to the pen-name of

Igor-Severyanin, a remarkable poet of the so

called Silver age of Russian culture (the turn of

the 20th century, ended with the revolution in

1917).

Severyanin restaurant appeared in Stolyarny 

Lane in 2011 specializing on substantial Russian

meat cuisine.

Severyanin’s elegant and warm interior reminds 

of black-and-white photographs of the 19th

century St. Petersburg’s apartments. Our guests

often note this atmosphere of the “past times”.

Antique furniture, stylish lighting, white

tablecloths, decorative elements such as real

lace napkins or an old telephone set, all interior

details help this "immersion".

Photo: Restojob.ru

Address: 18, Stolyarny per., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 12 pm - 00 am

Phone: 8 (921) 951-63-96

Internet: www.eng.severyanin.me/en/

Bering

Bering panoramic

restaurant with its unique

panoramic view of the

historical centre of the

city and the Neva river

surface is located in Saint

Petersburg Hotel at Pirogovskaya Embankment. 

It is here where you can simultaneously enjoy

dainty dishes and impeccable beauty of the

northern capital.

Hospitable atmosphere of the restaurant 

provides for a calm rest and smooth talk as well

as for cheerful feasts with your friends. The

restaurant’s comfortable zoning is perfect for a

romantic candlelight dinner as well as for a

corporate party.

Brand-chef CITYTEL GROUP, Dmitry 

Shcherbakov, has composed an original menu

presenting Russian, Asian and European cuisine

along with gourmet dishes that he created.

Photo: Invite Studio

Address: 5/2, Pirogovskaya nab., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Lenina Metro Station

Opening hours: 7 am - 11 pm

Phone: +7 (812) 633-04-86

Internet: www.bering-spb.ru/en

Blok

The Blok restaurant is

situated on the roof of the

Leningrad Center in the

Tavrichesky Garden. Our

concept is on the one

hand the cuisine of

Russian provincial regions and on the other hand

– Russian meat of highest quality which

surpasses the existing foreign rivals. We cook

following both traditional and present-day

recipes, and we have a huge variety of meat

dishes – more than 60 dishes including veal

cheeks and steaks, the half of which you can

taste only in Blok.

The founder of Blok is Alexander Rappoport, a 

restaurateur from Moscow who became a

“Restaurateur of the year" in 2014, according to

GQ magazine. He already manages such famous

restaurants as Dr. Zhivago, China Gramota,

Black Thai, Pub Lo Picasso and Cook'Kareku,

however he chose St. Petersburg to be the

location of his lead restaurant. Alexander
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Rappoport promises to do his best to make Blok

the number one meat restaurant in Russia.

Though, some steps are already taken and, what

is the most important, meat of highest quality is

found: perfect black angus cattle are grown in

Voronezh region. They are fed with specially

prepared grain mixture with wet corn as a base;

due to such feed and to good genetics their meat

has a very high degree of marbling – between

Choice+ and Prime.

Photo: Знак качества Группы Банка «Россия

Address: 4, Potemkinskaya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 12 pm - 01 am

Internet: www.blok.restaurant/en

Banshiki

Banshiki restaurant is

situated on Degtyarnaya

street and shares the

building with Degtyarnie

Bani (Degtyarnie

steamrooms). Its interior

and menu create the atmosphere of a cozy 

countryhouse – and one can hardly nd a

Russian countryhouse without a steam bath.

The restaurant’s concept is based on dear to 

everyone in St. Petersburg Russian cuisine,

reconsidered by the Banshiki’s team. Our chef

Stanislav Levokho combines home feast

traditions with modern technologies, and plate

service shows new sides of classical dishes.

The restaurant perfectly suits for a family feast, 

as well as for a business lunch but you don’t

need a special occasion to drop by. 1st oor’s

atmospheric space, 2nd oor’s solemn room,

spacious kids’ room, and intimate cabinet with

large “family” table will make anyone feel

comfortable here.

Photo: banshiki.spb.ru

Address: 1A, Degtyarnaya str., St. Petersburg, Russia

Phone: +7 (812) 941-17-44

Internet: https://banshiki.spb.ru/en/

Email: manager@banshiki.spb.ru

Ferma

Restaurants FermA - is an

atmosphere of

celebration and comfort,

delicious meals based on

the idea of «Natural

food». True plain dishes

from best ingredients!

Photo: Ресторан FermA

Address: 1, Finlyandsky pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Lenina Metro Station

Internet: https://white-group.ru/en/restaurants/view/restoran-

ferma-na-nlyandskom/

EM

is a unique modernist

cuisine restaurant where

everything from the

bread to the coee is

prepared on an AGA

cooker in the

open-kitchen dining room.

Our restaurant is open for dinners Tuesday 

through Saturday. Current dinner menu can be

viewed on our website.

We are closed for holidays from December 30th 

to January 7th.

Photo: emrestaurant.ru

Address: 84, nab. reki Moiki, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Internet: http://emrestaurant.ru/en
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Katyusha
“Katyusha” is situated

across the street from the

Kazansky Cathedral, just

a few steps from Nevskiy.

A hot samovar pus

smoke at the entrance,

making you forget that you’re not home. 

Entering through the souvenir shop, you delve

into the enlade of halls – “Green”, “White”,

“Burgundy” and further on – where Firebird

burns on the bar stand. Mesh-patterned laces

and trays from Zhostovo, sofas gently wrapped

into Pavloposad’s cloths, the Gzelian ceramics,

velvet and lamp covers made of chintz – this

hospitable comfort and tranquility were designed

by the Megre Interiors agency.

Photo: In Your Pocket

Address: 22/24, Nevsky pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/katyusha

Terrassa

Terrassa restaurant is in

the very center of St.

Petersburg, just a stone's

throw from Nevsky

Prospect, on the sixth

oor of a business center.

Photo: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/terrassa

Address: 3A, Kazanskaya st., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/terrassa

Mansarda

Here you are treated to

stunning views of the

Isaakiyevskiy Cathedral

and the historic city

center, while the elegant

interior design would not

distract you from the main advantage of the 

Mansarda – the well-crafted cuisine.

Photo: RestoClub

Address: 3, Pochtamtskaya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: https://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/mansarda

Gastronomika

The Gastronomika

restaurant is located in

the historic center of St.

Petersburg, on the 6th

oor of the ‘‘Olympic

Plaza’’ mall. It treats the

guests to  interesting and trendy international 

cuisine.

Photo: Allcafe.ru

Address: 5/21 Marata ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/gastronomika

Baklazhan

A genuine oasis of cuisine

from the Caucasus and

Uzbekistan, lled with

aromas of herbs and

spices, can be found

among the hustle and

bustle, surrounded by shops and boutiques – on 

the 4th oor of the “Galereya” shopping mall.

Photo: Irecommend

Address: 30 Ligovsky av., bld. A, shopping center «Galeria»,

4th oor, St, Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/baklajan
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Khochu Kharcho
The plea for the real

Georgian cuisine was

heard and responded to

by the Ginza Project: this

restaurant serves the dish

which made the small,

but proud region of Megrelia famous – the 

nourishing Kharcho soup!

Photo: irecommend.ru

Address: 39/41 Sadovaya Street, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/hochu_harcho

The Repa

The Repa, serving

Russian cuisine, has

opened on the site of

legendary restaurant

Backstage, once a

favourite haunt of St.

Petersburg’s bohemian theatre community. The 

name is no accident: “repa” is Russian for turnip,

a staple in the diet of ancient Slavs, and a

distinct feature of Russian cuisine.

Photo: account.spb.ru

Address: 18/10 Teatralnaya Ploshchad, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/therepa

Volga-Volga

The Volga-Volga is a rst

class restaurant located

on a motor boat with an

open deck. The

Volga-Volga makes daily

scheduled one-hour-long

cruises along Neva River.

Photo: Allcafe - Allcafe.ru

Address: Terminal on Petrovskaya Emb., exit # 1, opposite to

building 8, St, Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gorkovskaya Metro Station

Internet: https://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/Volga-Volga

Moskva

No disputes about which

city plays the leading

role! Any rivalry would be

set aside at a hospitable

table. Moscow’s

hospitality in the elegant

atmosphere of St. Petersburg's genius loci - you 

are at the Moskva restaurant on Nevskiy

Prospekt

Photo: Allcafe - Allcafe.ru

Address: 114 Nevsky av., shopping center "Nevsky center",

St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya metro station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/moskva

Jamie's Italian

The rst restaurant by

the renowned British

Chef Jamie Oliver opened

in June 2013 at the

Konyushennaya Square.

The Jamie's Italian is an

international network of Italian family 

restaurants where food is cooked upon Jamie

Oliver's personal recipes, and the highest

standards of quality are observed.

Photo: Allcafe - Allcafe.ru

Address: 2 Konyushennaya Square, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/jamies_italian
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Edim Rukami
Finger food, the hottest

trend in the world

gastronomy has come to

Petersburg! In Edim

Rukami restaurant on

Sadovaya street your food

is always in your own hands! And this is how it 

goes, there’s no cutlery in Edim Rukami. Don’t

be afraid to get dirty, put on an apron and

gloves, put aside electronic devices and forget

about table manners! Be face to face with your

food: follow the basic instinct.

Photo: Dp.ru

Address: 41 Sadovaya Street, St. Petersburg, Russia

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/edimrukami

Begemot is Back

"Begemot is back" —

"Behemoth" is still the

place to be at Sadovaya

Street, 12, and is still

open for the beautiful

people, and beautiful life.

Photo: Allcafe - Allcafe.ru

Address: 12 Sadovaya st., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/begemoth_is_back

Gelsomino Cafe

Professional sound

equipment, the repertoire

for lovers of classic, rock

or modern pop music,

background vocalists and

stage atmosphere under

the spotlight will make a dream come true – 

hearing applause for your singing!

Photo: Allcafe - Allcafe.ru

Address: 5/59 Poltavskaya st., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya metro station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/jelsomino_spb

“BRUNO” Maison de la Truffe

The new restaurant is a

creation of Clément

Bruno, who is referred to

by food critics not

otherwise as “king of

trues”. Bruno’s House

at the Admiralteisky Avenue replicates the warm 

ambiance of the Chez Bruno restaurant located

in the Provence commune of Lorgues in the

south-east of France. Despite the fact that the

Lorgues’ population is only nine thousand

residents, the restaurant is visited every year by

more than 36 thousand guests from all around

the world, including members of European royal

houses and Hollywood stars. Annually, four

thousand tons of trues are being prepared at

Chez Bruno — this a world record!

The restaurant was established by Clément 

Bruno in a cozy old house, that had been owned

anciently by his grandmother. It was she who

had taught Mr. Bruno how to cook simple but

delicious courses of trues. The restaurant itself

and Mr. Bruno have been awarded a Michelin

star.

Now, you can come to visit the famous Provence 

dynasty without leaving St. Petersburg. At the

BRUNO Maison de la True they cook dishes

with seasonal trues — the summer ones (Tuber

Aestivum), the winter ones (Brumale), as well as

the black trues (Melanosporum).

Photo: www.dombruno.ru

Address: 10, Admiralteisky Avenue, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Internet: http://www.dombruno.ru/en/
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Ivan da Marya

“Ivan da Marya” is the

rst gastropub in Russia,

combining in its concept

the best varieties from

Russian craft breweries

and the modern

interpretation of classic Russian dishes.

All dishes of our menu are prepared from 

environmentally friendly products supplied by

Russian farms, and the variety of avors oered

by the author and the presentation of dishes will

open up to you a new vision of the concept of a

Russian beer restaurant.

Gastropub "Ivan da Marya" is located in the very 

center of the city - on Nevsky Prospect, 64. The

author's interior of the artist Natalia Maslova

with traditional Russian "notes" perfectly

complements the panoramic view from the

windows - to Anichkov Palace, Catherine Square

and the Fontanka embankment.

Welcome and Health!

Craft from Vanya - Bread from Manya :)

Photo: www.yell.ru

Address: 64, Nevsky pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: http://ivandamaria.bar/en

Skoro Vesna!

Dynamic seasonal wine

bar from Ginza Project.

Photo: Yell.ru

Address: ul. Belinskogo, 5, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/skoro_vesna

Luzhaika

Here, in the cool shade of

the terrace, sipping the

orange-carrot squeezed

juice with celery,

someone will denitely

recall Turgenev’s "Bezhin

Meadow" or Prishvin’s "The Sun’s Storeroom".

Photo: Allcafe - Allcafe.ru

Address: 16 Aptekarsky lane, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Petrogradskaya Metro Station

Internet: http://en.ginza.ru/spb/restaurant/luzhaika

CAFES

Government of Saint Petersburg

Saint Petersburg oers a great variety of cafes 

for all tastes. Some of them maintain historic city

traditions while others concentrate on the latest

tendencies in culinary art. Enjoy majestic views

of the city from windows of cosy, elegant,

rattling, designer and other types of cafes.
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Stolle
"Stolle" chain is well

known in St Petersburg:

unobtrusive and

comfortable interior in

the style of the early XX

century, friendly sta and

always fresh, baked with the soul of traditional 

Russian recipes for pies. The comfortable

interior makes it easy to relax and get away from

the cares of the day. Its convenient location

between Palace Square and St. Isaac's Square

will help increase the strength of all those who

love to walk around the historical sites of our

city.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 11, Nevsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 9 am - 9 pm

Phone: +7 812 314 70 21

Internet: www.stolle.ru/en

Stray Dog

Legendary artists’ café in

vaulted cellar. The Stray

Dog Café was a meeting

place for famous writers

and poets during the

early 20th century. The

Acmeist poets (Nikolay Gumilyov, Mandelstam, 

Mikhail Kuzmin, etc.) gathered there to discuss

theories of literature, give poetry readings, and

perform theatre.

Nowadays the cafe continues to serve as a 

popular venue for the Bohemia, i.e. artists,

mucisians, poets and writers. Visitors can enjoy

daily live music concerts, poetry evenings,

performances and temporary exhibitions.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 4, Italianskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospekt Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 315 60 68

Internet: www.vsobaka.ru/

Schastye

More than 100 sweets,

cooked by the French

pastry-cook Laurent

Moreno, are represented

in the confectionery

Schastye what in russian

means HAPPINESS. Biscuits, chocolates, candies

and other sweets are originally packed:

happiness can be shared, happiness can be gived

to each other  ... Beautiful, cozy, delicious, and

the most important - it is always somewhere

nearby.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 24, Malaya Morskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 09 am - 01 am daily

Phone: + 7 812 680 24 44

Internet: www.schastye.com/

Brynza

Brynza restaurant’s

unique menu oers the

most popular, as well as

the most exclusive dishes

of modern European,

Russian, Uzbek,

Georgian, and Caucasian cuisine. You will have a

unique opportunity to taste crispy chebureks

with melting stuing, warm salads, traditional

beefstrogano and a huge collecton of cakes.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 50 A Nevsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 944 44 90

Internet: www.cafebrynza.ru/en/
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Café Singer
Café Singer is one of

those unique places in the

city, which has a genuine

Petersburg spirit and an

old rened style. The

atmosphere is relaxed

and casual and the panoramic view of the main 

city prospect and Kazan Cathedral through the

huge windows is spectacular. People like to just

sit here and enjoy a cup of good coee or a pot of

freshly brewed tea. The service is discreetly

eicient, and the music is laidback. The style is

elegant and comfortable: distinctive Venetian

green decorative plastering, cosy chairs

upholstered in green leather, antique wooden

cabinets, ne porcelain and old-world spreading

palm trees.

Petersburgers love Café Singer at all times of the

day and all through the week – business lunch,

meeting up after work, pre-theatre, and en

famille at the weekends. For visitors, it’s a

perfect place to take a break between museums

and sightseeing.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 28 Nevsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 9 am - 11 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 571 82 23

Internet: www.singercafe.ru/en/about-us/

Sladkoezhka

Sladkoezhka Pastry Shop

has been developing

successfully since 1989.

This is a unique chain of

twelve enterprises, which

are distinguished by

unique foods, produced only from high quality 

natural products.

The assortment of products is so rich that it can 

suit the taste of even the most choosy sweet

tooth. The high-quality expensive equipment that

we use in the chain allows us to produce high

quality pastry every time. The rich selection of

cakes, desserts, and pastries is complemented by

high-quality drinks. The coee is brewed with

help of state-of-the-art technologies, which

allows the customer to enjoy its taste and avor

fully.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 44, Gorokhovaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 310 80 05

Internet: www.sladkoezka.com.ru/?lang=eng&p=main

Rasputin Cafe

Rasputin Cafe is a new

place on the map of the

city, where you can

always try tasty and

inexpensive meals, relax

with friends and

celebrate any festive occasion: banquet, wedding

or birthday celebration at reasonable prices.

Interior  in the style of the times of Gregory 

Rasputin sends guests to the past, in imperial

Russia of the end of the XIX - early XX century.

Referring to the famous healing powers of 

Rasputin, the cafe recreates the installation of

the asks with various liqueurs, oils and herbs.

All this creates an extraordinary atmosphere of 

royal hospitality.

Menu of the «Rasputin» cafe  includes dishes of 

Russian and European cuisine, combined with

the author's improvisations on home cuisine,

specially designed by thechef. Here you can
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enjoy the handmade dumplings, homemade

sausages and traditional Russian pancakes.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 37, nab. reki Moiki, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 571 75 91

Internet: www.rasputin-cafe.ru/en/

Polet Cafe

POLÉT CAFÉ is ideally

located in the historic

center, just few steps

away from Summer

garden, Mikhailovsky

castle and Fontanka

river.

The restaurant chef mixes dierent avors and is

constanly experimenting in the kitchen. The

menu is set up according to the seasonal

availability of ingredients.

The atmosphere that surrounds guests is very 

important, that's why every object in POLÉT is

special, whether it is a designer lighting, made to

measure furniture, or paper which is used for

menus.

The whole thing is in small details because that's

what makes us unique.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 7, Pestelya ul.,, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 12 pm - 12 am daily

Phone: +7 812 917 17 47

Internet: www.poletcafe.ru/

Sever-Metropole

The cafe oers a great

collection of pastry:

cakes, cookies, ice cream,

cupcakes, and tarts.

Traditional recipes that

date back as far as 1903

have become a unique brand of Saint 

Petersburg. Desserts with fresh fruit and berries

are said to melt in the mouth.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 22, Sadovaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 571 88 88

Tryn Trava

Traditional Russian

cuisine. Natural products

only, reasonable prices.

Interior in the national

style: solid wooden

furniture, cosy home-like

atmosphere, Russian hospitality.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 9, Malaya Konushennaya ul., Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 11 pm

Phone: +7 812 571 03 85

Internet: www.trin-trava.ru/

Troitsky Most Vegetarian Cafe

Troitsky Most is one of

the oldest vegetarian

institutions in Saint

Petersburg. The cafe's

decor is atmospheric and

cozy, while the prices are

quite aordable. They serve here Rissian and 

Italian cuisine as well as home-made dishes.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 30, nab. reki Moiki, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 9 am - 11 pm

Phone: +7 812 326 82 21

Internet: www.t-most.ru/en/

More Info: Veggie
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Botanika
Together with a

contemporary

international menu, the

elegant-primitive interior

provides a refreshing

change to the usual for

both vegetarians and non-vegetarians alike. At 

Botanika, the custom designed furniture,

ambient music and a unique children’s room

create an atmosphere of elegant relaxation for

all age groups and provide beautiful vegetarian

nouvelle cuisine for guests of all economic

categories.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 7, Pestelya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 12 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 27 27 091

Internet: www.cafebotanika.ru/en/index.php

Zoom Cafe

Founded in 2004 and

located in the heart of St.

Petersburg, Zoom

operates as a café,

library, info-point, and art

gallery. Starting with

breakfast and ending with late-evening oerings 

from the bar and desserts, Zoom features

European and Russian cuisine that is fresh,

healthy and aordable. The Zoom library keeps

track of the latest trends in ction, non-ction,

art/culture, periodicals, and children's books.

The Zoom info-point posts schedules and

information about what's new in cinema, music,

art, and theater. In its monthly exhibits, the

Zoom gallery showcases predominantly young

contemporary artists working in painting,

graphics, video, and photography. To celebrate

the tenth anniversary, Zoom is revamping its

image. With a new logo and a new website

already up and running, the interior is next!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 22, Gorokhovaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 612 13 29

Internet: www.cafezoom.ru/eng/

Sunduk Art Cafe

Sunduk Art Cafe is one of

the rst art cafes in the

city. Designer interior

made by Petersburg's

artists, legendary WC

door with lots of latches,

unique cultural programme, diverse menu, high 

quality music distinguish this place against other

similar cafes.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 42, Furshtadskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 272 31 00

Internet: www.cafesunduk.ru/en/

Del Mar

Restaurant Del Mar is

located in the part of St.

Petersburg, where the

most beautiful buildings

of monumental era, one

of the busiest avenues of

the city, near Gostiny Dvor. For many years, our 

experienced chefs are happy to perform for you

on a daily basis many culinary victories and oer

you the dishes of European, Mediterranean,

Italian and Japanese cuisine as well as a wide

selection of cocktails and hookahs.

English menu

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg
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Address: 52, Nevsky prospekt, Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor metro station

Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: 8 812 90377 01

Internet: delmar-spb.ru

Avsteriya

A small cafe on

Furshtatskaya street

oers an interior with

homely comfort, in cream

colors, ideal for a family

holiday. In "Avsteriya"

there are two rooms, one of them is smaller (12 

seats), the other one is spacious (24 seats). Beige

lampshades, cushions, curtains with oral

ornaments, numerous shelves with groats in

banks are the details that create a cozy

atmosphere.

One can enjoy European cuisine made from farm 

products, as well as fresh pastries in restaurant's

bakery.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 32, Furshtatskaya ulitsa, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chenrnyshevskaya metro station

Opening hours: Monday - Friday: 9 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.,

Saturday - Sunday: 10 a.m. - 10:30 p.m

Phone: 8 812 2726411

Internet: cafeavsteria.ru

Email: info@avsteria.ru

C1tizen cafe

C1tizen is a gastronomic

project conceived and

implemented in a new

format for Petersburg.

This spot features a

modern and democratic

pasta bar with an open kitchen, a "green corner",

and a mini-garden, located right in the room.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 8A, Vladimirsky pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Dostoevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11:00-23:00

Internet: vk.com/c1tizen_spb

Tartarbar

Tartarbar is a new place

with a huge room, an

open kitchen, a

magnicent crystal

chandelier, and male

waiters dressed in beige

overalls. Everything is carried out with attention 

to details - from wooden holders for napkins to

designer painted portrait paintings. The

Tartarbar section is assembled from a string of

tartarus, tataki, carpaccio and ceviche.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 15, Vilensky per., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Mon: 18:00-00:00, Tue-Sun: 13:00-00:00

Phone: + 7 911 922 56 06

Internet: www.tartarbar.ru/

Caffe Italia

Three large rooms are

decorated in typical

Italian style. Cuisine is

simple, without frills and

Michelin recipes. Here

you will nd a great

choice of high-quality Italian pasta, pizza and 

delicious ice cream. The main advantage of this

place is its positive atmosphere charged with

energy!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 5, Bakunina ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vosstaniya Square Metro Station

Opening hours: Mon-Fr 09:00-02:00, Sat-Sun 10:00-02:00

Phone: +7 921 905 64 74

Internet: vk.com/caeitaliaspb
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WHY NOT CAFE
Bright small café located

at the Vladimir area.

During its work the cafe

has established itself as a

democratic youth place

with an excellent varied

menu, reasonable prices and friendly 

atmosphere.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 10, Kolokolnaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vladimirskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11:00 - 23:00

Phone: +7 812 777 92 10

Internet: vk.com/whynot_cafe

Frida vegetarian cafe

Frida cafe is a perfect

place for vegetarians and

lovers of oriental cuisine.

Сhefs from India are

responsible for cooking

traditional dishes here.

The mood is sunny and beach-Indian. All the 

furniture is from India and Indonesia, and there

are reproductions of Frida Kahlo's paintings on

the walls. There is also a special section in the

menu for those in a hurry: cooks will oer a

delicious breakfast, three kinds of business

lunches, sandwiches and burritos just in 5

minutes!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 57, Tchaikovsky ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya metro station

Opening hours: Mon-Fr 10:00-0:00, Sat-Sun 11:00-0:00

Phone: +7 812 272 68 16

Internet: vk.com/frida_cafe

LaCelletta Caffé
La Celletta cafe on

Fontanka is the rst cafe

of the Italian brand La

Celletta Piaceri Italiani in

Russia. The most

important thing in La

Celletta Caé is an authentic Italian cuisine, 

typical of the Marche region. LaCelletta Cae is

run by Chef Giorgio Siciliano and Cristian

Girolomoni who came to St. Petersburg to create

an original menu and maintain the quality of

authentic Italian dishes.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 30, nab. reki Fontanki, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor metro

Opening hours: 12:00 - 00:00

Phone: +7 921 788 00 69

Internet: www.lacelletta.ru

GYROGRILL

Gyrogrill serves Greek

kebab, gyros and dishes

on the coals. Cafe's menu

has been arranged by the

chef Aristotle Kritaridis

from Cyprus. GyroGrill

oers a great menu, supply and interior design, 

and a calm atmosphere of comfort.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 43 Liteyny pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11:00-23:00

Phone: +7 812 900 54 65

Internet: www.gyrogrill.ru
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Venezia
The famous ice cream

cafe "Venice", opened in

2007 by Franco and Lena,

oers 18 types of Italian

ice cream every day. And

also you can taste here

homemade cookies, air cakes, hot chocolate and 

invigorating coee. If you want to try a

particular type of ice cream, you can call us and

nd out what we have prepared today.

Photo: Mia casa

Address: 107, Nevsky pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 11 pm

Phone: 8 (906) 279 03 46

Internet: www.vk.com/caeveneziaspb

Korjov bakery

Korjov is a

bakery-confectionery,

where you will nd the

real bread on leaven

without improvers and

articial additives, hand

made desserts and cakes cooked according to 

our own recipes, buns in 82.5% butter from New

Zealand and coee made of fresh roast beans.

Photo: account.spb.ru

Address: 19, ul. Vosstania, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Phone: 8 (812) 320 39 91

Internet: www.vk.com/korjov_bakeries

Na parakh (Cooked on steam)

This is the rst network

of cafes in St. Petersburg

with a unique and

relevant concept of

healthy nutrition -

preparing all dishes on

steam without frying and oil. The relevance of 

the format was caused by the constantly growing

demand of city residents for quality and healthy

food.

Photo: Ruspeach

Address: 63, Liteyny pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Phone: 8 (812) 640-05-06

Internet: www.xn--80aaa3clh0b.xn--p1ai/

Du Nord 1834

Du Nord 1834 is both

French confectionery and

restaurant located in the

city center of

Saint-Petersburg, on the

rst oor of

"Oktiabrskaya" hotel. We oer our guest fresh 

and delicious French bakery and traditional

dishes of French cuisine.

The name "Du Nord 1834" was chosen because 

in the same building in 1834 one of the rst

French confectioneries of Petersburg "Du Nord"

was opened and became rather popular with the

city aristocracy!

"Du Nord" can be rightfully considered to be the 

place, where the best coee at St.-Petersburg is

served! Exclusive coee-machines were bought:

one is a model of manual assembling and another

is a super automatic model, one of the only 2 in

the city!

Photo: Morgenmad.ru

Address: 41, Ligovsky pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Opening hours: 24 h

Phone: 8 (812) 578-12-45

Internet: www.dunord.spb.ru/dunord.nsf/en
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Pirogoviy Dvorik
The company “Pirogoviy

Dvorik” is glad to oer to

you a trip around the

gastronomic capitals of

Europe. We always have a

great range of fresh and

good quality products at your service: pies, 

baking, culinary dishes and light desserts, which

you can easily take away to your oice, to order

them with our delivery or to taste them just right

on the territory of one of our cozy café-bakeries.

Photo: ТК «Сенная

Address: 3, Emova St., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 10 pm

Phone: +7 (812) 329-09-09

Internet: www.pirogov-dvorik.ru/en/

Check Point Cafe

For those who love

natural food and

communication. Who

loves warmth and kind

words. For lovers of cosy

atmosphere there are

coee and blankets. For others we oers a smile.

Desserts made of natural ingredients, coee to

go, sandwiches and wraps. Fast and free WiFi.

We are warm and friendly. In the evenings, we

watch an unusual movie, play board games,

listen to music, and conduct master classes.

Photo: Check point

Address: 5, per. Antonenko, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 10 pm

Phone: 89118476131

Internet: www.vk.com/checkpointcafe

Smoke BBQ Texas Restaurant
Texas BBQ has nally

arrived in St. Petersburg.

Brisket, pork & beef ribs,

pulled pork, and free

range lamb smoked daily.

The kitchen is helmed by

the owner Aleksei Burov and head chef & 

pitmaster Aleksei Kanevskiy (both trained under

the famous Evan Le Roy from "Le Roy & Lewis

BBQ"). Check out the large professional

wood-red smoker from J&R (Dallas), birch logs,

high-quality local prime beef (even steak cuts

and amazing burgers on the grill), and as a result

you get the most important meat & BBQ

destination in Russia. The bar has 20 taps of the

best local and American beers coupled with a

remarkable collection of bourbons and wine

selected by co-owner Pavel Kokkov.

Photo: 2ГИС

Address: 11, ul. Rubinshteina, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 12 pm - 00 am

Phone: 8 (812) 905-53-72

Internet: www.beercard.ru/smokebbq_en/

Hard Rock Cafe

Some companies have a

history that stays rmly

in the past. We’re

fortunate to have a legacy

that permeates our

present like a song, not

with nostalgia, but as the reminder of a timeless 

foundation and simple beginnings.

With hundreds of unique locations around the 

world, it's hard to believe that it all started o so

innocently: the search for a good burger. We

throw standard service to the wind, proclaiming

that each meal should be an experience -
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whether on the road or on your lunch break.

Photo: Restojob.ru

Address: 62, Sadovaya St., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sadovaya metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm - 2 am

Internet: www.en.hardrockcafespb.ru

Rimini

RiMiNi is a cozy corner of

Italy in the noisy business

city of St. Petersburg.

When you come here, you

understand that there is

nothing more precious

than warmth, attention and care.

Italians know how to prepare delicious and 

fragrant food. You can start with a business

lunch - such lovely homemade simple dishes -

soups, salads, homemade fruit drinks and

compotes, fragrant coee and delicate desserts -

and the day promises good luck and a good

mood!

Photo: 2ГИС

Address: 46, Furshtatskaya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 11 pm

Phone: 8 (812) 957-09-05

Internet: www.cafe-rimini.ru

Grand Cafe Frida

Keeping traditions laid

down more than ten years

ago, we together with our

Guests elevate tea,

coee, hookah skill and

cuisine up to the level of

high art. We create for you a unique space where

you can indulge in pleasures, meditations and

conversations with those who is of great value to

you.

Our new cook Lazaro Rodriguez Alfonso, who 

came to us from a distant sunny Cuba, created

for Frida a new author's menu "My Mexico", with

delicious dishes from meat, sh and seafood.

Photo: 2do2go

Address: 57, ul. Chaikovskogo, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Phone: (812) 272-68-16

Internet: www.cafe-frida.ru

Art Buffet

The café "Art Buet" is a

cafe with a special

history: here there was a

famous buet of the

Imperial Society for

Encouragement of

Artists. Nowadays the cafe also has close bonds 

with the Union of St. Petersburg Artists. It has

won a reputation of a place for artists, creative

people and all those whose soul reaches out to

the beautiful. In the café "Art Buet" there are

two halls and a VIP-room with a separate

entrance.

Photo: Tomesto.ru

Address: 38, Bolshaya Morskaya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 10 pm

Phone: 8 (921) 950-05-33, 8 (921) 997-07-38

Internet: www.artbufet.com

Kuznya

Kuznya Cafe takes the

other half of the Foundry.

The menu of the cafe was

developed by the

Kuznyahouse chefs Glen

Ballis and Ruslan Zakirov.

They continued to work with the concept of 

simple and healthy food from local and seasonal

products. The menu includes dishes from its own
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smokehouse, pizza, sandwiches, traditional

Russian recipes as well as meze, croissants and

appetizers.

Entrance to the café is located on the side facing 

the lawn.

Kuznya Cafe interior, as well as the interior of 

the Kuznyahouse, were created by Luba

Leontyeva (Ludi Architects) and features marble

table tops, comfortable seating and a long

wooden table — ideal for big companies.

Photo: In Your Pocket

Address: New Holland, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Internet: http://www.newhollandsp.ru/en/foundry/

BARS & NIGHTLIFE

British Wave/Government of Saint Petersburg

St Petersburg’s bars tend to have themes - 

sports, Irish, British-style pub, hip Soviet

nostalgia - they serve food, usually have DJs or

live music and 02.00 is considered early closing.

The scene is constantly changing, so check

weekly listings and posters around town. Most

clubs serve food and are open until 06.00 or

later.

Metro Club
Democratic and

uninhibited party

atmosphere, combined

with the best dance

music, elegant space

design and numerous

individual bars make METRO CLUB an awesome 

nightlife mecca.

Three dance oors, located on the club's three 

oors, guarantee the right dance mood and the

freedom to dance to your own style, while the

huge number of visitors makes getting to know

new people easy and fun! On any day of the

week, METRO CLUB guests can expect a

comfortable and safe evening out.

METRO CLUB features secure parking, a large 

cloakroom, an ATM, and a separate VIP-entrance

for those holding club cards and interested in

gaining admittance to the club without waiting in

line.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 174 Ligovsky Prospekt, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Obvodny Canal Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 pm - 6 am daily

Phone: +7 812 766 02 04

Internet: www.metroclub.ru/eng

Barrel

Deep black color in the

interior, which was

created by one of the best

designers of the two

capitals Alex Haas, and

neon projection of oil

tanks on the walls evoke associations with the 

"black gold", and innitely long bar reminds you

the classic cocktail bars in Europe, where

pleasant and rich people spent their time. Barrel

– is a combination of low-key luxury, expensive

minimalism and democratic style at the same
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time and in everything: design, cuisine and

atmosphere. For those who are a burdened and

fettered by prim atmosphere of restaurants, and

not accustomed to chat under the pulsating

decibels in clubs, Barrel – is the best choice to

disconnect from the hustle and bustle of the day,

allowing himself to just enjoy life.

Chef Vadim Ivanov oers a wide variety of 

European and Mediterranean cuisine for this.

Barrel’s pride is the original wine carte, made

with the ideal combination of dishes from the

menu and the requirements of the most

sophisticated wine gourmet. Special accent

Barrel makes on cocktails - an indispensable

attribute of all today’s bars. A oered snacks

from the tapas-menu will be a perfect

accompaniment to a glass of wine or a cocktail.

Multiple formats organically combine in Barrel.

For someone Barrel – is a cozy cocktail bar,

where cocktails are prepared exclusively from

original recipes of the authors, which are famous

in all the capital cities of the world. You will be

pleasantly surprised when you discover a totally

dierent, new taste of a long known drink and

with joyful anticipation you will expect meeting

with the new cocktails. As for ingredients here

we use a wide selection of fresh herbs, fruits,

vegetables, honey and even exotic spices.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 5 Kazanskaya Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: Mon-Tue 12 pm till the last guest, Wed, Thu,

Fri c 12 pm - 6 am, Sat and Sun 3 pm - 6 am

Phone: +7 812 929 82 98

Internet: www.eng.project-barrel.ru/main

Lomonosov Club and Bar
3-storey disco bar in the

city centre. Theme

parties, entertaining

show programmes,

presents from barmen.

Free karaoke area. Pop,

rock'n'roll, House, R'n'B music.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1 Lomonosova Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: Sun-Thu 10 pm - 6 am, Fri-Sat 10 pm - 8 am

Phone: +7 812 934 90 90

Internet: www.lomonosovbar.ru/

Coyote Ugly

The Coyote Ugly Saloon

diers considerably from

most of its kind. The

specic character of the

Coyote Ugly is felt in

every detail! In the rst

place, it’s a pure American pub! Here you can 

forget about bombast and glamour! It is the right

place for sarcastic humour and lust for

entertainment!

The interior of the Coyote Ugly in St. Petersburg 

was completely designed and implemented by

ART Studio Design & Construction. The best

traditions of American saloons were embodied

here – abundance of wood and metal, leather

sofas, genuine American decor (car number

plates, posters), motorbikes, saloon doors, erce

coyote on the shop roof, bright signboards and,

certainly, back counters and stands of impressive

sizes packed with spirits!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 57B Liteyny Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 272 07 90

Internet: www.coyoteugly.ru/
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Daiquiri Bar

The Daiquiri Bar oers

legendary coctails from

classical Margarita and

popular Mohito to exotic

mixtures. More than 250

names on the coctail list.

Designer interiors. Cosy and informal 

atmosphere.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1 Bolshaya Konyushennaya Street, Saint

Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 4 pm - 4 am daily

Phone: +7 812 943 81 14

Internet: www.dbar.ru/

Dead Poets Bar

Multiformat whiskey bar,

based on the collection of

impressions from

dierent countries,

esthetics of classical

anglo-american bar, and

personal love of the owner to pâtés.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1/12 Chekhova Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Mon-Thu, Sun 2 pm - 3 am, Fri-Sat 24 h.

Phone: +7 812 449 46 56

Internet: www.dpoets.ru/

Money Honey

Legendary place for fans

of classical rock'n'roll.

Here you will be able to

groove to your favourite

music, enjoy live

performances of the best

rock'n'roll bands, and nd snobbism-free 

laid-back atmosphere.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 28/30 Sadovaya Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sadovaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 310 05 49

Internet: www.money-honey.ru/

PMI Bar

PMI bar is a unique place

with brutal-style arched

space, wine racks and

prolongated bar zone.

Coctails have been

designed by the bar

manager Sam Konyakhin. Drinks are based on 

classical recipes with addition of exotic

ingredients and herbs liqueur. Creative tapas

menu, actual music, exhibitions.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 7 Moiki Embankment, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 12 pm till the last guest

Phone: + 7 812 907 07 10

Internet: www.pmibar.com/en

Raskolnikov Bar

The Bar Raskolnikov is a

nice place for nishing

the eventful and full of

impressions day in

Saint-Petersburg. The

elegant atmosphere of

this place, the bird’s-eye picturesque panoramic 

view to the historical centre of the city –

Raskolnikov bar is a really superior place either

to make a friendly party or to behold a sunset

against the background of gilded domes of the

cathedral.

Delicious snacks and hot meals would satisfy the 

most demanding gourmet taste, and the varied

wine list does let you have a drink to your taste.

The separated panoramic-viewed hall for 15
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persons oers you to organize any event for your

colleagues or friends.

Raskolnikov Bar is located on the 7th oor of

the hotel and works for you 24 Hours.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 19 Vladimirsky Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vladimirskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 331 32 00

Internet:

www.dostoevsky-hotel.ru/en/restaurants/raskolnikov-bar/

Red Fox Jazz Club

Do you like jazz? Come.

Don’t like? Still come.

«Red Fox» is for those

who likes it hot. Excellent

live music. Nice people.

What more is necessary

for happiness?

20s of the 20 century in America went down in 

history as «roaring twenties». When the best

music was jazz, such dances as «Charleston»,

«Lindy hawk », «Swing» were famous in

America. Drinking alcohol young people danced

wildly to the sounds of jazz.

«Jazz is what we are and our best hours».

 «Red Fox» was established in 2001. It was 

named in honor of the trumpeter Henry «Red»

Allen. There are two halls (smoking and not

smoking) in the caf?. There is live music

performed by various groups and artists, both

Russian and foreign, every day. Besides music,

the cafe can oer you tasty meals (because an

excellent Russian-European cuisine was formed

over years) and, of course, there is a great

variety of drinks. Prices are very democratic,

which pleases our guests…

If the soft-rapturous, tart with coee tint jazz 

tunes don’t leave you indierent, if the sounds of

the saxophone and piano touch the invisible

chord in your heart, now you are at the right

place. For true fans and those who just realized

his spiritual closeness to this style can spend a

short tour of the centuries-old history of jazz

music, meeting with people who have left their

mark on this «eld».

Everyone knows Frank Sinatra, Benny Goodman,

Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong and Charlie

Parker. You can nd interesting stories from

biographies of them and about many other jazz

artists in the online representation of the jazz

caf? «Red Fox».

If you want to know more about ground-bit, 

spiritual, two-bit or jam you can easily nd an

information here.

Club «Red Fox» oers a fascinating collection of 

information on the jazz theme with unique

stories about artists and events for all, whose life

is oating under the spiritual motives of music.

Club «Red Fox» oers a fascinating collection of 

information on the jazz theme with unique

stories about artists and events for all, whose life

is oating under the spiritual motives of music.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 50 Mayakovskogo Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Fri 10 am - 2 am, Sat 1.30 pm – 2 am,

weekdays 10 am – 11 pm, Sun 5 pm – 11 pm

Phone: +7 812 275 42 14

Internet: www.rfjc.ru/about-in-english
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Estrada Club
Estrada club is a dancing

space for connoisseurs of

high-quality rest, good

cuisine and beverages

with original theme show

programmes. Democratic

approach and cutting edge style are the key 

principles of the club. Interesting and intelligent

personalities gather here.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 17 Sadovaya Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 pm - 6 am daily

Phone: +7 812 931 51 01

Internet: www.estradaclub.ru/

Skazka Club

Nowadays SKAZKA (Faity

tale) lives in the very

heart of Saint Petersburg.

The night club oers an

atmosphere of joy which

happens to be so rare at

present. Every meter of the club is lled with 

pure fun sparkling like an icy champagne. The

best musicians and DJs perform here.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 75 Chernyahovskogo Street, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Phone: +7 812 95 05 400

Internet: www.skazkaclub.com/club/

Kosmonavt Сlub

The Kosmonavt club

combines all formats of

the entertainment

industry and concentrates

the best creative

resources in one space. It

is a new segment in the night life of St. 

Petersburg, which is characterized by a

convenient location in the central area of the

city, the attention of the sta to customer service

and the modern technical component.

Many musicians were on stage of the  Kosmonavt

Club: "Picnic", Alina Orlova, "Alice", Petr

Mamonov, "Bravo" and others. In addition to

concerts  the club organizes presentations,

exhibitions and other events of dierent scales.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Bronnitskaya street, 24, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Tekhnologicheskiy Institut metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm - 6 am daily

Phone: +7 812 303 33 33

Internet: www.cosmonavt.su

JAMES COOK

JAMES COOK embodies

the best traditions of

English pubs, neat

interiors with comfortable

sofas for large

companies, brick arches

combine with dark wood. Here you will nd a 

large selection of the best Beers from England,

Belgium, the Czech Republic and Germany, as

well as the many varieties of single malt and

blended whisky. An individual cocktail menu has

more than 100 names.

JAMES COOK is quickly becoming a favorite for 

everyone.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Shvedskiy per., 2, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Opening hours: 12 pm - 1 am (Mo - Th, Su), 12 pm - 3 am (Fr

- Sa)

Phone: +7 812 951 22 02

Tickets: Average bill: 1500-2500 rubles

Internet: jcpub.ru
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Santa Barbara Club
Santa Barbara changed

the traditional approach

to the design of club

space: every guest will

feel comfortable

regardless of the location:

whether it is a dance oor (there are three of 

them to choose); exclusive terrace where you can

enjoy the skyline of the central part of the city;

guest sits, the usual idea of which has been

changed – regardless of the location, each guest

will be in the epicenter of events in the center of

attention. Santa Barbara lay emphasis on the

long lost "club atmosphere": learning from the

American experience, the club has taken care of

giving the guests a chance to communicate with

one another. Is that not a reason why they came

there? The seats in the club are put in a smart

way to let groups of friends spend time in

maximum comfort. This is the principle

according which Santa Barbara will work.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Kazanskaya ul. 7, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Opening hours: Friday 11 p.m. – 12 a.m.; Saturday and

Sunday 11p.m.– 12 a.m.

Phone: 8 812 9000666

Internet: club-sb.com/eng/

Barslona Tapas Bar

BARSLONA has the

atmosphere of traditional

Spanish tapas bars, with

all their powerful

charisma. Coming to this

bar, remember two

things: "everything that happens in BARSLONA 

remains in BARSLONA" and "all that you have

said to the bartender or waiter, will be used in

your favor and bring you happiness".

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 26 Rubinshteina, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 12:00-06:00

Phone: +7 812 9000 112

Internet: www.barslona.ru/

Liverpool Bar

Twilight, wooden tables

and chairs, brick walls,

low ceiling arches and

the Beatles, photos, and

album covers. And there

is a whole wall, lled with

images of stars, made here in the "Liverpool".  

"Smokey", "Nazareth", "Status Quo",

"Rammstein", "Dolphin", Maxim Leonids,

"CHajf", Zemra, "Bi-2", Andrei Makarevich, and

another fty star names adorn the list of

honorary guests of the club.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 16 Mayakovskogo St., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Opening hours: 16:00-02:00

Phone: +7 812 579 20 54

Internet: www.liverpool.ru

SHOPPING

Government of Saint Petersburg

All the top international brands and designer 

fashion names are here, lining up on Nevsky

Prospeсt, and the shops are as glitzy and glam as

in any European capital.
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Gostiny Dvor

Gostiny Dvor (on Nevsky

Prospect) is an

18th-century merchants’

arcade beautifully

restored and packed with

boutiques. Bolshoy

Gostiny Dvor is not only a shopping mall but also 

a monument of history and architecture of the

XVIII century. The architect is Jean-Baptiste

Vallin de la Mothe. Located in the historic center

of St. Petersburg, is the block between Nevsky

Prospekt (house number 35), Sadovaya Street,

Lomonosova street and Perinnaya Line.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 35, Nevsky Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 10 pm

Phone: +7 812 710 54 08

Internet: www.bgd.ru

Passage

Passage, located just in

front of Gostiny Dvor, is

an atmospheric

19th-century shopping

arcade. Passage today is

not only a part of

St.Petersburg's historical heritage, but also a 

prosperous contemporary business enterprise.

More than 10,000 customers visit Passage daily, 

and during the holiday season, the customers

ow triples. Currently, Joint-Stock Company

"Passage" is the largest center of boutique trade

with an established professional team of

likeminded people who value traditions and the

reputation of the rm. Customer service has

been steadily growing, collections are updated,

and product lines of goods are expanding.

Photo: saintpetersburg.zagranitsa.com

Address: 48, Nevsky Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 9 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 315 52 09

Internet: www.passage.spb.ru/en

DLT

DLT is a luxure

department store oering

clothes and accessories of

the world-known brands.

VIP-services of the

stylists and beauticians

are available here. The land upon which DLT 

stands was originally developed in the 18th

century and belonged to Artemy Volynsky, a

major statesman Peter the Great's era. The

building is designed in Modern and Neoclassic

styles being a real masterpiece of architecture.

Photo: photo.gradpetra.net

Address: 21-23, Bolshaya Konyushennaya ul., Saint

Petersburg, Russia

Opening hours: 10:00–22:00

Phone: +7 812 648 08 48

Internet: www.dlt.ru/

More Info: Shop assistances speaks English.

Eliseev Store

Yeliseyevsky is a must-see

food emporium, glittering

with chandeliers and Art

Nouveau. Eliseev Store

situated right on the

Nevsky Prospekt is

denately  the most beautiful grocery store you 

have ever seen. There are many expensive

delicacies, but the store is worth seeing.  It was

built in the beginning of the 20th century in Art

Deco style for wealthy merchants, Eliseev

brothers. Eliseevsky Store is really famous in

Russia and many citizens and tourists buy

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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something there to remember Saint Petersburg

in spite of the high prices.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 56, Nevskiy Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 10 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 456 66 66

Internet: www.kupetzeliseevs.ru/en/

Dom Knigi Book Store

The historic building

Singer house, located in

the corner of Nevsky

Prospect and Canal

Griboyedova, known to all

citizens of St Petersburg

and many guests of the city as the house of the 

book - the famous bookstore, one of the centers

of cultural and intellectual life of the city.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 28, Nevskiy Prospect, Saint Petrsburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 9 am - 12 am

Phone: +7 812 448 23 55

Internet: www.spbdk.ru/

Galeria

The biggest shopping

center in the city. Thanks

to its excellent location in

the center of Saint

Petersburg Galeria

attracts residents as well

as tourists with a wide selection of international 

and local brands, and a fun-lled entertainment

zone.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 30a, Ligovskiy Prospect, Saint Petrsburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am – 11 pm

Phone: +7 812 643 31 72

Internet: www.galeria-spb.ru/en/

Nevsky Сenter

The seven-story shopping

center Nevsky Centre

includes more than 70

stores with goods for

men, women and

children, a deli, a food

court, numerous cafes, panoramic restaurants, a 

tness center, beauty salon, spa and modern

oice space with great views to the city .

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 112, Nevskiy Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 11 pm

Phone: +7 812 313 9313

Tickets: http://www.nevskycentre.ru/

Pik

A nice shopping center in

the center of the city.

First three oors are

dedicated to the fashion

shops for women and

men. The 4th loor is an

entertaining area with a cinema and billiard 

club. And the 5th oor is a panoramic restaurant

“Nebo” (sky).

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2 Emova Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 10 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 449 20 03

Internet: www.tk-pik.ru/
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Bukvoed Bookstore
Bukvoed is a modern

cultural operator which

maintains paramount

cultural values 24 hours

per day non-stop with the

aim of developing

full-edged intellectual society. The bookstore 

sells books, souvenirs, multimedia goods,

stationary.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 10 Ligovsky Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Opening hours: 24h daily

Phone: +7 812 601 0 601

Internet: www.bookvoed.ru/

Sennaya Shopping Mall

Sennaya shopping and

entertainment center has

been one of the most

favourite malls among

Petersburgers and

tourists for over 10 years.

More than 100 shops and boutiques for the 

whole family are located in three-storey building.

Everyone can nd the item they are looking for:

clothes, footwear, presents, accessories, and

home appliances.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 3 Emova Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 9 pm, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Phone: +7 812 740 46 24

Internet: www.sennaya.ru/

Babochka
BABOCHKA company has

been a part of the luxury

goods market since 1988.

This very year the

company opened its rst

private boutique in Saint

Petersburg. Consequently, the number of 

BABOCHKA boutiques has increased and at the

moment it is a chain that represents more than

100 Italian, French, American and English

brands.

Not only the company currently owns the 

exclusivity to represent numerous well-known

fashion houses, but also has eight monobrand

boutiques and shop-in-shop stores of the leading

world brands — Armani Collezioni, Brioni,

Emporio Armani, Ermenegildo Zegna, Fendi,

Lanvin, Loro Piana and Valentino.

Huge spaces in the historical centre of the city, 

world-known brands of fashion clothing, shoe

wear and accessories, variety of women and men

collections — that is today's BABOCHKA.

In addition to existing boutiques, at the end of 

October 2012 a new concept-store was opened

on the most important street in the heart of St.

Petersburg, Nevsky Prospect.

The space is above 2000 sq m and it is developed

on two oors: on the ground oor there are the

monobrand stores of Chanel and Fendi separated

by the Art Gallery while on the second oor a

big multibrand store for man and lady presenting

top level fashion brands and several dierent

categories of products including books, gadgets,

toys, fragnances etc.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg
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Address: 36 Nevsky Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 717 36 83

Internet: www.babochka.ru/eng/contacts/

Grand Palace Boutiques Gallery

Grand Palace Boutiques

Gallery combines brevity

of the modern European

style, individuality of the

leading fashion houses

and long-standing

traditions of historic Petersburg. Clothing 

brands, footwear, accessories, jewellry, interior

design items, restaurants and beauty salons

strive to meet preferences of the most

sophisticated customers.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 44 Nevsky Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: 11.00 - 19.00

Phone: +7 812 570 61 20

Internet: www.grand-palace.ru/

H&M

H&M oers collections

that are wide-ranging and

varied for women, men,

teenagers and children.

To us, design, quality and

sustainability are not a

question of price: we should always oer 

inspiring fashion with unbeatable value for

money.

Quality is a central topic, from initial idea to nal

product. It is our aim to always exceed our

customers’ expectations on quality.

An important element of our strong oering is 

that H&M should be the more sustainable

choice. Considerable resources are devoted to

increasing sustainability.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 80 Nevsky Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 11 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 336 76 95

Internet: www.hm.com/

Admiral Shopping Center

Admiral Shopping and

Leisure Center has a

number of undeniable

advantages. Firstly, it is

located in the city centre

within the walking

distance from the key sightseeing places. 

Secondly, the main business centres,

governmental instituations, hotels and

universities can be found in ithe vicinity. Thirdly,

the building is designed in the best traditions of

architecture art.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 4 Malaya Morskaya Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 985 81 18

Internet: www.trk-admiral.ru/contacts

Vladimirsky Passage

More than 100 shops

Fusion Beauty Salon

Assorti Children's

Theatre Sport Life club

Milena Dressmaking

Studio Art Bouquet

Florist's

Giftwrapping Studio   

Box-oice

Laundry

Shoemaker's

ATM

Parking
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Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 19 Vladimirsky Prospect, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vladimirskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 10 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 331 32 32

Internet: www.vpassage.ru/

Outlet Pulkovo Village

The architecture of the

Village is inspired by

classics of the European

and Russian styles. It's an

open-air shopping

destination with

picturesque squares and cozy streets. At Outlet 

Village Pulkovo, luxury, premium, casual, home

ware and sports brands will oer their previos

season collections with discounts from 30% to

70% during all year. Free car park, outdoor and

indoor kids playgrounds, restaurants and cafes -

pleasant enchancements for all shopping and

fashion lovers.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 60 Pulkovskoe highway, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Shuttle bus from Moskovskaya Metro

Station

Opening hours: Sun - Fri 10:00 - 21:00, Sat 10:00 - 22:00

Phone: +7 812 383 90 00

Internet: www.ovpulkovo.com/en/

Souvenir Boutique

Souvenir Boutique is the

largest network of

souvenir stores in St.

Petersburg, which has

been helping guests of

the city to get memorable

gifts for themselves and their relatives for more 

than 15 years. The stores are located in the most

convenient parts of the city — near the main

sights of the historic center, in hotels and in

Marine Passenger Terminals.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: City centre, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Phone: +7 812 424 43 28

Internet: www.souvenirboutique.com/

Email: order@souvenirboutique.com

Leto

Leto Shopping and

entertainment centre has

a special atmosphere of

leisure in the south of St.

Petersburg. More than

170 stores are located on

the two oors of the complex: Auchan 

hypermarket, Media Markt hypermmarket of

electronic goods, a Luxor cinema, Decathlon

hypermarket with sports goods, a spacious food

court, an open skating rink. All the latest fashion

brands are presented here.

Leto also oers bright and unusual experiences. 

Almost every month there are events that can

surprise both adults and kids.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 25 Pulkovskoye Shosse, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus 545 from Moskovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10:00-22:00

Phone: +7 812 386 90 64

Internet: www.letomall.ru/

Raduga

Raduga is a shopping

center and combines

more than 150 shops,

cafes, restaurants and

entertainment venues

under one roof. The mall

features Auchan hypermarket, repair store, OBI 

household hypermarket, Cinema Park with a

bowling alley, karaoke rooms, a children's

playground and a 14-screen cinema with the

IMax room, MediaMarkt hypermarket,

Sportmaster and numerous fashion boutiques.
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Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 14 Kosmonavtov Pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Shuttle bus from Park Pobedy Metro

Station

Opening hours: 10:00-22:00

Phone: +7 812 336 62 93

Internet: www.trkraduga.ru/about

Piterland

This ultra-modern

shopping mall oers a

great variety of brand

shops, restaurants, a

large children's

entertainment center, a

Formula Kino multiplex cinema, sports elds, a 

food court and a terrace with views of the Gulf of

Finland.

Piterlend will surprise you with its interiors and 

design solutions. Comfortable atmosphere

adjusts to rest and enjoyment.

You can nd leading brands on the rst three 

oors: H & M, MANGO, Calvin Klein, Guess,

Tommy Hilger, Lacoste, Cacharel, US Polo,

MAC and many others. Recent trends from

around the world have been assembled here for

you!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 72 Primorsky Pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus K-232 from Staraya Derevnya Metro

Station

Opening hours: 10:00-22:00

Phone: +7 812 777 1 555

Internet: www.piterland.ru/

UNIQUE SPOTS

Wikipedia

Alongside internationally acclaimed sights such 

as the Hermitage, Peterhof and Tsarskoye Selo,

Saint Petersburg has a number of lesser known

but equally interesting attractions, Among them

are modern art galleries, contact zoos for kids,

interactive museums equipped with cutting-edge

technologies, audiovisual eects and optical

illusions.

Fabergé Museum

Fabergé Museum in St.

Petersburg was founded

to preserve, study, and

promote Russia's cultural

heritage as well as to

develop the city's

extensive network of museums. The museum's 

collection contains the world's largest collection

of works by Carl Fabergé, including nine of the

famous Imperial Easter Eggs, regarded not only

as the nest jeweled works of art, but also as

unique historical artifacts. The museum's

collection also includes decorative and applied

works made by the Russian masters of the late

19th  and early 20th centuries. The museum is

located in the Shuvalov Palace on the Fontanka

River - one of the most beautiful palaces in St.

Petersburg.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg
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Address: 21, nab. reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 9 pm daily, closed on Fridays

Phone: +7 812 333 26 55

Internet: www.fabergemuseum.ru/en?

Email: hello@faberge.ru

More Info: From 10 am until 6 pm the exhibition is available

for viewing only with a guided tour. After 6 pm visitors may

explore the Museum individually.

The ring house

Once you get inside the

round courtyard at 92,

Fontanka, look up and

make a wish: this place is

believed to have magical

powers where all wishes

come true.

This building was built at the end of the XVIII 

century. Its courtyard has a regular round shape.

Today it is one of the oldest residential buildings

in St. Petersburg.

Photo: https://www.bagira.guru/ulrich-von-beck/dom-kolco/do

m-koltso-na-fontanke-v-sankt-peterburge-7025.html

Address: 92, nab. reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

St. Anna Lutheran Church

A cultural space with an

eerie atmosphere which

oers alternative

experience for

participants of

performances, concerts

and exhibitions. 

Every Sunday morning, there is a worship 

service is in Russian, and during the school year

there is a service in English. Several rooms in

the building house exhibitions by modern

painters.

Photo: https://readymag.com/u15642572/Annenkirche/events/

Address: 8B, Kirochnaya ulitsa, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Internet: https://vk.com/annenkirche

St. Petersburg Mosque

Patterned after

Gur-e-Amir in

Samarkand, the mosque

amazes with its mosaic

ceramics of sky-light-blue

colour and the facades

decorated with verses from Koran.

Opened in 1913, it was the largest mosque in 

Europe outside Turkey, with its minarets 49

meters in height and the dome 39 meters high.

The mosque is situated in downtown St

Petersburg. It can accommodate up to ve

thousand worshippers.

Photo: https://blog.zaburdaev.ru/25428.html

Address: 7, Kronverksky pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gorkovskaya Metro Station

Chinese village

There is a whole complex

of original Chinese-style

buildings along the

modern border between

the Alexander Park and

the Catherine Park in

Tsarskoye Selo.

Photo: 

https://kuda-spb.ru/place/aleksandrovskij-park-tsarskoe-selo/

Address: Tsarskoye Selo, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus 545

Vitebsky railway station

Vitebsky station is

considered as the most

beautiful railway station

of St. Petersburg. The

unique spirit of the

railway can be used to
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make a wonderful thematic photo shoot.

Opened in October 1837, it soon became the rst

railway station in Russia. The rst passenger

train connected St.Petersburg and Tsarskoe selo.

The station is built in Art Nouveau style and can

rival many palaces.

Photo: https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%92%D0%B8%D1%

82%D0%B5%D0%B1%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9_%

D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%BA%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%BB#/medi

a/%D0%A4%D0%B0%D0%B9%D0%BB:Vitebsky_Rail_Termin

al_SPB.jpg

Address: 52, Zagorodny pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Pushkinskaya metro station

Golitsyn Loft

Golitsyn Loft is the rst

creative space, uniting 5

buildings, one of which is

an old mansion of the

XVIII century opposite

the Engineer

Castle.

Nowadays the houses more than a hundred 

projects including the free space of Ziferburg, an

incredible number of showrooms, tattoos and

design studios, bars, restaurants, creative

workshops and much more.

Photo: Golitsyn Loft

Address: 20, nab. reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: https://vk.com/golicynloft

Berthold Centre creative space

Berthold Centre is a

multifunctional project

created to popularize the

creative business and

develop the cultural

aspect of the city. The

project seeks to unite various spheres of the 

creative industry.

Berthold Centre team creates high tech 

infrastructure for its members and

multifunctional place for residents and guests of

the city, centers aim is to realize event

manager's ideas and city activists.

Photo: https://cremap.pro/spb/bc/praktik-bertgold/

Address: 13-15, Grazhdanskaya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Internet: https://vk.com/bertholdcentre

Graffiti Courtyard on Liteyny prospect

In 2007 all the walls of

this common courtyard

were covered with one

large painting. Since

then, unknown artists

continue to leave their

drawings here. Although the rst work of street 

art has not been preserved, this also has its own

advantage - the yard changes every time you

come here, so it can really be compared with an

art gallery.

Photo: https://pantv.livejournal.com/51587.html

Address: 61, Liteyny pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya metro station

St. Petersburg Metro Museum

This is a modern

interactive and

educational center where

you can not only look at

the exhibits, but also

examine in detail the

work of the metro. The rst hall is stylized as a 

subway lobby of the 1960s model: turnstiles and

ticket oices were installed here, as well as

special sound eects.

Photo: https://travelask.ru/russia/saint-petersburg/metro-san

kt-peterburga
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Address: 29, ul. Odoevskogo, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Primorskaya Metro Station

Sphinxes at the Universitetskaya
Embankment

The Saint Petersburg

Sphinxes are about 3500

years old. They are made

from syenite and initially

were in front of a

magnicent temple,

which was built in Egypt near Thebes (Luxor) for

the 18th dynasty pharaoh Amenhotep III. Their

faces are portraits of Amenhotep III and the

shape of their headwear (crowns "pa shemti")

indicate that he was the ruler of two

kingdoms—the Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt.

The sphinxes weigh about 23 tons each.

Photo: https://welcome2020.ru/city/fabulous-petersburg/

Address: Universitetskaya Embankment, St. Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station

Chizhik-Pyzhik

It's one of the smallest

statues in Saint

Petersburg. It was

installed in 1994 on the

Fontanka River near the

1st Engineering Bridge,

where in 1835, on the initiative of Prince Peter of

Oldenburg was founded the Imperial School of

Jurisprudence. Students of the school wore

uniforms of yellow-green color, which resembled

a plumage of chizh (a siskin). So people started

calling them by the nickname Chizhik-Pyzhik.

According to the belief your desire will come 

true if you make a wish and throw a coin in

statue.

Photo: https://kudago.com/spb/place/chizhik-pyzhik/

Address: 1, nab. reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Monument to Nikolay I

The monument is located

on St Isaac's Square. The

Neo-Baroque monument

to the Russian Emperor

Nicholas I was designed

by architect Auguste de

Montferrand in 1856. The pedestal is decorated 

with allegorical female gures of Wisdom, Force,

Faith and Justice, in whose faces one can notice

the likeness with the wife and daughters of the

Empereros. High reliefs on the pedestal

represent the most important events of the time

of Nikolas I's ruling: the Decembrist uprising

(1825), suppression of cholera revolt on Sennaya

Square (1831), Speransky's rewarding

concerning the creation of the rst code of laws

(1832) and Verebyinsky Bridge opening on the

railroad from St. Petersburg to Moscow (1851).

Photo: Wikipedia

Address: St. Isaac's Square, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya metro station

Sculptures of cats Elisey and Vasilisa

The cats Elisei and

Vasilisa are two small

sculptures located in the

very center of St.

Petersburg, on Malaya

Sadovaya Street. They

live here since 2000. The cats attract tourists 

who want to catch luck “by the tail”. If you throw

a coin and it lands next to the gure, without

falling down, you will certainly be lucky.

Photo: https://8h.ru/article/eksklyuzivnye-dostoprimechatelno

sti-sankt-peterburga

Address: Malaya Sadovaya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station
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Monument to Catherine II

The artist M.O. Mikeshin

started work on the plans

in 1860. The designs

were accepted in 1872, at

which point the erection

of the pedestal, made of

600 Serdobolsk granite blocks, had already 

began. Special ships were built to from the

stones, which weighed up to 50 tons, from the

Valaam Archipelago Island.

Surrounding the pediment are nine sculptural 

portraits of nobles from Catherine the Great's

time (sculptor A.M. Opekushin); these are

organised into groups of generals (P.A.

Rumyantsev, G.A. Potemkin, A.V. Suvorov),

oicials (A.A. Bezborodko, I.I. Betskoy), naval

commanders (V.Y. Chichagov, A.G. Orlov) and

cultural gures (G.R. Derzhavin, E.R. Dashkova).

Photo: Wikipedia

Address: Pl. Ostrovskogo, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Monument to Pushkin

The monument was

opened to celebrate the

250th anniversary of

St.Petersburg. The

monument is cast in

bronze at the Leningrad

plant "Monument sculpture". The pedestal is cut 

out of reddish granite mined in Kar-Lahti near

Leningrad, the base is made of forged granite.

The inscription is engraved in gold on the front

side of the pedestal: "Alexander Sergeyevich

Pushkin."

Photo: Wikipedia

Address: Pl. Iskusstv, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Alexander Column

The Alexander Column is

the focal point of Palace

Square in Saint

Petersburg, Russia. The

monument was erected

after the Russian victory

in the war with Napoleon's France. The column 

is named for Emperor Alexander I of Russia, who

reigned from 1801 till 1825.

The Alexander Column was designed by the 

French-born architect Auguste de Montferrand,

built between 1830 and 1834 with Swiss-born

architect Antonio Adamini, and unveiled on 30

August 1834. The pedestal of the Alexander

Column is decorated with symbols of military

glory, sculpted by Giovanni Battista Scotti.

Photo: Hello Piter

Address: Palace Square, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya metro station

The Rostral Columns

The rst two rostrum

columns, Chesmenskaya

and Moreiskaya, were

built in the 1770s at

Tsarskoe Selo (near

Pushkin) in memory of

the victories of the Russian eet. In St. 

Petersburg there are two rostral columns

erected from granite and pudost stone in

1805-10 (architect Jean-Francois Thomas de

Thomon) on the spit of Vasilyevsky Island. From

the very start they served as beacons for the

trading port. Inside the rostral columns are

spiral staircases, leading to the squares are

chalice shaped lamps on tripods (since 1957 the

gas beacons of the columns have been lit for

celebrations). At the pedestal of the columns are
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sculptures (the craftsman S. Sukhanov, the

sculptors J. Camberlain and J. Thibaud), they are

traditionally considered allegories for the Volga

and Dnepr rivers (the northern column), the

Neva and Volkhov (the southern column). In

1999-2000, they were restored.

Photo: Wikipedia

Address: Birzhevaya pl., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Saint Blessed Xenia Chapel

Xenia of St. Petersburg

became famous for her

pious life and ascetics.

According to her

contemporaries, she had

a gift of prophecy: she

predicted the death of Empress Elizaveta 

Petrovna and the murder of Emperor Ivan VI

Antonovich. She was especially respected in

families of merchants, bourgeoisie, people of

craft and trade. Xenia was buried in Smolenskoe

Orthodox Cemetery.

Photo: https://lookmytrips.com/57efe0879367071a0357c0/c

hasovnia-sviatoi-ksenii-peterburgskoi-9367

Address: 24, Kamskaya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station

Blue Bridge

This unusual simple-span

bridge was constructed in

1818 after a typical

project of W.Hastie. In

1842-1844 the Blue

Bridge was widened in

the course of the arrangement of Isaakiyevskaya 

square. That is the story how the “invisible

bridge” appeared. Thousands of tourists daily

nd themselves on it and only few of them notice

that it is in fact a bridge, owing to the fact the

width of the bridge span is equal to the width of

the square.

Photo: samoe1

Address: St. Isaac's Square, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya metro station

Five Corners

Informal name of the

crossroads, formed by

Zagorodny Avenue,

Lomonosova Street,

Rubinstein Street and

Razyezzhaya Street The

6-storey apartment house crowned with a turret 

at the top and facing the crossroads with its

sharp angle was constructed in 1913 by architect

A.L. Lishnevsky in Neoclassicism style.

Photo: Wikipedia

Address: 11 Zagorodny pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vladimirskaya metro station

Petersburg Angel

The monument is a small

sculpture sitting on one

of the benches in

Izmailovsky Garden.

According to the sculptor

Roman Shustrov, the

angel is a generalized character that has 

gathered in itself the images of old men from the

author's childhood. Those people were an

embodiment of a special kind of culture and

intelligence.

Photo: Wikipedia

Address: Izmailovsky Garden, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya metro station
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Grand Choral Synagogue
The Grand Choral

Synagogue is an

architectural monument

of federal signicance; it

is designed in the

eastern, Moresque style.

The building project was developed by the 

architects L. Bachmann and I. Shaposhnikov,

also involving V. Stasov and N. Benois. The

construction was completed in 1893. The St.

Petersburg Synagogue is the second largest in

Europe and the largest in Russia. The complex of

the Grand Choral Synagogue includes The Great

Synagogue, The Small Synagogue, mikvah and

The Synagogue of the Georgian Jews.

The unique acoustics of the Great Choral 

Synagogue is known worldwide. You can conduct

an experiment: try standing facing the wall at

one end of the hall, then ask your friends to stay

at the opposite side and whisper something

quietly. Despite the impressive distance (10

meters), you will hear all the words perfectly.

What is surprising - the voice is magnied in the

center of the hall.

Photo: Wikipedia

Address: 2, Lermontovsky pr., St. Petersbuurg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus from Sennaya metro station

Anichkov Bridge

The Anichkov Bridge is

the rst and most famous

bridge across the

Fontanka River in Saint

Petersburg. The current

bridge, built in 1841-42

and reconstructed in 1906-08, combines a simple

form with some spectacular decorations. As well

as its four famous horse sculptures (1849–50),

the bridge has some of the most celebrated

ornate iron railings in Saint Petersburg. The

structure is mentioned in the works of Pushkin,

Gogol, and Dostoevsky.

Photo: Wikipedia

Address: Anichkov Most, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Bankovsky Bridge

Bankovsky Bridge (Bank

Bridge) over the

Griboyedov canal is

nowadays one of the most

famous tourist points of

the city. Four griins hold

the light construction of the bridge with the 

decorative chains. The Bridge oers wonderful

views onto the Kazan Cathedral, Singer House,

Nevsky Prospect and Church of the Savior on

Spilled Blood. It’s one of Petersburg’s three

remaining pedestrian suspended bridges.

Photo: 

https://www.gov.spb.ru/gov/otrasl/c_govcontrol/news/177246/

Address: Bankovsky Most, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Lions Bridge

Lions Bridge is

considered one of the

most famous bridges in

St. Petersburg.

Suspended pedestrian

bridge decorated with

sculptures of lions, attracts many tourists.

The bridge was built over the Griboyedov Canal 

near Podiacheskaia Street. The bridge was

designed by prominent engineers V. Tretter and

V.Christianovitz who participated in the creation

of another famous pedestrian Bank bridge.
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If standing between two lions you will reach 

them with your ngertips, your wish will come

true.

Photo: Wikipedia

Address: Lviny most, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya metro station

Military Medical Museum

If you are searching for

an unusual spot in St.

Petersburg, then the

Military Medical Museum

will denitely impress you

with its unique collection

revealing history of national and world medicine 

from ancient times to the present day.

Specialists have nicknamed the museum as the

Medical Hermitage.

The permanent exhibition, originating from the 

times of Peter I, features memorabilia of great

medical scientists: Vladimir  Bekhterev, Sergey

Botkin, Yakov Villie,  Vladimir  Oppel, Ivan

Pavlov, Nikolay Pirogov, Ivan Sechenov, Genrikh

Turner and many others who have made a

signicant contribution to world science and

medicine.

The museum is located in the city center so make

sure to visit it and discover Petersburg from the

medical angle!

Photo: Military Medical Museum

Address: 6, Vvedensky kanal, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Pushkinskaya metro station

Opening hours: Mon, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun - 11 am - 6 pm; Wed -

12 pm - 8 pm; Tue - day o.

Phone: +7 (812) 315-91-69

Internet: http://milmed.spb.ru/

Email: milmedmuseum@mil.ru

More Info: Temporary exhibitions, thematic tours, programs

for kids

Russian Railway Museum
The museum complex is

spread over a vast area. It

has two buildings — an

old locomotive depot

building and an

eye-catching modern

building. The buildings are connected with a 

suspension bridge to make a single structure.

Museum tours include visiting a collection of 

rare and legendary steam trains, locomotives,

electric locomotives, railcars and other rolling

stock.

Historical artifacts rub shoulders with current 

operating models, interactive installations and

temporary exhibition halls, building an unusual

and engaging museum space.

Photo: Deskgram

Address: 4/2, Bibliotechny per., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Baltiyskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: Wed - Sun, 10:30 am - 6 pm

Internet: rzd-museum.ru/en/museum

Planetarium 1

Planetarium 1 has the

biggest projection dome

in the world — 37 meters

in diameter. It is a new

cultural object in the

"Northern Capital" of

Russia, which is the center of concentration of 

tourists from all over the world. The total area

(4000 m2) includes the star hall, the museum of

space exibits, VR interactive rooms, educational

area and prototyping laboratory. The equipment

of the main hall contains 40 powerfull beamers

connected into one system, 50kW of surround

sound and interactive tables with multi-touch

controlers, which give the oportunity to control
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the dome with starry sky.

Photo: https://www.asha.ru/spb/museum/20521/

Address: 74C Obvodny Canal Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Frunzenskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 10 pm

Phone: +7 (812) 407-17-31

Internet: www.planetarium.one/en

Email: hello@planetarium.one

Loft Project ETAGI

Loft Project ETAGI is not

only a cultural center, but

a pioneer in loft design

and one of the largest

exhibition spaces in Saint

Petersburg. Since 2007,

the center occupies the building of a former 

bakery at Ligovsky, 74. The center currently

consists of two modern art galleries, several

exhibition areas, the Green Room café,

LOCATION Hostel with 3 Design rooms and a

rooftop area with a stunning view of the city, all

occupying an area of 3000 square meters.

Contemporary expositions in Loft Project ETAGI 

make up a part of the diverse program, which

also consists of lectures and discussions on art

and design, lm screenings, theatrical

performances, as well as classes on curating and

various workshops for children.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 74, Ligovsky Pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploshad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Opening hours: 9 am — 21 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 458 50 05

Internet: www.loftprojectetagi.ru/en/events/

Russian Levsha, museum of microminiature
art

In 2006 the rst museum

of microminiature art in

Russia "Russian Levsha"

was founded by the

International Craft Guild

of Masters in Saint

Petersburg. Levsha is a hero of a Russian 

folktale. The story about a peasant named

Levsha who was able to shoe a dancing ea

nowdays is the part of Russian culture and gifted

artisans proudly call themselves "Levsha's".

Museum of the Guild in Saint Petersburg shows 

the nest examples of modern miniature

craftsmanship. All exhibits of the unique

collection are smaller than 1 mm.

Microminiature is a rare and fascinating art. It's

hardly possible to number more than ten artists

who have devoted themselves to this captivating

work that requires genuine skill, accuracy and

great patience.The author Vladimir Aniskin

(Novosibirsk) uses dierent trades of art and

craft, such as blacksmithing, foundry,

manufacturing glass, handling birch bark,

jeweler's art. It is possible to see the classic of

microminiature: the shoed ea, the camels in an

eye of a needle, the text of 2 typing pages on a

poppy seed, the rose, painted  on a cut of

horsehair etc.

Visitors can look at the details of the exhibits 

through the glass of magnier or microscope.

Today the exposition of miniatures is 

supplemented by new amazing works of modern

"Levsha's" – Russian smiths. Russian Levsha is

the museum that shows the roots of Russian art

and tells a story about  artisans, capable to

amaze the world.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 35, Italyanskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gostiny Dvor Metro Station
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Opening hours: Daily 11 am - 7 pm

Phone: +7 812 312 88 97, +7 812 312 88 09

Internet: www.russian-master.ru

Email: queen-iron@yandex.ru ; mgm3128809@mail.ru

Museum Complex 'The Universe of Water'

The exhibitions of

Museum Complex 'The

Universe of Water' are

placed in the Water

Tower and the building of

the former reservoir of

the Main Water Works.

The museum complex is very easy to nd: It is 

situated opposite Tavrichesky Palace. Besides,

the Water Tower that has become the symbol of

Vodokanal in Saint-Petersburg can be seen from

the distance.

Museum complex specialists have developed 

more than ten interactive programs, intended for

children of dierent ages – from preschool

children to teenagers.

Family thematic interactive programs are 

regularly held, as well as programs dedicated to

dierent holidays and events.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 56, Shpalernaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyushevskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10.00 am – 7.00 pm, closed on Mondays and

Tuesdays

Phone: +7 812 438 43 75

Internet: www.vodokanal-museum.ru/en/muzejnyj_kompleks/

kratkaya_informaciya/

The Necropolis of the of Art Masters

The Necropolis of the of

Art Masters being one of

the most visited places in

Saint Petersburg houses

is a part of the State

Museum of Urban

Sculpture. It contains numerous graves of the 

famous Russian writers, composers, and artists.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1B, Alexander Nevsky pl, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploshad Alexandra Nevskogo Metro Station

Opening hours: 09.30 am - 6 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 274 26 55

Internet: http://www.gmgs.ru/

Email: monument.mgs@gmail.com

The Freud Museum of Dreams

The Freud Museum of

Dreams explores the

world of dreams, Freud's

theories, and his passion

for art and ancient

artifacts. The items on

display cover ideas of psychoanalysis through 

images and installations. Visual elements are

presented on the museum's walls, oor, ceilings

and surfaces.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 18 A, Bolshoy pr. Petrogradskoy Storony, St.

Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sportivnaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 12 am - 5 pm on Tuesdays, Saturdays,

Sundays

Phone: +7 812 456 22 90

Internet: www.freud.ru/

The Museum of Live Butterflies "Tropical
Paradise"

Three cozy rooms with

large live tropical

butteries from Central

and South America, Asia,

Africa and Australia. The

museum oers a

captivating tour program into the real jungle. 

New collection of butteries appears every week.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 30, Bukharestskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bukharestskaya station
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Opening hours: 11 am - 8 pm, daily

Phone: +7 812 923-24-70

Internet: www.i-buttery.ru

Email: i.buttery.museum@gmail.com

Art of Fan Museum

The Art of Fan Museum

houses over 300

exponents from almost

every corner of the world,

the oldest of which dates

back to 17th century.

Fans of the collection originate from China, 

Japan, Korea, France, England, Italy, Spain,

Germany, the Netherlands, Russia, and even

Brazil. The Museum occupies a section of

ceremonial rooms designed in the Russian

Empire style in the Louis Sixteenth building.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 73-75, Kamennoostrovsky pr., Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Petrogradskaya or Chyornaya Rechka

Metro Stations

Opening hours: 11 am - 8 pm, closed on Mondays

Phone: +7 812 499 49 59

Internet: www.mus.rusampir.ru/

Email: fanmuseum@fanmuseum.ru

Museum of the Soviet Slot Machines

Museum of the Soviet

Slot Machines displays

"Sea Battle", "Sniper",

and many other machines

popular in Soviet times.

Visitors are welcome to

play any 15 of the presented exhibits.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2B, Konyushennaya pl., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 8 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 740 02 40

Internet: www.15kop.ru/en/

Petersburg Museum of Dolls

The museum oers a

huge collection of dolls,

lead soldiers, traditional

folk toys, designer toys,

making it possible to

learn plenty about

traditional ceremonies, festivals and costumes of 

the Slavs.  Guests have an opportunity to come

across characters from fairytales and puppet

dolls.

Besides the permanent exhibition, the museum 

organizes temporary exhibitions of dolls.

Workhops on how to create a hand-made doll are

regularly held in the museum.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 8, Kamskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 6 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 327 72 24

Internet: www.museumdolls.ru/

Email: (812) 327-72-24

The Petrodvorets Watch Factory «Raketa»

The Petrodvorets Watch

Factory «Raketa»,

Russia’s oldest factory,

was founded by Peter the

Great in 1721. The

Factory is producing

watches under the brand “Pobeda” (Victory) 

since the End of World War II. In 1961 the brand

“Raketa” was launched in honor of Russian

cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin.

The reorganization of the factory started in 2009 

with the help of Russian and Swiss engineers.

Today the Petrodvorets Watch Factory is still 

located in its historical building.

In 2012 an ex-Rolex production director, 

Jean-Claude Quenet joined the team.

In 2014 Raketa launched its new movement 
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“Raketa Avtomat”, one of the most reliable

movements in the world.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 60, Sanktpeterburgskiy pr., Petrodvorets, Saint

Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus 424, 224

Opening hours: Guided tours upon agreement

Phone: +7 926 919 15 30

Internet: www.raketa.com/

Email: info@raketa.com

The Botanical Garden

Botanical Garden is one

of the oldest Botanical

Gardens in the country.

The Garden was founded

in 1714 by Peter the

Great. It was meant to be

a center for gardening research focused mainly 

on growing medicinal herbs.

Today, thte Garden displays plants from Russia  

as well as a large collection of tropical and

sub-tropical plants that are kept in the

greenhouses. Guests can nd here fern, Chinese

and Japanese plants, palms, bamboo, conifers,

orchids, giant water-lilies, and other plants.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2, ul. Professora Popova, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Petrogradskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 9 pm

Phone: +7 812 372 54 64

Internet: www.botsad-spb.com/

Pushkinskaya-10 Art Center

Pushkinskaya-10 art

centre is a unique

commune of free artists

that exist for over a

quarter of a century. The

visitors of the art center

can discover contemporary art as well as buy 

paintings, graphics, books, catalogues, music

and also get informed about the history of St.

Petersburg underground. The Studio of visual

arts gives drawing classes.

The art center carries out exhibition, concert and

educational activities, presenting a wide range

of contemporary art. Many galleries, concert

venues, clubs as well as 40 studios of artists and

musicians are located here.

The art center provides artists and musicians 

from other cities a possibility to participate in art

exhibitions and concerts, organizes cultural

exchange projects with international partners.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 10, Pushkinskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploshad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Opening hours: 4 pm - 8 pm, closed on Mondays and

Tuesdays

Phone: +7 812 764 53 71

Tickets: Free

Internet: www.p-10.ru/en/about/

Cat Republic Museum

You dream of a pet but

cannot have it? Or, on the

contrary, you own a

personal pride of cats?

Are you’re a real CAT

person? Are you

interested in any events connected with pets and

are eager to join the friendly society of cat

fanciers? Would you like to know more about

proper animal management and keep up with

new trends and technologies for pets?

If you can say yes to any of the questions, you 

are extremely welcome! Cat Republic is ready to

open its borders for You!

“Cat Republic” is a division of Cat Museum, 

representing it in the center of Saint-Petersburg

(the “headquarters” are situated in the
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Vsevolojsk town next to Saint-Petersburg). “Cat

Republic” has its own exhibition dierent from

the collection of Cat Museum. It is an

outstanding place, which combines exhibition

hall, art café, library and a room full of cats (so

full – there’s no place to swing them!). Moreover,

it is a good alternative for a cat shelter helping

cats nd the right Human. You can adopt one of

the residents of Cat Republic or contribute to the

improvement of life of homeless animals.

Photo: Гид Событий

Address: 10, Yakubovicha ul,, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 10 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 312 04 87

Internet: www.en.catsrepublic.ru/

The Mosaic Courtyard

The Mosaic Courtyard is

one of the most unusual

yards in the city. It is

completely covered with

mosaics and colourful

tiled sculptures. The

walls are painted in graity.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2, Chaikovskogo ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Piskaryovsky Memorial

Piskaryovsky Memorial

Cemetery is world

famous, national

monument of the history

of the World War II,

museum of the feat of

Leningrad, school for teaching patriotism and 

love towards motherland.There are 186 common

graves in the Piskaryovskoye cemetery, in which

420 thousands of inhabitants of the city, who

died from hunger, bombing and shelling 70

thousands of soldiers, defenders of Leningrad

are buried. May 9, 1960 on the fteenth

anniversary of the Victory Day, Piskaryovskoye

memorial cemetery was solemnly open.

Photo: Panevin.ru

Address: 72, pr. Nepokorennyh, Saint Peteraburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploshad Muzhestva Metro Station

Opening hours: 9 am - 6 pm daily

Phone: +7 812 297 57 16

Internet: www.pmemorial.ru/eng-memorial

Arts Square

Arts Square is one of the

masterpieces by the

Italian architect Carlo

Rossi in St. Petersburg. It

is designed in the

Classissism style meaning

that all the buildings on the square have a 

similar design and form a harmonious

architectural ensemble. Arts Square features  a

cluster of museums, theaters and concert halls.

Among them arу The Russian Museum, The

Ethnographic Museum, The Maly Opera and

Ballet Theater, The Large Concert Hall of the St.

Petersburg Philarmonia.

Photo: http://nevsepic.com.ua

Address: Pl. iskusstv, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Lenfilm Motion Picture Studio

"The Other Side of the

Cinema" Interactive

exposition displays a

tresure trove of

properties from Soviet

and Russian movies.

Visitors have a unique opportunity to see 

authentic costumes, replicas and lm footage.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg
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Address: 10A, Kamennostrovsky pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Gorkovskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 603 29 24

Internet: www.lenlm.ru/#main

The National Congress Palace

State complex “The

National Congress

Palace” is located on the

picturesque coast of the

Gulf of Finland, far from

the city vanity, in the

green space of St. Petersburg. “The National 

Congress Palace” combines the functions of the

state residence, historical and cultural reserve

and the business centre. It is opened for carrying

out various actions: scientic and political

forums, corporate meetings, exhibitions and

presentations.

Konstantin palace is the Dominating structure of 

the complex. It is the former residence of grand

dukes of the House of Romanovs and the revived

monument of the Russian architecture of the

XVIII-th century. Today within the palace

expositions Russian painting, decorative and

applied arts of XVIII-XX centuries including the

world-famous collection of M. Rostropovich and

G. Vishnevskaya are widely presented. At the

grottos of Konstantin Palace wine cellars with

one of the greatest collection of elite wines in the

world are placed. The palace is surrounded by

the park, extending to the coast of the Gulf of

Finland.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 3, Berezovaya alleya,Strelna, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bus from Avtovo Metro Station

Opening hours: 12 pm - 6 pm, closed on Wednesdays

Phone: +7 812 438 53 60

Internet: www.konstantinpalace.ru/index.php?id=86&lng=1

More Info: Please note that the National Congress Palace

may be closed for visitors during oicial events of

ceremonies.

Museum of Emotions

The museum aims to

inuence visitors through

paintings, installations

and video art, immersing

everyone in a certain

emotional state. The

space is divided into separate zones, combined 

with special corridors. Each zone represents a

certain emotion, and the corridor implies the

transition from one emotion to another.

It takes a whole lifetime to feel emotions that you

can experience here in an hour.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1 Italianskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 10:00 - 23:00

Phone: +7 812 715 12 35

Internet: www.museumofemotions.ru

The topsy-turvy house

A bed on the ceiling. A

chandelier on the oor. A

dinner table ‘hanging in

mid-air’… The topsy-turvy

house is a unique place

where everything is

literally turned upside down. All you need to do 

is grab your camera and photograph yourself

walking on the ceiling!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 5 Nevsky prospekt, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 12:00 pm - 11:30 pm

Phone: +7 812 456 06 85

Internet: domvverhdnom.com/en
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Five corners
Five Corners is an

intersection of Zagorodny

Avenue, Razyezzhaya

street, Lomonosov street

and Rubinstein street. It

is one of the country's

most famous intersections. Who did not mention 

it in verses, songs and prose - from Dostoevsky

to Vysotsky.

It is generally recognized that the Five Corners 

possess a powerful energy and the intersection

of famous streets has attracted attention of many

people.

To feel the atmosphere of the Five corners, to 

feel detached from time and lost in dierent eras

visit this crossroads yourself.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 11, Zagorodny pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vladimirskaya Metro Station

Divo Ostrov

Divo Ostrov Amusement

park in St. Petersburg is

one of the largest

amusement parks in

Russia. The famous

high-altitude rides oer a

view at the astounding panorama of the beautiful

city.

For thrill-seekers extreme rides are presented in 

the park. Some of them are in the top 10 of the

best attractions in the world.

In the Divo Ostrov each adult receives a ticket to 

his childhood, and each child is in the world of

his dreams which suddenly come true.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1A, Kemskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Krestovsky Island Metro Station

Opening hours: 12.00-21.00

Phone: +7 812 382 10 80

Internet: www.divo-ostrov.ru

Maza Park

MazaPark is a real

amusement park. With

the largest selection of

rides and slot machines in

the city, you can play

everything without time

limit until the morning.

The entire park is built of play areas and sports 

elds: laser tag, bowling, tennis, billiards,

Segway, race track, roller skating.

There are festivals, children's events, skating 

lessons, master classes from school dances and

even karaoke battles.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 30/32, Bucharestskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Bucharestskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 643 33 33

Internet: www.divo-ostrov.ru/

Creative cluster "ArtMuza"

ARTMUZA is a museum

of contemporary art and

the largest creative

cluster in St. Petersburg.

In 2013 the premises of

the former factory of

musical instruments "Muzdetal" turned into an 

association of creative people who deal with

painting, sculpture, design and interior. They

have transformed the industrial building into a

cultural place for creativity and recreation of

residents and guests of the Northern Capital.

The cluster has two buildings, four oors, ten 

galleries and many residences: a theater, artists'

studios, dance, music, art and design studios and

schools.

Expositions get changed every month. Here you 

will enjoy free poetry readings, concerts, master
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classes, meetings with famous people, open talk,

watching movies and other events.

Photo: Григорий Пожванов

Address: 70-72, 13 liniya V.O., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya Metro Station

Internet: www.artmuza.spb.ru

Museum of Soviet Life Style

A unique place where

every visitor can take a

trip into the forgotten

Soviet past. The

museum’s main goal is to

evoke a feeling of

pleasant nostalgia and positive emotions among 

its visitors as they look through items of a

bygone era. Exhibits are not chosen based on

any particular special value (although some are

quite valuable and even rare); the most

important thing here is the history and emotions

that each item brings to visitors who may or may

not have experienced the heyday of the

not-so-distant-past era.

Photo: mustvisit.world

Address: 15, nab. Kanala Griboedova, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 9 pm

Phone: 8 (981) 782-44-16

The Museum of St. Petersburg Art (20th–21st
centuries)

The Museum of St.

Petersburg Art (20th–21st

centuries) is a depository

of a unique collection

representing productions

of the artists of Russia’s

Cultural Capital. The museum was established 

formally in January 2016 as a branch of the

Manège Central Exhibition Hall, but de facto its

origin is simultaneous with that of its collection.

It began to be formed in 1990, at the decision of

the Session of the Main Department for Culture

of the Executive Committee of Leningrad Council

of Deputies, with the prospect to become, later

on, the core of the Museum of Modern Art to be

created in the city. In view of this, the

Department of Modern Art was organized at the

Manège; its responsibilities included acquiring,

cataloguing and exhibiting works of art.

At present, the collection has ca. 3,000 items, 

covering the entire Petrograd-Leningrad-St.

Petersburg period in the history of arts. It

includes works of dierent styles and trends,

created in the city in the course of two centuries,

viz. the Avant-Garde of the 1920s, post-WW-II

Socialist Realism, the ‘left wing’ of the Artists’

Union and the Underground of the 1960s–70s,

and up to the post-Perestoika period and

nowadays.

Photo: Peterburg2

Address: 103, nab. kanala Griboedova, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 2 pm - 8 pm

Internet: www.mispxx-xxi.ru

Email: misp@mispxx-xxi.ru

My History Park

A unique multimedia

complex represents the

whole history of Russia

from ancient times to our

days with the help of

more than 900 units of

multimedia and interactive equipment. 

3D reconstruction of famous battles, unique 

dome cinema, "live books", historical quizzes,

multimedia complexes, scenery, thousands of

facts about historical epochs and famous

personalities .... All this and much more under

one roof on a 15 thousand sq.m. area.
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Photo: YouTube

Address: 32, Basseynaya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Park Pobedy Metro Station

Opening hours: Tue - Sun, 10 am - 8 pm

Internet: www.myhistorypark.ru

Creative cluster "Golitsyn Hall"

Golitsyn Hall is the rst

creative cluster, which

unites 5 buildings, one of

which is an ancient

mansion of the XVIII

century in front of the St.

Michael's Castle, where the brothers Turgenev 

lived, Alexander Pushkin's friends. According to

legend, the great poet wrote here his famous ode

"Liberty". It is also known that meetings of the

literary society "Arzamas" took place in the

mansion.

Now the cluster is in charge of more than a 

hundred projects, which are basically creative

and innovative. They include a free space

"Tsiferburg", an incredible number of

showrooms, tattoo and design studios, bars,

restaurants, creative workshops and much more.

Photo: Серия путеводителей Медузы

Address: 20, nab. reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Internet: www.golitsynhall.ru

Perfume Museum

Here you can not only see

the asks, but also try the

avors. This is the only

museum in Russia where

tasting of exhibits is

possible. You will

experience a true history in asks: authentic 

famous fragrances of the XX century and the

best works of modern perfumers. Bottles of the

Soviet period and foreign last century epoch. The

oldest exhibit is more than 100 years old, and

the youngest one is no more than 1 year old.

Photo: 

http://travelask.ru/questions/1010646-muzey-parfyumerii

Address: 48, 1 liniya V.O., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya Metro Station

Internet: www.parfmuzey.ru

Untruth Museum

There is an oicial

science, an oicial view

of the history and events

that have happened with

humanity since its

inception. But there are

also dierent views that absolutely contradict 

the usual ones... A lot of hypotheses and

evidences that represents an alternative view of

historical events, phenomena and characters

have been collected. The mission of the "Untruth

museum" is to tell about those alternative views

through the exhibits and also to answer on many

other questions:

Are the movements in time possible? 

Who are the Annunaki and what connects them 

with Antarctica and the disappearance of

squadron nr. 19 in the Bermuda Triangle?

Who built the ancient pyramids and why? 

Where does the Sasquatch live and how to see it?

What does the "Storm" project means and what 

kind of secret experiments were conducted

during the war by Soviet scientists?

Photo: Untruth Museum

Address: 34, Sadovaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 9 pm

Internet: www.untruthmuseum.com
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World War I Museum (The Martial Chamber)
February 1917 saw the

opening of the Great

1914-18 War Museum at

the Martial Chamber,

which unfortunately

lasted not longer than

until 1919. During the revolution years in Russia 

its exhibits were relocated or destroyed.

The Martial Chamber was transferred under the 

control of the Tsarskoye Selo State

Museum-Preserve in 2008. The restored World

War I Museum is open there from 5 August 2014

for WWI Centenary, as a permanent display

named Russia in the Great War.

Photo: Энциклопедия Царского Села

Address: 5A, Fermskaya doroga, Pushkin, St. Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Bus 545 from Moskovskaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 10 am - 6 pm, Wed - day o

Phone: 8 (812) 415-76-92

Internet: http://eng.tzar.ru/museums/palaces/alexander_park/

landscape_park/martial

Museum of the Petersburg Avant-garde

The exposition of the

museum is dedicated to

the Russian avant-garde

in literature, music and

visual art in the 1910s,

1920s and 1930. This

unusual museum is located in a charming 

wooden house on the Petrogradsky Island, where

a famous painter and musician Mikhail

Matyushin lived a century ago. Over the years

the house provided accommodation to many of

the greatest gures of Futurism. Now you can

enjoy artefacts of the Futurist movement here.

Photo: Localway

Address: 10, Professora Popova ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Petrogradskaya Metro Station

Phone: 8 (812) 347-68-98

Internet: www.vk.com/spb_avangard

Anna Akhmatova Museum

Anna Akhmatova Museum

in the Fountain House

was established in 1989

to commemorate the

centenary of the poet's

birth. In those times it

was the only museum in Petersburg that told 

about the Soviet period of Russian history, when

representatives of intelligentsia had to preserve

their peace, their identity in conditions of a

totalitarian state.

Photo: Музей Анны Ахматовой в Фонтанном Доме

Address: 53, Liteyny pr., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Phone: 8 (812) 579-72-39

Internet: www.akhmatova.spb.ru

Malaya Sadovaya Pedestrian Street

Malaya Sadovaya Street

is a pedestrian street with

a few cafes, terraces, and

a fountain in the city

centre. It is notable for

the numerous

installations, concerts and performances that 

take place here. Guests can nd two metal

sculptures of cats named Yelisay and Vasilisa and

a sculpture of a photographer with a bulldog.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Malaya Sadovaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station
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Central Naval Museum
The Central Naval

Museum is one of the

oldest museums in Russia

and one of the largest

maritime museums in the

world. The museum

originates from the St. Petersburg Model 

Chamber - shipbuilding storage models and

drawings. The museum has one of the world's

richest collections of model ships (about 2,000

units). In the model collection clearly reects the

history of the Russian and foreign military

shipbuilding.

In 2012, the Museum of the Baltic Fleet 

(Baltiysk) and the Ship of military glory "Mikhail

Kutuzov" (Novorossiysk) became branches of the

Central Naval Museum.

In 2013, the collection was moved to the new 

building - renovated complex “Kryukov (Marine)

barracks”.

Photo: ЦВМ

Address: 2, nab. Kryukova Kanala, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Opening hours: 11 am - 6 pm, Mon and Tue - days o

Phone: 8 (812) 303-85-11

Internet: www.eng.navalmuseum.ru

Piterland

Piterland is not only a

water park but also a

place where you can

escape the bustle of the

city in summer, which

lasts the whole year

around. There is entertainment for adults and 

children: a set of slides, pools and a jacuzzi,

dierent types of saunas.

The beautiful design, a large ship in the middle 

of the park and a great view of the bay through

the huge dome - you'll have lots of fun there!

Photo: youtube

Address: 72 Primorsky pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Staraya Derevnya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 777 15 55

Internet: aqua.piterland.ru

ACCOMMODATIONS

Government of Saint Petersburg

St. Petersburg is one of the most popular tourist 

destinations of Europe.

The city’s hotel infrastructure never stops its 

development.

The largest international hotel brands operate in 

St. Petersburg, such as Best Western, Marriott,

Kempinski, Radisson SAS, Accor, Rocco Forte

Hotels, Corinthia and Sokos.

Today Petersburg is the leading Russian city due 

to the availability of on-line booking.

Angleterre *****

Angleterre Hotel is

located in the heart of St

Petersburg, adjacent to

St Isaac’s Cathedral and

close to the famous

Hermitage Museum. The

hotel is located within a walking distance from 

the Nevsky Prospect and all the major

sightseeing and shopping spots.
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Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 24 Malaya Morskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 494 56 66

Internet: www.angleterrehotel.com

Grand Hotel Europe *****

A truly iconic hotel, it

stands on Nevsky

Prospekt among the city’s

great architectural

treasures—renowned for

its impressive façade and

decorative interiors.

Positioned adjacent to Arts Square, the hotel has 

strong associations with the worlds of theatre,

music and dance. A stay here takes you straight

to the heart of Russia, especially during the

White Days of winter, when snow lies outside

and a warm welcome awaits within.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 1/7, Mihailovskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospekt Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 329 60 00

Internet:

www.belmond.com/grand-hotel-europe-st-petersburg/

Email: hotel.ghe@belmond.com

Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge *****

Original Sokos Hotel

Palace Bridge is a unique

hotel located in the

historical center of

St.Petersburg on the

Vasilievsky Island. The

hotel is named after the famous Palace Bridge 

located nearby, which leads directly to many of

the main sights of St.Petersburg center - the

Hermitage, Palace Square, Admiralty, St.Isaac's

Cathedral and the beginning of Nevsky Prospect,

all just a 15 minute walk away.

Solo Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge is a magnicent 

combination of new and old. Guest rooms, some

of which are apartments and perfect for a long

stay, are located in the modern building, but the

heart of the hotel is an old brick building dating

back to the mid19th century. It used to serve as

the wine cellars of a famous merchant dynasty -

the Eliseev family.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2-4, Birzhevoy pereulok, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sportivnaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 335 22 00

Internet:

www.sokoshotels./ru/hotels/stpetersburg/palacebridge/

Email: reservations@shotels.ru

Sokos Hotel Olympia Garden ****

Sokos Hotel Olympia

Garden is a modern and

very comfortable hotel

near the city center. The

hotel is located in a leafy

park along one of the

city’s main roads, Moskovsky Prospekt.  The 

hotel has 348 comfortable rooms, excellent

meeting and conference facilities, cozy

restaurant and a lively bar.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 3A, Bataisky pereulok, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Technologichesky Institut Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 335 22 70

Internet: www.sokoshotels./en/hotels/pietari/olympicgarden/

Email: reservations@shotels.ru
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Herzen House ***
Herzen House Hotel is

ideally located in the very

heart of Saint Petersburg,

within 5-minute walk

from city's major

attractions, such as the

The Palace Square, St. Isaac's Cathedral, The 

Admiralty, The State Hermitage Museum.

Hosted in the historical building dating back to

1830s, the Hotel provides cosy interiors,

convenient position and friendly

English-speaking sta who would be delighted to

welcome tourists and business travelers to the

city of St. Petersburg.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 25, Bolshaya Morskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 315 55 50

Internet: www.herzen-hotel.com/

Ibis ***

Ibis St Petersburg is a

3-star hotel oering 221

comfortable rooms. Its

central location will

ensure a hassle-free stay

to those guests, looking

for the hotels in Saint Petersburg with most 

convenient positioning. Nevsky Prospect, the

main shopping avenue of the city and Moscow

Railway Station are just 546 yd. away. The hotel

also features «Sud&Cie» Restaurant with a

capacity of 120 seats, a RendezVous Bar with

space for 50 guests, 4 conference rooms and

undercover parking for 19 cars.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 54, Ligovsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ligovsky Prospect Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 622 01 00

Internet: www.ibis.com/

Corinthia Hotel St Petersburg *****

The ve-star hotel

"Corinthia St.

Petersburg" is situated on

Nevsky Prospekt, a

2-minute walk from the

metro station

"Mayakovskaya". It oers spacious, elegantly 

furnished rooms and a gourmet restaurant.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 57, Nevsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 380 20 01

Internet: www.corinthia.com/hotels/stpetersburg/

Email: reservations.stpetersburg@corinthia.com

W St.Petersburg *****

Conceptualized by

award-winning architects

Antonio Citterio Patricia

Viel and Partners, W St.

Petersburg is located in

center of historical

"Venice of the North" next to St. Isaac's 

Cathedral, a stone throw from the lavish Winter

Palace with the famed Hermitage Museum and a

short stroll from the spectacular Neva River.

137 guest rooms and suites with bold decor by 

famous Italian architect Antonio Citterio recall a

masterpiece of Russian craft and artistry -

Faberge egg and mingle with furnishings by B&B

Italia, personal extras and vivid views of St.

Isaac's Cathedral or our tranquil courtyard.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 6, Voznesensky pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 610 61 61

Internet: www.wstpetersburg.com/

Email: wstpetersburg@whotels.com
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5th Corner Business Hotel St. Petersburg
5th Corner Business

Hotel St. Petersburg is

located in the center of

Saint Petersburg.

Minihotel oers quiet

atmosphere, high level of

service and spacious rooms.  

Business hotel is situated in historical center on 

the square of 5 corners, in renovated building of

the 19th century.

Convenient  location allows travelers and 

businessmen a quick access to all business

centers and world-famous attractions. Nevsky

Prospekt, the main shopping and historical

artery of the city, is just a 10-minute walk from a

mini hotel, subway stations Vladimirskaya and

Dostoyevskaya are 300 meters away, the main

train station "Moscovsky" a 10-minute drive

away.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 13, Zagorodniy pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vladimirskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 380 81 81

Internet: www.5ugol.ru/eng/

Holiday Inn St. Petersburg Moskovskye Vorota

This hotel is located in a

few minutes from the

metro station

"Moscovskye Vorota".

Large and modern rooms

with a comfortable

sitting-room with air conditioning, at-screen TV 

and a refrigerator. The bathrooms are equipped

with heated oors.

Moskovsky Prospect is located within walking 

distance of the hotel. The trip from the hotel to

the airport takes just 20 minutes.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 97A, Moscovsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Moskovskye Vorota Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 448 71 71

Internet: www.hi-spb.com/

Email: booking@hi-spb.com

Grand Hotel Emerald *****

The Grand Hotel Emerald

is conveniently located in

the historical part of St.

Petersburg where the

tranquil charm of the old

city blends with business

and greatest attractions. The classical interiors 

have absorbed the fascinating controversy of the

city on the Neva river and they are in perfect

harmony with the modern building executed in

the late rational art nouveau style.

The hotel features Emerald spa centre, Top Gym 

tness centre, Velvet beauty parlour, Gzhel

designer-cuisine restaurant, Versailles café and

Suvorovsky lobby bar.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 18, Suvorovsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploshad Vosstaniya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 740 50 02

Internet: www.grandhotelemerald.com

Email: reservation@grandhotelemerald.com

More Info: www.grandhotelemerald.com

Petro Palace Hotel

Retreat or recharge in

the comfort of one of 195

guest rooms - from

comfortable Superior

rooms to a spacious

Executive room or

luxuriously appointed Deluxe ones; each 

featuring air-conditioning, mini-bar, in-room safe

deposit box and dedicated workspace with

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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high-speed Internet access. If you are looking for

accommodation in Saint Petersburg for hosting

a business event, the Petro Palace Hotel features

9 meeting rooms, audio-visual services and a

business center.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 14, Malaya Morskaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 600 70 75

Internet: www.petropalacehotel.com/

Email: booking@petropalacehotel.com

Friends hostel

There are currently

several Friends hostels in

St Petersburg. All the

hostels are centrally

located, just a short walk

from Nevsky Prospekt, St

Petersburg’s famous main avenue, meaning that 

you will always feel right in the middle of the

action.

This is possibly the hotel with the very best 

location in St Petersburg: just o Nevsky

Prospekt and on one of the prettiest canals in the

city – you couldn’t be better placed to enjoy the

sights and diversions of the city.

The hostel oers a range of comfortable private 

and dorm rooms, clean bed linens, free wireless

as well as computers for guest use, free national

and international phone calls, washing machines,

an iron, three fully equipped kitchens, free tea,

coee and a never-ending supply of biscuits.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 20, nab. kanala Griboedova, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect Metro Station

Phone: + 7 812 331 77 99

Internet: www.en.friendsplace.ru/druzya-na-griboedova/

Email: griboedov@friendsplace.ru

Hostel Life

Hostel Life is a new

cheap youth backpackers

hostel in Saint

Petersburg. The hotel is

located in the centre of

the city at Nevsky

prospect. We are glad to oer our dear guests 

comfortable accommodation at a reasonable

price in our hostel in Petersburg.

Hostel Life is designed for up-to-date people who

care both about saving their money and living at

the main street of the city.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 47, Nevsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 318 18 08

Internet: www.eng.hostel-life.ru/en/

Email: info@hostel-life.ru

Location Hostel

Location hostel is located

in the very center of Saint

Petersburg, at

Vasilyevsky Island. So

visitors could get to the

main historical sights

such as Dvortsovaya square, the Hermitage, 

Peter-and-Paul’s Cathedral, Isaac’s and Kazan

Cathedral, Admiralty.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 2-4, Birzhevoy pereulok, Saint Petersburg

Phone: +7 812 329 12 74

Internet: http://en.location-hostel.ru/

Email: hostel74@gmail.com
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Saint Petersburg Hotel ***
Great views of Saint

Petersburg and the

Cruiser Aurora,

international cuisine, and

spacious rooms are

oered by this hotel. It is

centrally located on the banks of the River Neva.

Rated 3 Star, the Saint Petersburg Hotel, aims at

providing great value at an aordable price. The

hotel also aims to please guests with their

friendly and personalized service.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 5/2 Pirogovskaya Embankment, Saintt Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Lenina Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 380 19 19

Internet: www.hotel-spb.ru/hotel-spb.nsf/main/en

Email: hotel@hotel-spb.com

Comfort Hotel

perfect location budget

hotel right in the centre

of the city

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 25 Bolshaya Morskaya Street, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 570 67 00

Internet: www.comfort-hotel.org/

AZIMUT Hotel ***

The AZIMUT Hotel Saint

Petersburg is situated on

the banks of Fontanka

River in the historical

center and is the tallest

hotel in the city, boasting

1037 rooms, many with amazing views of St. 

Petersburg, the city that is known throughout

the world as the “City of Tsars” and the “Venice

of the North”.

Business or Leisure, the hotel oers everything 

you need, dedicated and helpful service sta, a

variety of room types including the hotel’s new

SMART generation rooms, restaurants (including

great eat-in or takeaway Pizza), the newly

opened Sky Bar with the breathtaking panorama

views, 19 meeting and conference rooms, on-site

SPA means that you will have a very comfortable

stay with us.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 43/1 Lermontovsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Technologichesky Institut Metro Station

Phone: + 7 812 740 26 40

Internet: www.en.azimuthotels.com/

Bristol Hotel ***

Bristol Hotel belongs to

the hotel chain "City

Hotel Group" and is

managed by the

management company

"City Hotel Group". The

main activities are consistent with Russian 

National Classier of Economic Activities 55.1 -

"Activities of hotels and restaurants".

The hotel has 119 rooms of dierent categories, 

all rooms are in compliance with the

sanitary-epidemiological rules and norms, as well

as the rules of re safety.

On the hotel territory there is a restaurant which

provides buet breakfast for hotel guests and

works on the menu for all the comers during the

day.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Rasstannaya st. 2/1, St.Petersburg

Public Transport: Obvodny channel metro station
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Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: 8 812 2429900

Internet: eng.bristol-hotel.spb.ru

Email: info@bristol-hotel.spb.ru

Galerea Hotel ***

“Galerea” opened in

2009. This new original

hotel found its place in a

historical building on the

Nevskiy Prospect – the

very heart of St.

Petersburg! One can hardly nd a better place to

meet our city. Exacting clients would appreciate

commodious double level rooms, that measure

up to their demand of comfort and high

standards of service.

Decoration of the hotel answers its name: the 

whole area is adorned with paintings of the best

Russian and foreign contemporary artists,

creating rened scenery of Petersburg charm.

The hotel welcomes tourists as well as 

businessmen on commercial travels. We gladly

assist in organizing seminars and negotiations in

comfortable and decent conditions.

We place a priority on the quality of our services 

and their accordance with high European

standards! Founding hotel, we did not cut down

expenses on coziness and accessorizes. So, the

best producers of hotel products were chosen to

assure your comfort.

Surpassing expectations of the guest is the policy

of the general manager. We sincerely hope that

you would nd the hotel to be recommended!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Nevsky prospect 78, Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya metro station

Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: 8 812 904 61 70

Internet: galerea-hotel.ru/eng

Email: info@galerea-hotel.ru

GoodNight Hotel

GoodNight Hotel is a

perfect place for those

looking for a relaxed and

quiet stay in the Cultural

capital of Russia. Many

restaurants, bars and

night clubs are located just in 5-10 minute 

walking distance.

The hotel is a short walk from Main Railway 

Station and underground, providing excellent

access to all areas of the city. The Hermitage,

The Russian Museum, Fontanka river, St.Isaac's

Cathedral, Kazan Cathedral, The Church of the

Saviour are just in 10-15 minute walking

distance from the hotel.

GoodNight Hotel oers 22 rooms in total. All 

rooms are comfortably furnished, with en suite

facilities and double or twin beds.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Liteyniy prospect 61, Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya metro station

Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: 8 921 942 80 82

Internet: goodnighthotel.ru/en/

Email: goodnighthotel.spb@gmail.com

Cronwell Inn Stremyannaya ***

Cronwell Inn

Stremyannaya – part of

Cronwell Hotels &

Resorts Gallery, Russian

hotel chain, opened in

Saint-Petersburg in

February 2010. Hotel is located in the historical 

centre of Saint-Petersburg, in 3 minutes walking

distance from the Nevsky Prospect and

Mayakovskaya underground station, in 5 minutes

walk from Moskovsky railway station, 15

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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minutes drive from the Palace (Dvortsovaya)

square and Alexandro-Nevsky Cathedral and 30

minutes drive by car from the  the Pulkovo

airport.

Hotel is located in a new modern building with 

historical outlook on the famous Stremyannaya

street, that saved its name since the order of the

Queen Anna Ioanovna in the 18th century, and

was one of the Dvorcovaya Sloboda streets,

where manufacturers that worked for the royal

family used to live.

* Stremyannaya Street is connected with the 

lives of such famous Russian writers and

philosophers as Dostoevsky, Batushkov, Esenin,

Barto, Zochenko, Turgenev, Goncharov and

many more. Here Turgenev’s “Hunter’s Notes”,

Dostoevsky’s “Poor People”, and Goncharov’s

“Common Story” had been written. In the

buildings of the famous architectures Lange and

Fontana – lived and worked the famous lawyer

Koni, the outstanding surgeon Sklifosovskiy,

Russian publisher Soykin (who published books

of Darvin and Michurin), compilation of works of

Jule Vern, Dikkens and Duma; important and

well-known names in history are baroness Korf,

writer Slonimskiy – the member of the group

“Serapinov’s Brothers”, Shwarc, Chukovskiy,

Zoschenko.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Stremyannaya str 18, Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya metro station

Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: 8 812 406-04-50

Internet: stremyannaya-hotel.ru/en

Email: booking@stremyannaya-hotel.com

Central Street Hostel
In Saint Petersburg, a

6-minute walk from the

Palace Square, Central

Street Hostel has free

Wi-Fi, a 24-hour front

desk and a luggage

storage room. The closest metro station is 247 m

away.

The dormitory rooms at the Central Street Hostel

are tted with a desk and a wardrobe. Shared

bathroom facilities can be found in the hallway.

Guests at the property can take advantage of a 

fully-equipped shared kitchen and a common

lounge area.

Pulkovo Airport can be reached within 20 

minutes by car.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Malaya Konushennaya str.10, Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: 8 812 981-86-07

Internet: http://centralstreethostel.com/en/#1

Email: mail@centralstreethostel.com

Sky Hotel

Perfectly located in the

very center of St.

Petersburg, Sky Hotel

oer accommodation just

some steps from Nevsky

Prospect and the Palace

Square. For guests there are 15 modern 

renovated rooms equipped with all the facilities

for comfortable stay. Among the rooms are 8

Superior rooms with private bathroom and 7

Standart rooms with shared bathroom. The

guests can use free Wi-Fi throughout the

territory of the hotel. The breakfast is included in

the price and served in the cafe of the hotel.

Open-air terrace with the view of rooftops of

Destination: Saint Petersburg
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St.Petersburg can become a wonderful place for

your rest!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Bolshaya Konyushennaya, 17, Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya metro station

Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: 8 812 456-0-789

Internet: en.skyhotel.ru/

Email: info@skyhotel.ru / booking@skyhotel.ru

Nevsky Hotel Aster ***

This business-class hotel

is just a minute’s walk

from Nevsky Prospect

and within minutes of

Palace Square, the

Hermitage, the Field of

Mars and the inspiring Church of the 

Resurrection on Griboedov Canal.

The hotel is surrounded by cafés and restaurants

of every kind with a wide variety of meals and

snacks. There are lots of nearby shops, too, and

they carry a Western-style assortment of quality

merchandise. Also close to the hotel are art

galleries and nightclubs.

Guests can choose from among the numerous 

services the hotel oers, such as visa support,

registration, and a car and driver to and from the

airport or railway station. There’s a laundry and

dry cleaning service, selection of cars with

drivers for travelling, experienced interpreters in

any language and tickets for airplane ights or

journeys by rail.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Bolshaya Konyushennaya ulitsa 25, Saint

Petersburg

Public Transport: Nevsky Prospect metro station

Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: 8 812 3147541

Internet: hotelaster.su/en/

Email: info@hon.ru

Palantin Hotel

Palantin is a modern

hotel opened in 2006. The

hotel is situated in the

center of

Saint-Petersburg which

allows to get famous

historical and architectural places within ten 

minutes walking.

The transport situation of the hotel is also 

comfortable: within ve minutes you can get

metro stations, railway station and airport.

Palantin oers you everytging for comfortable 

and pleasent stay. We do our best to make

accommodation in our hotel more comfortable

and convenient!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: Rizhskiy prospekt, 4/6, Saint-Petersburg

Public Transport: Tekhnologicheskiy institut- II metro station

Opening hours: 24 hours

Phone: 8 812 607 7763

Internet: palantinhotel.ru/en

Email: reservation@palantinhotel.ru

Lotte Hotel St. Petersburg *****

The luxury brand new

Lotte Hotel St.

Petersburg is situated in

the historical mansion

built in 1851 and

occupies one of the city’s

most prestigious locations – St. Isaac`s square. 

Nestled in the middle of the famous sightseeing

attractions Lotte Hotel St.Petersburg is close to

the main street of the city Nevsky prospect,

world-known Hermitage museum and famous

Mariinsky theatre. Providing luxury base near

major landmarks and many business districts

Lotte Hotel St.Petersburg is the best hotel,
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whether for business or leisure.

Photo: НОПРИЗ СЗФО

Address: 2 Antonenko per., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Phone: 8 (812) 336-10-00

Internet: www.lottehotel.com/saintpetersburg/en

Domina St. Petersburg *****

Domina Hotel, St.

Petersburg is located on

the Moika River

Embankment, at the

crossroads of cultural,

business and social life of

the city.

St.Isaac’s Square and the majestic St. Isaac’s 

Cathedral is a stone throw away.

The famous Mariinsky Theatre, the Palace 

Square and the Hermitage, Nevsky Prospekt and

the modern cultural center on the New Holland

Island is in the distance of short walk through

the historical center of St. Petersburg.

Photo: Эра Дизайн Групп

Address: 99, nab. reki Moiki, Saint Petersburg

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Internet: www.spb.dominarussia.com/en

Author Boutique Hotel *****

Author Boutique Hotel is

a ve-star hotel located in

the heart of St.

Petersburg - its historical

center, on Vladimirsky

Prospect. Russian

hospitality, impeccable European service and a 

traditionally aristocratic Petersburg life style - it

is this set of criteria that has always been the

hallmark of Golden Garden Boutique Hotel. The

splendor and luxury of our classic interiors share

their pedestal with the decor of coziness and

comfort.

Flinging open the door of the hotel will take you 

out of the bustle of the big city and into a cozy

European town, a small street with houses,

restaurants, souvenir shops and a fountain. At

daytime through the glass roof in the hall, the

friendly sunshine is bursting in, at night you can

see the stars and the night sky.

Our boutique hotel is an aristocratic place 

thanks to its spacious interiors, at the same time

the small number of rooms allows us to provide a

high quality service to the guests, and all the

sta knows the guests by name and remembers

all their preferences - their favorite rooms, wine

brands, dishes and how they like to spend their

pastime.

Photo: Peterburg2

Address: 9, Vladimirsky Prospekt, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vladimirskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 334 22 33

Internet: www.goldengarden.ru/en/index.html

SO Sofitel St. Petersburg *****

Don't miss the rst SO/

St. Petersburg hotel in

Russia, located in the

heart of the rich cultural

center of St. Petersburg.

In this hotel, designed by

architect Antonio Citterio, the mysteries of the 

House of Faberge are revealed in a modern

setting. The breatht aking views of St. Isaac's

Cathedral await you, along with Just Say So, a

new service concept, and SO evening parties on

our scenic summer terrace.

Hotel extras

In the historical center of St. Petersburg, close to

all main touristic attractions

4 modern conference rooms including panoramic

So Lounge

Summer HI-SO terrace with breathtaking view of

St. Isaac's Cathedral and Admiralty
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Photo: Sotel

Address: 6, Voznesensky pr., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Internet: https://www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-B315-so-sot

el-st-petersburg-/index.shtml

Trezzini Palace *****

Trezzini Palace is a

reection of the imperial

St. Petersburg, with its

nobleness, daintiness and

solemnity. Trezzini Palace

is a ve-star de luxe hotel

for those who value luxury and can enjoy it. 

Trezzini Palace is a museum which preserved the

spirit and hospitality of Petrine epoch.

Trezzini Palace Hotel is located in the house 21 

on University embankment. The building was

constructed in the XVIII century upon the design

developed by one of the main architects of St.

Petersburg – Domenico Trezzini.

Trezzini Palace oers kingly apartments uniting 

marvelous design and top-best servicing to its

dear guests.

Photo: Гостиницы Санкт-Петербурга - go2all.ru

Address: 21, Universitetskaya nab., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya Metro Station

Internet: www.trezzinipalace.com/en

Majestic Boutique Hotel Deluxe ****

Majestic Hotel Boutique

4*Deluxe, located in the

very center of St.

Petersburg, is inviting the

guests to rest in its

comfortable and

luxurious rooms. Elegant and exquisite hotel 

with aable sta and cozy atmosphere will help

you experience the best traditions of local

hospitality.

Our hotel oers a full range of services fullling 

the needs of guests: Business center, Conference

area, Concierge service, Banquet area,

Brasserie de Metropole restaurant complex that

includes a restaurant and a pub with its own

Belgian brewery, Lobby-bar Majestic.

Photo: www.otzyv.ru

Address: 22, Sadovaya ul., Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Internet: www.hotelmajestic.ru/en

1852 Boutique Hotel ****

Having undergone a

restoration, our hotel

features such original

architectural details as

the wonderful grand

staircase and brickwork

created by the architects in 1852.

Whether you need to relax or work, our four 

stars hotel can accommodate up to 80 guests at

any one time in comfortable and tastefully

decorated bedrooms of dierent categories.

Our eicient sta will ensure you are getting the 

most from your stay. For your convenience our

front desk service is around the clock. Additional

services and a hearty hot buet breakfast are

also available. Our sta take great pride in

oering an exceptional guest experience.

Photo: HotelSpb.RU

Address: 2, Chekhova ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya Metro Station

Phone: 8 (812) 409-18-52

Internet: www.1852hotel.ru/en
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Akyan Hotel ****
Free Hotel services for

your comfort: Breakfast

«the Buet» is included.

Weekdays from 07.00 am

till 11.00 am; weekends

from 08.00 am till 12.00

pm.

Daily delivery of the business press in English

Wake up service

Ironing Board and iron (on request)

Free WI-FI

Concierge services (excursions, tickets to 

Theaters and Museum, air and railway tickets)

24-Hours Reception

Sta speaking foreign languages

Round the clock security and video surveillance 

system

Branded umbrellas in case of rainy weather

Elevator

Discounts and special oers from our Partners

Central air conditioning

Safes in rooms

Safe Deposit boxes

Photo: Akyan Saint Petersburg

Address: 19, ul. Vosstania, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Ploschad Vosstaniya metro station

Phone: +7 (812) 426 4000

Internet: www.akyanhotel.com/en

Solo panorama ****

The hotel itself is located

in a one-minute walk from

Nevsky Prospekt. It

consists of 10 rooms

located in a historic 19th

century building, which

was built in 1912 by architect A.V.Kenelem and 

is an object of cultural heritage.

The friendly sta will cover for you a delicious 

buet and help in solving problems.

Near the hotel there are many bars and 

restaurants.

Photo: TopHotels

Address: 3, Gorokhovaya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteyskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 (812) 336-16-90

Internet: www.solo-hotel.com/otel-solo-panorama.html

Hampton by Hilton

As the most recognized

name in the industry,

travelers all over the

world have been saying

“Take me to the Hilton”

for almost a century. And

because of our innovative approach to products, 

amenities and service, Hilton continues to be

synonymous with hotel across the globe. Hilton

Hotels & Resorts remains the stylish, forward

thinking global leader of hospitality – and we

help make traveling easier with our smart

design, innovative restaurant concepts, authentic

hospitality and commitment to the global

community.

Photo: Citywalls

Address: 64, Peterburgskoye shosse, St. Petersburg, Russia
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Public Transport: Moskovskaya Metro Station

Phone: 8 (812) 647-74-74

Internet: www.hilton.ru/about/

Vedensky Hotel

The “Vedensky” Hotel is

located in a unique

historic building in the

center of St. Petersburg,

on the busy Bolshoy

Prospect of Petrograd

Side.

At a walking distance, there are such sightseeing

attractions as the Hermitage, the cruiser

“Aurora”, the Peter-and- Paul Fortress, the house

of Peter 1, the Kuntskamera. The building of this

hotel represents an object of St. Petersburg’s

historical heritage.

Due to the excellent quality-to- price ratio and 

high professionalism of sta, your stay in the

Hotel will be memorable.

Photo: Lodging.ru

Address: 37, Bolshoy pr. PS, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Petrogradskaya Metro Station

Phone: 8 (812) 332-42-22

Internet: https://vedenskyhotel.com/about-hotel/

Courtyard St. Petersburg Center
West/Pushkin Hotel ****

Plan your visit to one of

Russia's most captivating

cities. Located between

the Griboedova Channel

and Kanonerskaya Street,

the Courtyard St.

Petersburg Center West/Pushkin Hotel provides 

a home away from home for both business and

leisure travelers. Our accommodation showcases

modern spaces and smart design, with deluxe

pillow top bedding, free Wi-Fi, and at-screen

TVs. Upgrade to a suite, and enjoy two room

accommodation. Maintain your workout routine

in our tness center, or enjoy avorful cuisine

from Russia and Germany at our on-site

restaurants. Our prime hotel location in St.

Petersburg's historic city center puts you

conveniently within walking distance of

Mariinsky Theatre, as well as many popular

business destinations; our free shuttle makes it

easy to discover St. Isaac's Cathedral and the

attractions of Nevsky Prospekt. Rest assured that

the award-winning Courtyard St. Petersburg

Center West/Pushkin Hotel will exceed your

every expectation.

Photo: Novembri

Address: 166, kanala Griboyedova, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Sennaya Metro Station

Phone: 8 (812) 380-40-11

Internet: www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/ledgr-courtyard-st-

petersburg-center-west-pushkin-hotel/

Rossi Hotel and Spa ****

It is stylish and opulent in

a way that only a true

boutique hotel in a

lovingly restored

historical landmark

building can be. The

Rossi seamlessly incorporates the best elements 

of сlassical Russian architecture and modern

design. The Rossi’s façade hearkens back to the

days of horse drawn carriages rumbling over

cobble stone streets, and elegant couples

strolling along the embankment of the Fontanka

river. But even though our guests are

surrounded by history, the modern world is only

a stride away.

Step through the front door of the Rossi, and you

enter another world, the one full of aristocratic

elegance, sophistication and warmth. Inside

these historic walls is a world of luxurious
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comfort with all the latest touches and highest

standards of service. The rare combination of

meticulously restored historical landmark,

attention to detail and an eye for modern design

– all these are about the Rossi Boutique hotel.

Photo: Agoda

Address: 55, nab. reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg, Russia

Phone: 8 (812) 635-63-33

Internet: www.rossihotels.com/eng/

Demetra Art Hotel ****

Demetra Art Hotel is the

choice of those who are

used to the European

level of comfort and

attention but do feel like

remembering in what city

of what country they are after entering the hotel.

Demetra Art Hotel is in the very heart of Saint 

Petersburg, close to the Nevsky Avenue and the

main sights. Thus you may walk around the city,

however, if you need to take the metro, it's just a

minute walk from the hotel.

Another 5-minute walk and you will nd yourself 

in the Tavrichesky Garden, the city centre's main

green area.

Photo: Demetra Art Hotel

Address: 44, Vosstaniya ul., St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 640 04 08

Email: info@demetra-art-hotel.com

Courtyard® by Marriott® St. Petersburg
Vasilievsky

Experience four-star

accommodations and

services at The Courtyard

St. Petersburg

Vasilievsky. Beautifully

situated along the Malaya

Neva River, in a historic building, our hotel 

oers a premier setting that places you close to

everything on Vasilievsky Island and in city

center St. Petersburg. Attend events at LenExpo

or Expoforum, or tour attractions including the

Rostral Columns, Kunstkamera, the Hermitage

and Mariinsky Theatre. Within our hotel, you'll

nd stylish rooms and suites with complimentary

Wi-Fi and pampering amenities, great

restaurant choices featuring international

cuisine and creative cocktails and a 24-hour

tness centre. If you're hosting a business

meeting or social event in St. Petersburg, you'll

be delighted with our sophisticated venues -

some of which oer natural light and scenic

views - custom catering and exemplary services.

Whether travelling to St. Petersburg, Russia for

work or for a vacation, we look forward to

welcoming you soon to our Vasilievsky Island

hotel soon.

Photo: Азбука Отелей

Address: 2 line of Vasilievsky Island 61/30, St. Petersburg

199178 Russian Federation

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station

Internet: https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/ledcy-courty

ard-st-petersburg-vasilievsky
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The Brothers Karamazov
Located in a center of the

city The Brothers

Karamazov Hotel is 20

minute walk distance to

the Nevsky prospect and ,

at the same time, it is

close to the Vladimirskaya Church and 

Dostoevsky museum where the master wrote his

last novel The Brothers Karamazov.

The cozy hotel interiors reproduce the 

atmosphere of the second part of the 19th

century. The hotel interior rooms named after

the main female characters of Dostoevskys’

novels (“Grushenka”, “Katerina”, “Nastasia

Filipovna”, “Aglaya” and “Netochka Nezvanova”)

add special style to the hotel.

The hotel is 5 minutes walk distance to several 

metro stations (Vladimirskaya, Dostoevskaya,

Pushkinskaya and Zvenigorodskaya). Moskovsky

Railway station and Vityabsky Railway station

are also nearby.

Photo: Lodging.ru

Address: Socialisticheskaya st., building 11-A, St. Petersburg,

Russia

Public Transport: Zvenigorodskaya metro station

Internet: https://karamazovhotel.ru/en/

Martin Hotel

Located at 12 Marata

Street, in a historic 1855

residential building once

owned by Alexander

Drankov, a famous

St.Petersburg high

society gure, our hotel preserves the best 

cultural traditions and oers its guests to

experience the rened atmosphere of gala

St.Petersburg. Hotel designer-made classical

interior is a stylish combination of natural wood,

marble and elegant stairs with forged steel

elements. The pearly grey walls are decorated

with prints by Vladimir Boriskovich, a famous

St.Petersburg artist.

Photo: martinhotel.ru

Address: 12, Marata ul., St.Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya metro station

Internet: https://martin-hotel.com

NasHotel ****

NasHOTEL is your 4

home in Saint Petersburg.

It’s lled with light,

bright and cozy. It’s

always in a good mood,

and the weather here is

great all the time. 

It’s got petunias and bikes in the summer, and 

mulled wine and Christmas lights in the winter.

The table is always set here. It’s the place you 

want to come back to.

And more importantly, it’s the place where 

you’re always welcome.

There’s no gilding or molding in the interior, but 

the chandeliers in the restaurant are a real work

of art,

and the atrium here is the place where you will 

want to sing.

We are not on Nevsky prospect, but if you want 

to see the bridges opening and twilight all night,

you don’t need to save up a lot of money if you 

stay with us.

There are a lot of unique hotels. There’s only one

NasHOTEL.

Photo: www.nashotel.ru

Address: 50, 11th Line of Vasilievsky Island, Saint- etersburg,

199178, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station
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Internet: https://www.nashotel.ru/en/

Tchaikovsky Grand Hotel ****

The Grand Hotel

Tchaikovsky, being

located in a building that

is an object of cultural

heritage of regional

signicance, conveys the

atmosphere of true St. Petersburg and combines 

it with modern design and technology.

The design of 70 rooms in 6 categories, which 

are able to accommodate up to 170 people, is

made in a classic modern style, the interior

pleases the eye and creates an atmosphere of

comfort and convenience. There are available

one-room and two-room (family and suite), for

romance lovers we oer accommodation in the

attic rooms sky. Suites are a perfect choice for

the most demanding guests; they have not only

two rooms, but also a separate bathroom for

each of them. Stylish interior, thought-out to the

details, spacious exquisite living room, luxurious

bathroom with bath – here is everything to make

your stay unforgettable.

There is also a restaurant in the hotel where the 

buet breakfasts are served. Lunch and dinner

are served for the groups of 8 or more people. All

the necessary equipment for conferences and

banquets is presented in the restaurant.

Photo: Гранд отель "Чайковский"

Address: 55 Tchaikovsky St., Saint-Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Internet: http://www.tchotel.ru/en/hotel/about-hotel

The Brullov Mansion
An aristocratic Mansion

dating to the end of the

19th century located in

the historic district of St.

Petersburg is a unique

project overlooking

Bolshaya Neva Embankment complete with a 

magnicent courtyard and a blossoming Mansion

Garden.

12 rooms of the Mansion and a heartful service 

let each guest nd his own favorite space in this

cozy house.

We provide individual tours around St. 

Petersburg and country palace residences of

Russian tsars, including an exclusive

unforgettable trip in а vintage Rolls-Royce.

Your most memorable anniversaries, weddings 

and other events will be celebrated in style at

our Mansion.

Photo: Allcafe - Allcafe.ru

Address: 37, Lieutenant Schmidt Embankment, St.

Petersburg, Entrance at Finlyandsky Lane, Russia

Public Transport: Vasileostrovskaya metro station

Internet: https://brulovmansion.ru/en/

Indigo

Ambience and

Neighbourhood Story.

The unique atmosphere of

the city on the Neva River

gave life to the boutique

Hotel Indigo

St.Petersburg-Tchaikovskogo. Smoothly 

integrating into the cityscape of St.Petersburg

the hotel located in a historical mansion

concentrates the vast cultural heritage of the city

in its image.
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The boutique Hotel Indigo 

St.Petersburg-Tchaikovskogo is ushed with the

phenomenal power of St.Petersburg. It charges

its guests with this power inviting them to a

journey of the city via the uniquely styled rooms

the design of which was inspired by the history

of the neighbouring highlights. The boutique

hotel team members are notable for their

creative approach to servicing and deep

knowledge of many local secrets and the most

fascinating events.

Refreshing Design with St.Petersburg Colouring.

The boutique Hotel Indigo St.

Petersburg-Tchaikovskogo is a source of

inspiration for our guests. Our aim is to

encourage you for seeking new impressions. The

concept of the special interior design of the

boutique hotel tells our guests the stories of the

Casting Yard, Summer Garden, Neva

embankments and stirs their interest in learning

more about the city and feeling more of a local in

the Northern Capital of Russia.

Individual Service. The boutique Hotel Indigo St.

Petersburg-Tchaikovskogo – is a personal guide

for each guest. Individual approach to each

traveler provides for seeing St.Petersburg in a

new light and nding something very special and

personal. The team of the boutique Hotel Indigo

St.Petersburg-Tchaikovskogo are always open

for talking with the guests about St.Petersburg

and its highlights. Our concierge service are very

well aware and sensitive to the mood and

demands of the guests and will always give you a

sound advice as to where to visit so that to feel

the appealing ambiance.

In the Focus. The boutique Hotel Indigo St. 

Petersburg-Tchaikovskogo is a guide to the

cultural life of St.Petersburg. Sharing the love

for the city with our guests the boutique Hotel

Indigo St. Petersburg-Tchaikovskogo becomes

the source of information about the most

spectacular and fascinating events in the cultural

life of St.Petersburg.

Photo: indigospb.com

Address: 17 Tchaikovskogo Ulitsa, St. Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Chernyshevskaya Metro Station

Internet: http://indigospb.com/?lang=en

Balzac

Balzac is a 4-star venue

oering allergy free

rooms and a Jacuzzi. The

business accommodation

in Saint Petersburg

attracts guests with its

historical architecture.

This property is situated 1350 meters away from 

Admiralty Building. Balzac Hotel is within about

20 minutes' walk of the center of Saint

Petersburg.

A cathedral and a theater are set within walking 

distance.

Rooms at Balzac Hotel feature modern touches 

such as individual climate control, TV with

satellite channels, a laptop, an iron with ironing

board and a closet. Rooms come with the garden

view. They oer private bathrooms with a

bathtub, a hairdryer and free toiletries.

Photo: CityGuide-spb.ru

Address: Galernaya Street 59, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Internet: http://balzac-hotel.allpiterhotels.ru/#location
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Helvetia *****
The Helvetia Hotel

occupies two

19th-century buildings at

11 Marata Street. The

front building is a

mansion that was built for

the Khristovsky family in 1828; the second 

building was added on behind the inner

courtyard a half century later. Listed among St.

Petersburg's heritage structures, the Helvetia’s

buildings are protected by the federal

government’s Bureau of Landmarks.

Photo: aroundcard

Address: 11, Marata street St. Petersburg, 191025, Russia

Public Transport: Mayakovskaya metro station

Internet: https://helvetiahotel.ru/en

Dostoevsky ****

The Hotel Dostoevsky****

is situated in the unique

historical and

architectural area of

Saint-Petersburg. It takes

ve minutes walking

through magnicent architectural monuments, 

from the Hotel to the Nevsky prospect, the very

heart and the gala view of Saint-Petersburg.

The Hotel building constructed in 1783 is located

in the Vladimirskaya square. The modern-styled

building front faces the Cathedral of Our Lady of

Vladimir.

The Cathedral founded in 1747 is an 

architectural dominant and a crown of the

square, and the history of it starts from the 17th

century. The square has ve streets adjoining.

Don’t miss the chance to get an amazing walking

trip around museums, theatres and architect

monuments of this area.

Hotel windows facing the Vladimirsky prospect 

oer a spellbinding view to the Vladimirskaya

square and the historical center of the city.

The Hotel oers 218 rooms of various categories.

Guests are welcomed to use high-speed Internet

access, satellite television, international dialing,

minibar, round-the-clock room service and other

facilities.

Dostoevsky combines the charm of the old 

history and the high level of the modern comfort

and service. That is why the Hotel is so popular

among Russian and foreign tourists,

businessmen and artists.

Photo: Туры в Санкт-Петербург

Address: 19, Vladimirsky prospect St.Petersburg 191002

Russia

Public Transport: Dostoevskaya Metro Station

Internet: https://www.dostoevsky-hotel.com/en/

Kempinski Hotel Moika 22 *****

Situated in the heart of

the city on the Moika

River, in the aristocratic

mansion built in 1853,

Kempinski Hotel Moika

22 is anked by the

famous landmarks of Palace Square and the 

Hermitage museum. The hotel is just ve

minutes’ walk from the Nevsky Prospect and

close to all major sights and shopping, an ideal

location whether you are travelling for business

or personal reasons. You can expect an

exceptional welcome here, and we gladly greet

our guests with a unique, personalized European

service in every single one of the 200 rooms and

suites, at our restaurants and bars, and event

venues.
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The unique location of the panoramic Bellevue 

Brasserie restaurant on the ninth oor of

Kempinski Hotel Moika 22 makes it one of the

most signicant places to dine in St Petersburg.

Its 360-degree breathtaking view is over the

main historical attractions of the city center:

Palace Square, the Hermitage museum, St

Isaac’s Cathedral and the Church on Spilled

Blood.  Bellevue Brasserie serves French cuisine

and famous Russian cuisine in a modern

arrangement and opens its summer terrace

during the warmer months - from May to

September.

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 22 Moiki Embankment, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Admiralteiskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 335 91 11

Internet: www.kempinski.com/en/st-petersburg/hotel-moika-2

2/welcome/

Email: reservations.moika@kempinski.com

The Official State Hermitage Hotel *****

The State Hermitage

Museum Oicial Hotel in

St Petersburg, Russia

opened in summer 2013

as a new part of The

State Hermitage Museum

in St Petersburg. The philosophy and the values 

of the Museum have been embedded into the

design and service concept for the hotel. It goes

without saying that the nest values of Russian

hospitality lie at the heart of The Oicial State

Hermitage Hotel experience. Moreover, as the

birthplace of “Hospitality Art”, you can expect

your time shared at the hotel, whether business,

pleasure, or cultural, to leave you with indelible

memories. Welcome to The State Hermitage

Museum Oicial Hotel in St Petersburg!

Photo: Government of Saint-Petersburg

Address: 10 Pravda Street, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Public Transport: Zvenigorodskaya Metro Station

Phone: +7 812 777 98 10

Internet: www.thehermitagehotel.ru/en/

Email: info@thehermitagehotel.ru

Population
5 million

Currency
Russian ruble (RBL) 1 ruble  = 100 kopeks

Opening hours
Shops are usually open from 10 am until 10 pm. Most shops 
are open on Sundays. Many shops and supermarkets are
open for 24 hours a day. The opening hours of most banks
are 10 am to 6 pm, Monday-Friday.

Internet
www.visit-petersburg.ru/en/

Newspapers
Pravda, 
Izvestia
Vedomosti
Vesti
St Petersburg Times
Neva News
Pulse
Spb Dnevnik
Smena

Emergency numbers
General 01
Police 02
Ambulance 03
Resque Service +7 812 380 91 19
Tourist Contact Centre +7 800 234 12 58, +7 812 456 03 03

Tourist information
City Tourist Information Bureau
Offices:
14/52, Sadovaya ul. 
Tel: +7 812 242 39 09
service@ispb.info
Gostiny Dvor Metro Station
Opening hours: Mon-Sat 10 am - 7 pm

37, Sadovaya ul.. 
Tel: +7 812 242 39 04
Sennaya Metro Station 
Opening hours: Mon-Sat 10 am - 7 pm

25, Milionnaya ul.
Tel: +7 812 417 22 16
Nevsky Prospect Metro Station
Opening hours: Mon-Fr 10 am - 7 pm

Information pavilions:
- Pulkovo Airport (daily 9 am - 8 pm)
- Palace Square (daily 10 am - 7 pm)
- St.Isaac's Square (daily 10 am - 7 pm)
- Aleksandrovsky Park (daily 10 am - 7 pm)
- Vosstaniya Square (daily 10 am - 7 pm)
- Rastrelli Square (weekdays 8.30 am - 4 pm, 
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May-September)
- Marine Facade Seaport (daily 10 am - 7 pm, 
May-September)
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Admiraltejskaja naberežnaja A3 Kazanskaja ulica B4 Sadovaja ulica B4 C3 C4

Admiraltejskij prospekt A3 Kolokol’naja ulica D4 Scerbakov pereulok D4

Anickov most D4 Konjušennaja pl B2 C2 Stremjannaja ulica D4

Aptekarskij pereulok B2 C2 Kronverkskaja naberežnaja A1 Troickij most B1 C1

Baskov pereulok D2 Litejnyj prospekt D2 D3 D4 ul Cajkovskogo D1

Birževoj A2 Millionnaja ulica B2 ul Furmanova D1

Bol Konjušennaja ulica B2 B3 Mohovaja ulica D1 D2 D3 ulica Belinskogo D3

Cernomorskij pereulok A3 Moškov pereulok B2 ulica Bol Morskaja A4 B3

Dmitrov pereulok D4 Mucnoj pereulok B4 ulica Furmanova D1 D2

Dobroljubova A1 Mytninskaja naberežnaja A1 ulica Kirocnaja D2

Dumskaja ulica C3 C4 nab Kutuzova D1 ulica Korolenko D2

Dvorcovaja naberežnaja B2 naberežnaja kan Griboedova B3 C3 ulica Lomonosova C4

Dvorcovaja pl B3 naberežnaja Lebjaz’ej kanavki C1 C2 ulica Nekrasova D3

Dvorcovyj most A2 naberežnaja r Fontanki C2 D2 D3 ulica Pestelja D2

Dvorcovyj pr A2 A3 naberežnaja r Mojki C2 ulica Rubinštejna D4

Furštatskaja ulica D2 Nevskij prospekt B3 C3 ulica Zodcego Rossi C4

Gangutskaja ulica C2 D2 pereulok Grivcova A4 B4 ulica Žukovskogo D3

Gorohovaja ulica A3 A4 B4 pereulok Krylova C4 Universiteskaja nab A2

Grafskij pereulok D4 pereulok Pirogova A4 Vladimiskij prospekt D4

Inženernaja ulica C3 pl Iskusstv C3 Voznesenskij porspekt A3 A4

Isaakievskaja A3 pl Lomonosova C4 Voznesenskij prospect A4

Ital’janskaja ulica C3 pl Ostrovskogo C4 Zamkovaja ulica C3 D2

Karavannaja ulica D3 Poctamtskaja ul A4 Špalernaja ul D1

Kazanskaja pl B4 Povarskoj pereulok D4
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